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Mr. Earl J. k'oolever RPerlis, ELD
Vice President, Nuclear Construction JTaylor, IE
Duquesne Light Company EJordan, IE

Robinson Plaza Building No. 2, Suite 210 ACRS (16)
PA Route 60
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15205

Dear Mr. Woolever:

Subject: Beaver Valley Unit 2 Safety Review Requests for Additional
,

Information

On May 18, 1983, your application for an operating license for Beaver Valley
Power Station, Unit 2 (BVPS-2) was docketed. The NRC staff is currently
reviewing your application, including the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR).

During the course of our review of your FSAR the enclosed " Requests for
Additional Information" (Enclosure 1) were generated. In accordance with the
staff's BVPS-2 application review schedule, your responses to these requests
sbould be submitted to the NRC by October 28, 1983.

Should you have any questions concerning the enclosed requests please contact
the Licensing Project Manager, Lisamarie Lazo (301) 492-7791.

Sincerely,

Original Signed By

George W. Knighton, Chief
Licensing Branch No. 3
Division of Licensing

Enclosure: As stated

cc: See next page
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Mr. Earl J. Woolever
Vice President, Nuclear Construction

* '

Duquesne Light Company
Robinson Plaza Bldg. No. 2, Suite 210
PA Route 60
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15205

cc: Gerald Charnoff, Esq.' Mr. H. M. Siegel, Manager Engineering
Jay E. Silberg, Esq. Beaver Valley Two Project
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge Duquesne Light Company*

1800 M Street, N. W. Robinson Plaza Building No. 2
Washington, D. C. 20036 Suite #120

PA Route 60
Karin Carter, Esq. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15205
Special Assistant Attorney General
Bureau of Administrative Enforcement Mr. C. E. Ewing, Quality Assurance
Executive Ho~use - 5th Floor Manager
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120 Quality Assurance Department

Duquesne Light Company
Mr.R.I.Washabaugh P. O. Box 186
BV-2 Project Manager Shippingport, PA 15077
Duquesne Light Company
Robinson Plaza Building No. 2 Director, Pennsylvania Emergency
Suite 210 Management Agency
FA Route 60 Room B-151
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15205 Transportation & Safety Building

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120
Mr. T. J Lex
Westinghouse Electric Corporation Mr. Thomas Gerusky
Power Systems / Bureau of Radiation Protection
P. O. Box 355 ' PA Department of Environmental
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230 Resources

P. O. Box 2063
Mr. P.' RaySircar Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120
Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation
P. O. Box 2325 BVPS-2 Records Management Supervisor.
Boston, Massachusetts 02107 DUquesne Light Company

. Post Office Box 4
Mr. Glenn Walton Shippin9 port, Pennsylvania 15077

'
U. S. NRC
P. O. Box 181 John A. Lee, Esq.
Shippingport, Pennsylvania 15077 Duquense Light Company

1 0xford Sentre
Mr. R. Haynes, Regional Administrator 301 Grant Street

.

U. S. NRC, Region I Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15229
631 Park Avenue
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19405 ,

Mr. E. F. Kurtz, Jr., Ma' nager .

Regulatory Affairs ,
*

Beaver Valley Two Project _

Duquesne Light Company
Robinson Plaza Building No. 2
Suite.#120
PA Route 60
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15205
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REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL

INFORMATION RELATED TO

THE FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT
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ENVIRONi1 ENTAL AND HYDRLOGIC ENGINEERING. BRANCH
HYDR 0 LOGIC ENGINEERING FSAR REVIEW QUESTIONS

BEAVER VALLEY POWER STATION UNIT 2 -

DOCKET NUMBER 50-412 |

240.01 In determining the local PMF for Peggs Run, ycu used a rain-
(FSAR 2.4.2. fall intensity of 9.3 in/hr. The staff does not agree that
3.1) this approach is correct since 9.3 in. is the total PMP that
(SRP 2.4,3) you detemined for a 1-hr period. The PMP must be broken down

- to appropriate time increments suitable for the drainage area
and times of concentration that exist at the site. Document
the adequacy of your design by using a rainfall intensity cor-
responding to the time of concentration for Peggs Run. Provide
your estimate of time of concentration together with an expla-
nation of how it was calculated. In addition, you should use
the latest publications available to determine PMP values (see
question 240.08 below).

240.02 It is not clear how you determined a PMF for Peggs Run. If

(FSAR 2.4.2. you developed a hydrograph, provide a plot of the hydrograph
3.1) or a tabulation of discharge versus time and describe the
(SRP 2.4.3 procedures used to develop the hydrograph. If you used some

other method such as the rational formula, describe what was
done and include the values of all parameters used.

240.03 Please provide a topographic map of Peggs Run. Delineate the
(FSAR 2.4.2. drainage area on this map. For any structures that cross
3.1) Peggs Run in the vicinity of the station, such as the RR
(SRP 2.4.3) culvert, provide pertinent details of the structures.

240.04 You have not provided any information concerning the effects
(FSAR 2.4.2. of the RR culvert on potential. flooding of the site. However,
3.1) the staff notes that in responding to a USAEC staff position
(SRP 2.4.3) on the BVPS-2 PSAR, you stated that assuming that the RR cul-

vert is blocked and that the RR embankment does not wash out,
water will rise to e': ? tion of 729.6 feet on-site. In your
analysis, you rued the Pegt Run PMF over the RR embankment
assuming an 800 ft weir length. Is this analysis still valid?
If it is, please provide the following information for staff
review:

,

a. The basis for assuming a weir length of 800 f t.

b. A profile of the RR, in the vicinity of the culvert,
showing elevations of the top of the rail at each
break in slope,

c. Elevation-storage data for the ponding area behind the
| RR embankment.
|

| If conditions or design of the RR culvert have changed from the
i PSAR, you should reevaluate the flood potential of the RR cul-
| Vert, make appropriate changes to the FSAR, and provide your re-
| analysis for staff review.

l
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240.05 .Peggs Run is enclosed in an 1850 ft. long - 15 ft. diameter
(FSAR 2.4.2. culvert that connects to a 570 ft. long open channel before
3.1) entering the Ohio River. Provide a drawing showing the plan,
(SRP 2.4.3) profile and location of this culvert and open channel and

discuss their purpose.

240.06 You state that you determined that, if the Peggs Run culvert
(FSAR 2.4.2. failed during a P!1F such that it would carry only negligible
3.1) flow, due to blockage by debris, water levels in the vicinity
(SRP 2.4.3) of safety related structures would be below an elevation of ;

730 ft. What elevation did you calculate? You further state ]that the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers water surface profiles
program HEC-2, was used to generate a series of water surface
elevations. Please provide those elevations together with
the cross-sections used and their locations. Also provide
all pertinent values such as Mannings "n" values, flows,
starting water levels, slopes and any other assumptions used
in computing water surface profiles.

240.07 In analyzing local flooding, all you state is the method used
(FSAR 2.4.2. to determine water depths and the maximum water elevations
3.2) computed at the reactor building, the control building and the
(SRP 2.4.3) radwaste building.

a. Are these the only safety-related buildings that could
be affected by local flooding?

b. You have not provided the staff sufficient information
to enable it to review your local flood analysis.
Please provide a more detailed description of your
analysis.

c. You should also provide a detailed topographic map of
the site showing roads and railroads together with their
top elevations. Other obstructions to flow such as tem-
porary and permanent buildings, trailers, sheds, fences,
etc., should also be shown.

1
' d. Provide assurances that all obstructions were considered

in your analysis of site flooding due to a local PMP.

240.08 In determining the magnitude and temporal distribution of
(FSAR 2.4.2. PMP, you used Hydrometeorological Report (HMR) No. 33,
3.2) " Seasonal Variation of the Probable Maximum Precipitation
(SRP 2.4,3) East of the 105th Meridian for Areas of 10 to 100 Square

Miles and Durations of 6, 12, 24 and 48 hours," 1956; and
the Corps of Engineers' Civil Engineering Bulletin tr . 52-8,

~

o
" Standard Project Flood Determinations",1965 (Revised).

.
. _ _ __ ________ - ___________
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The National Weather Service has published two newer reports
that should be used to determine PMP values and distribution.
The first of these reports is HMR No. 51, " Probable Maximum
Precipitation Estimates, United States East of the 105th
Meridian", June 1978. The second report is HMR No. 52
" Application of. Probable Maximum Precipitation Estimates -
United States East of the 105th Meridian", August 1982.
Both of these reports should be used in your evaluation of
site drainage.

240.09 You state that silt accumulation in the main intake structure
(FSAR 2.4. will be monitored semi-annually and that silt exceeding the
11.6) 15-inch allowable level will be removed by a pumping oper-
(SRP 2.4.8) ation. You have not provided sufficient information for the

staff's review of this potential silt accumulation. Please
provide the following:

a. What was the basis for an allowable silt accumulation
level of 15 inches?

b. What would be the impact on plant safety if the silt
level exceeded 15 inches?

c. Provide assurance that a semi-annual inspection period
is frequent enough to preclude exceeding a 15 inch silt
level.

d. Typically, sediment concentrations in the Ohio River in-
crease with increasing river flows. Were abnormal con-
ditions such as long duration flood stages in the River
considered in determining that a semi-annual inspection
interval is adequate to preclude a 15 inch silt accumu-
lation level?

e. Provide additional information regarding the pumping
operation for silt removal, e.g., will the pump be -
permanently installed or will it be portable? Where
will the accumulated silt be pumped to?'

240.10 In Section 2.4.13.2.2 you make the following statement: "Use
(FSAR 2.4. of groundwater at the site is not expected to deplete regional
13.2.2) or local supplies because the alluvium is hydrostatically con-,

(SRP 2.4.12) nected with the Ohio River which recharges to aquifer and
prevents excessive drawdown due to well pumping". Fig. 2.4-17
does not show this to be the case. Instead, it shows that
groundwater flow is toward the river. Explain this discre-
pancy.

!

|
|

- _ .-
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240.11 Ir. crder to assure that the Ohio River provides a reliable
(FSAR 2.4.14) source of cooling water during emergency plant operation,
(SRP 2.4.14) you have proposed a Technical Specification, which limits

plant operation to certain conditions. One of these con-
ditions limits plant operation to periods when the water
temperature in the river is less than or equal to 86*F.
Average water temperature will be determined once every 24
hours. Explain how this inspection interval was determined.
Are temperatures in the river being monitored now? If so, how
rapidly can temperatures rise in a 24 hour period under critical
conditions and how do these temperature changes related to the
24 hour inspection interval. Provide assurance that the pro-
posed 24 hour inspection interval is frequent enough so that
rapid temperature changes do not result in water temperatures
being too high for safe operation of the ultimate heat sink.

.
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COMPONENT INTEGRITY SECTION MATERIALS ENGINEERING BRANCH

TURBINE MAINTENANCE COMMITMENT FOR THE

BEAVER VALLEY MISSILE ISSUE

251.2 We have reviewed the Beaver Valley Unit 2 facility with regard to the turbine
missile issue and conclude that the probability of unacceptable damage to safety-
related systems and components due to turbine missiles is acceptably

~

low (i.e., less than 10 per year) provided that the turbine missile
generation probability is maintained to be 10-5 per reactor year or less
for the life of the plant by an acceptable maintenance program. In
reaching this conclusion, the staff has factored into consideration
the unfavorable orientation of the turbine generator.

The staff considers the turbine missile issue as a confirmatory item if
the applicant agrees to:

a) submit for NRC approval, within three years of obtaining an operating
license, a turbine system maintenance program based on the manu-
facturer's calculations of missile generation probabilities, or

b) volumetrically inspect all low pressure turbine rotors at the
second refueling outage and every other (alternate) refueling
outage thereafter until a maintenance program is approved by the
staff; and conduct turbine steam valve maintenance, (following initiation
of power output) in accordance with present NRC recommendations

as stated in SRP Section 10.2 of NUREG-0800.

-

1
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Request for Additional Information
Beaver Valley Unit 2

Materials Application Section
Materials Engineering Branch

252.1 Appendices G and H, 10 CFR Part 50 were revised in the Federal

Regi~ ster on May 27, 1983 and became effective on July 26, 1983.

a. Identify ferritic reactor coolant pressure boundary materials
that do not comply with the fracture toughness requirements
of Section 50.55a and Appendices G and H of 10 CFR Part 50.

b. For materials which cannot meet the fracture toughness
requirements of Section 50.55a ar d Appendices G and H of

10 CFR Part 50, provide alternative fracture toughness
data and analyses to demonstrate their equivalance to the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50.

- t

c. To demonstrate conformance to Appendices G and H, 10 CFR,

Part 50:

(1) Provide pressure temperature limit curves for
hydrostatic pressure and leak tests, heat-up,
cooldown and core o[3 ration:.

(2) Identify the withdra-al schedule, lead factor,
test samples and materials in the Reactor Vessel
Materials Surveillance Program.

(3) Indicate the reference temperature, RTNDT' # #
materials in the reactor vessel closure flange

.

region and the beltline regions.
.

.

N%

|.-. . .. - . . - - - -
- . . - . . . . _ . - - . . - . . . . . . . -
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(4) Indicate the chemical composition (copper, nickel,

and phosphorus), unirradiated upper-shelf energy,.

and projected end of-life RT and upper-shelf<

NDT
energy for all beltline materials. RTNDT projec-
tions are to be estimated using the "Guthrie
Formula" in Commission Report SECY-82-465.

Upper-shelf energy projects are to be estimated
using Regulatory Guide 1.99, Rev.1. These

projects are to be for the end-of-life neutron

fluence at the 1/4T and ID r.eactor vessel .

locations.

.

e

.
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REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Beaver Valley Power Station Unit 2

.

260.0 Quality Assurance Branch

260.1 Descr'ibe clear management controls and effective lines of communica-
'

tion between the QA and QC organizations to assure proper direction
and implementation of the QA program. (1A4)*

260.2 Describe the criteria for determining the size of the QA organization
including the inspection staff, and present the projected number of
professional QA/QC personnel to be on board during the operation phase i

recognizing this number will vary .somewhat throughout the operations
phase. Identify in more detail the organizational positions within
the QC organizations on Figure 17.2-1. (IAS)*

260.3 Identify those organizational positions reporting "onsite" and those
reporting "offsite" on Figures 17.2-1 and 2. (1A5)

260.4 Describe in more detail the responsibilities of those QC positions
and QA positions identified on Figures 17.21 and 2 respectively.
Identify the QA and QC positions that have dual responsibilities
for Beaver Valley Units 1 and 2, describe the responsibilities and
clearly explain why the QA and QC effort on Beaver Valley Unit 2.
will not suffer should Beaver Valley Unit 1 demand the full attention
from the QA and QC staff with dual responsibilities. (1A6)

260.5 Describe those provisions for the resolution of disputes involving
quality, arising from a difference of opinion between QA and QC per-
sonnel and other department (engineering, procurement, manufacturing,
etc.) personnel. (185)

260.6 Describe those provisions which assure that designated QA/QC individuals
are involved in day-to-day plant activitics (i.e., the QA/QC organi:-
ations routinely attend and participate in daily plant work schedule
and statu's meetings to assure they are kept abreast of day-to-day work
assignments throughout the plant and that there is adequate QA/QC

- coverage relative to procedural and inspection controls, acceptance
criteria, and QA/QC staffing and qualification of personnel to carry
outQAassignments). (186)

"This designation represents the particular items of Standard Review Plan
Section 17.1 that the requests originate frem.

.

_ _ _ - . . _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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260.7 Describe those provisions which assure the qualification requirements
of the QC Director of Operations and QA Manager include the following
prerequisites: (1C2)

a. Management experience through assignments to responsible positions.

b. Knowledge of QA regulations, policies, practices, and standards.

c. Experience working in QA or related activity in reactor design,
construction, or operation or in a similar high technological
i.ndustry.

260.8 Describe those provisions which assure that the development, control
and use of computer code programs associated with safety-related items4

,
will be conducted in accordance with the QA program and a description
of how the QA program will be applied. (2Alc)

'

: 260.9 Describe or reference the QA program that will apply to the fire pro-
' tection program. (1C2e)
>

260.10 Provide a brief summary of the company's corporate policy relative to
,

the implementation of the QA program. (2A2)

260.11 Describe those provisions which assure that the NRC Region I Office
will be notified of changes to the QA program in accordance with
10 CFR Part 50, 550.54a. (2B2)

.

260.12 Describe those provisions which assure that the QA Program for opera-*

| tion will be implemental at least 90 days prior to fuel loading.
| (17.2-2 item 2)

260.13 Describe those QA program provisions which assure compliance with 10
CFR Part 50,650.55a. (2B3)

260.14 Identify those existing or proposed QA procedures that require that
Regulatory G 'Jdes listed-in Section'1.8 of the SAR will be met by

- documented p Ocedures. (2B4)

260.15 Provide a description that emphasizes how the docketed QA program de-^

i scription, particularly the Regulatory Guides listed in, Section 1.8
of the SAR, will be properly carried out. (2B5)'

260.16 Describe how responsibilities and control of safety-related activities
are transferred from.the_ principal contractors to the applicant during
the phasecut of design and construction and during preoperational test-
ing plant turnover. s2C3)

,

'
.

~

.
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260.17 Describe those provisions which assure that the indoctrination, train-
'ing, and qualifications programs are established such that: (2D)

a. For forrhal training and qualification programs, documentation in-
cludes the objective, content of the program, attendees, and date

'

of attendance.

b. Proficiency tests are given to those personnel perfoming and verify-
ing activities affecting ouality, and acceptance criteria are

,

developed to determine if individuals are properly trained and
,

qualified.*

1

c. Certificate of qualifications clearly delineates (a) the specific
functions perscnnel are qualified to perform and (b) the criteria
used to qualify personnel in each function.

d. Proficiency of personnel performing and verifying activities affect-
ing quality is maintained by retraining, reexamining, and/or recerti-

i fying as determined by management or program commitment.

260.18 Describe those organizational responsibilities for preparing, reviewing,
approving, and verifying design documents such as system descriptions,
design input, design drawings, design analyses, computer programs,.

specifications, and procedures. (3B)

260.19 Describe in more detail those provisions which assure that errors and
deficiencies in approved design documents, including design methods
(such as computer codes), that could adversely affect safety-related

: structures, systems, and components are documented; and action is
' taken a assure that all errors and deficiencies are corrected.

(3C1) .

i. 260.20 Describe those provisions which assure procedures are established
! requiring a documented check to verify the dimensional accuracy and

completeness of design drawings and specifications. (3E1).-i

|

-260.21 In addition to the design controls specified in Section 17.2.3,
. describe those provisions which assure procedures are established
j recuiring that design drawings and specifications be reviewed by
; the QA organization to determine that the documents are prepared, re-

viewed, and approved in accordance with company procedures and thatl~
'

the documents contain the necessary QA requirements'such as inspec-
,

tion and test requirements, acceptance requirements, and the extent
of documenting inspection and test results. (3E2)

i

o - -

- - . - . - - .. .- .. . .. - .
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260.22 Describe those provisions which assure guidelines or criteria are
established for determining the method of design verification (design
review, alternate calculations, or test). (3E3)

250.23 Describe those provisions which assure procedures are established
for design verification activities which assure the following:
(3E4)

a. The verifier is qualified and is not directly responsible for
the design (i.e., neither the perfornier or his immediate super-
visor). In exceptional circunstances, the designer's immediate
supervisor can perform the . verification provided:

(1) The supervisor is the only technically qualified individual.

(2) The need is individually dccumented and approved in advance
by the supervisor's management.

(3) QA audits cover frequency and efMtiveness of use of super-
visors as design verifiers to guard against abuse.

b. Design verification, if other than by qualification testing of a
prototype or lead production unit, is completed prior to release
for procurement, manufacturing, construction or to another
organization for use in other design activities. In those cases
where this timing cannot be met, the design verification may be
deferred, providing that the justification for this action is
documented and the unverified portion of the design output docu-
ment and all design output documents, based on the unverified
data, are appropriately identified and controlled. Construction
site activities associated with a design or design change should
not proceed without verification past the point where the in-
stallation would become irreversible (i.e., require extensive

, demolition and rework). In all cases, the design verification
| should be complete prior to fuel load for a plant under con-

struction, or in the case of an operating plant, prior to relying'

- upon the component, system, or structure to perform its function.

c. Procedural control is established for design documents that re-
flect the commitments of the SAR; this control differentiates
between documents that receive fomal' design verification by
interdisciplinary or multi-organizational teams and those which

! can be reviewed by a single individual (a signature and date is
acceptable documentation for personnel certification). Design
docurents subject to procedural control include, but are not

.

7 , _ - , , - g- -
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limited to, specifications, calculations, computer programs,
system descriptions, SAR when used as a design document, and
drawings including flow diagrams, electrical single line dia-
grams' structural systems for major facilities, site arrangements,,

and equipment locations. Specialized reviews should be used when
'uniqueness or special design considerations warrant.

d. *The responsibilities of the verifier, the areas and features to
be verified, the pertinent considerations to be verified, and
the extent of documentation are identified in procedures.

~

260.24 Describe those provisions which assure that the following are included
if the verification method is only by test: (3B3)

a. Procedures provide criteria that specify when verification should
be by test,

b. Prototype, component or feature testing is performed as early as-
possible prior to installation of plant equipment, or prior to
the point when the installation would become irreversible.

c. Verification by test is performed under conditions that simulate
the most adverse design conditicns as determined by analysis.

260.25 Describe those provisions which assure that procedures are established
O assure that verified computer codes are certified for use and that
their use is specified. (3E4)

260.26 Describe those provisions which assure that responsible plant person-
nel are made aware of design changes /medifications which may affect
the performance of their duties. (SRP Section 17.2.3, item 2)

260.27 Identify in more detail the organizational responsibilities for (1)
procurement planning;_(2) the preparation, review, approval, and

,
control of procurement documents; (3) supplier selection; (4) bid
evaluations; and (5) review and concurrence of supplier QA programs'

- prior to initiation of activities affected by the program. Particular
; emphasis should be devoted to the QA and QC organizational involvement
| in the area of procurement document control. (4B1)

260.28 Describe those provisions which assure the document control program
controls the following documents. (6A1)

a. Design documents (e.g., calculations, drawings, specifications,
analyses) including documents related to computer codes.

.
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b. Procurement documents.

c. Instructions and procedures for such activities as fabrication,'

construction, modification, installation, test, and inspection.

d. As-built documents,

e. Quality assurance and quality control manuals and quality-
affecting procedures.

f. Topical reports.

g. SAR.

h. Nonconformance reports.

260.29 Describe those provisions which assure procedures for the review,
approval, and issuance of documents and changes thereto are estab-
lished to assure technical adequacy and inclusion of apprcpriate
quality requirements prior to implementation. The QA organization,
or an individual other than the person who generated the document
but qualified in quality assurance, reviews and concurs with these
documents with regards to QA-related aspects. (6A2)

260.30 Describe those provisions which assure that a master list or equivalent
document control system is established to identify the current revision
of instructions, procedures, specifications, drn:ings, and procurement
documents.

260.31 Describe those provisions which assure that procedures are established
to provide for the preparation of as-built drawings and related docu-
mentation in a timely manner to accurately reflect the actual plant
design. (6C1)

260.32 Describe those provisions which assure that maintenance, r.odification
and inspection procedures are revie~wed by qualified personnel knowledge-

- able in QA disciplines (normally the QA organization) to determine:
(SRP Section 17.2.6, item 2) s

a. The need for inspection, identification of inspection personnel,
and documentation of insp,ection results.

j b. That the necessary inspection requirements, methods, and acceptance
| criteria have been identified.

.
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260.33 Describe those provisions which assure that procurement of spare or
replacement parts for safety-related structures, systems, and com-
ponents is subject to present QA program controls, to codes and
standards,'and to technical requirements equal to or better than
the original technical requirements. (7A4) -

260.34 Describe those provisions which assure that the supplier furnishes
the following records to the purchaser: (7B3)

a. Documentation identifying any procurement requirements that
.

have not been met.

b. A description of those nonconformances from the procurement
requirements dispositioned " accept as is" or " repair."

The review and acceptance of these documents should be described in
tne purcnaser's QA program.

260.35 Describe those provisions which assure that for commercial "off-the-
shelf" items where specific quality assurance controls appropriate for
nuclear applications cannot be imposed in a practicable manner, special
quality verification requirements shall be established to provide the
necessary assurance of an acceptable item by the purchaser. (78.4)

260.36 Describe those provisions which assure that suppliers' certificates
of conformance are periodically evaluated by audits, independent
inspections, or tests to assure they are valid and the results docu-
mented. (7BS)

250.37 Describe how correct identification of material, parts, and components
is verified and documented prior to release for fabrication, assembling,
shipping, and installation. (883)

260.38 Describe the responsibilities of the QA/QC organization for the quali-
fication 'of special processes, equipment, and personnel and in assuring
that these qualifications have been satisfactorily performed. (9A2

- and 9B1)

260.39 Describe those provisions which assure that equipment associated with
special processes are cualified and are in conformance with applicable
codes, standards, QA procedures, and specifications. (9B1)

|

! .
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260.40 Describe in more detail those measures which assure that procedures
are established for recording evidence of acceptable accomplishment
of special processes using qualified . procedures, equipment, and per-

*

sonnel. (982)

260.41 Describe those provisions which assure that an effective inspection
program has been established which provides criteria for determining
the accuracy requirements of inspection equipment and provide clearer
criteria for determining when inspections are required. Describe the
responsibilities of the QA/QC organizations in the above functions.
(10A),

260.42 ~ Describe in more detail those provisions which assure that individuals
performing inspections are other than those who performed or directly
supervised the activity being inspected and do not report directly to
the immediate supervisors who are responsible for the activity being
inspected. If the individuals performing inspections are not part of
the QA organization, the inspection procedures, personnel qualification
criteria, and independence from undue pressure such as cost and schedule

i should be reviewed and found acceptable by the QA organization prior to a

the initiation of the activity. (10B1)'

260.43 Describe in more detail the qualification program for inspectors
(including NDT personnel). (1082)

; 260.44 Describe those provisions which assure that inspection procedures,
' instructions, or checklists provide for the following: (10C1)

a. Identification of characteristics and activities to be inspected.

b. A description of the method of inspection.

c. Identification of the individuals or groups responsible for per-
forming the inspection operation in accordance with the provisions
of item 10B1.

'
I

| - d. Acceptance and rejection criteria.

e. Identification of required procedures, drawings and specifications
and revisions,

f. Recording inspector or data recorder and the results of thet

inspection operation.

g. Specifying necessary measuring and test equipment including
|

accuracy requirements.
i =

,

O
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260.45 Describe those provisions which assure that procedures are established
, to identify, in pertinent documents, mandatory inspection hold points

beyond which work may not proceed until inspected by a designated
inspector. (10C2)

260.46 Describe in more detail those provisions which assure that in'pections

results are documented, evaluated, and their acceptability determined
by a responsible individual or group. (10C3)

260.47 Describe the provisions which assure that when inspections associated
with normal operations of the plant (such as routine maintenance, sur-
veillance, and tests) are performed by individuals other than those
who performed or directly supervised the work, but are within the same
group, the following controls are met: (SRP Section 17.2.10, item 2)

a. The quality of the work can be demonstrated through a functional
test when the activity involves breaching a pressure retaining
item.

b. The qualification criteria for inspection personnel are reviewed
and found acceptable by the QA organization prior to initiating
the inspection.

260.48 Describe in more detail the role of the QA and other organizations
responsible for establishing, implementing, and assuring effectiveness
and consistency of the calibration program. (12.2)

250.49 Describe in more detail the review and documented concurrence of
calibration control procedures and identify the organization
responsible for these functions. (12.3)

260.50 Describe those provisions which assure that the basis of accepting
calibration equipment with an accuracy greater than one-fourth the
tolerance of the equipment being calibrated is documented and auth-
orized by' responsible management. Identify the organization with

' this authorization. (12.6)

260.51 Describe those provisions which assure that for those items under
suspect because they may have been calibrated by out of calibration
devices tnat they will be reinspected or retested'as determined by
personnel knowledge.able in engineering and calibrating practices
(12.9)

i
!

I

l
t

'
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260.52 Describe those provisions for the control and storage of chemicals,
reagents (including control of shelf life), lubricants, and other
consumable materials. (17.2.13, item 2)

260.53 Describe those provisions which assure that procedures are established
to control altering the sequence of required tests and inspections.
Such actions should be subject to the same controls as the original
review and approval. (14.3)

260.54 Describe those provisions which assure that QA and other organizational
responsibilities are described for the definition and implementation of
activities related to nonconformance control. This includes identifying
those individuals or groups with authority for independent review and
for the disposition of nonconforming items. (15.1 and 1.52)

260.55 Describe those provisions which assure that noncenformance reports are
periodically analyzed by the QA organization to show quality trends,
and the significant results are reported to upper management for
review and assessment. Briefly describe the quality trend program.
(15.5)

250.56 Describe the QA organization responsibilities in the review and con-
currence of procedures controlling the corrective action program and
the extent they are involved in concurring with the adequacy of
documented corrective actions. (16.1 and 16.2)

260.57 Describe those provisions which assure that followup action is taken
by the QA organization to verify proper implementation of corrective
action and to close out the corrective action in a timely manner.
(16.3)

260.58 Describe those provisions which assure that significant conditions
adverse to quality, the cause of the conditions, and the corrective
action taken to preclude repetition are documented and reported to
immediate management and upper levels of management for review and
assessment. (16.4)

.

260.59 Identify the QA and other organizations and describe their responsi-
bilities for the definition and implementation of activities related

to QA records. (17.2)

260.60 Describe those provisions which assure that the date of inspection
or test is recorded on the inspection and test record. (17.3)
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260.61 Describe those provisions which assure that an audit plan is prepared
' identifying audits to be performed, their frequencies and schedules.-.

(18A2)
.

260.62 Relat'ive to structural modifications or repairs to Beaver Valley -
Unit 2 during the operations phase provide a clearer commitment to
comply with Regulatory Guide 1.94, Revision 1 in Table 1.8-1 of
Chapter 1.8 of the FSAR.

260.63 In Table 1.8-1 under Regulatory Guide 1.144 it is stated that an
evaluation of suppliers will be performed at least once every 18

.

months instead of every 12 months. Provide a justification for
this alternative or revise the statement to meet the 12 month
requirement.

.

.
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! Chemical Engineering Branch
Fire Protection Section
Request for Information /,

Beaver Valley Power Station Unit 2;

Docket No. 50-412

280.1 Verify that the plant fire brigade, fire brigade equipment and .j
fire brigade training program are in accordance with BTP CMEB J

9.5-1 Section C.3. I

280.2 Verify that Metal Roof Deck Construction will be FM Class I
in accordance with BTP CMEB 9.5-1 Section C.5.2.

280.3 GDC 3 requires that fire fighting systems be designed to ensure
that rupture or inadvertent operation does not significantly
impair the safety capability of structures, systems, and
components important to safety. Verify that components required
for hot shutdown are designed so that rupture or inadvertent
operation of fire suppression systems will not adversely affect
the operability of these components. Identify the mechanisms
that were considered in the fire hazards analysis and the
measures taken to preclude the fire or fire suppressant-induced
failure of redundant or diverse safety trains.

280.4 Verify that all fire barriers have been tested and approved by
an independent laboratory in conformance with BTP CMEB 9.5-1
Section C.5.2.

280.5 Verify that all openings in rated fire barriers will be sealed
to provide a fire resistance rating at least equal to that of
the barrier in conformance with BTP CMEB 9.5-1 Section C.S.a.

280.6 Provide a design description of the types of penetration seals
used, including materials of construction. Verify that tests
have been conducted to qualify the resistance of the seals in
accordance with BTP CMEB 9.5-1 Section C.S.a. Verify that the
seals will be installed in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions.

280.7 On page 1.4-6 of your FPER you state that two doors in the safe-
guards building are not UL Pated. It is our position that only-
doors that have been tested and approved oy a nationally
recognized testing laboratory be used, in conformance with BTP
CMEB 9.5-1 Section C.S.a. ~

_ . _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ .
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' e 230.8 Verify that the fire detection system will comply with the
f requirements for Class A' systems as defined by NFPA 720 in

/, /conformance with BTP CMEB 9.5-1 Section C.6.a.

280.9 . Verify that hydrant isolation valves will be provided in the
fire main in c0riformance with BTP CMEB 9.5-1 Section C.6.b.
<

-

280.10 Verify that the fire pumps, motors, and controllers will be
listed by an independent testingelaboratory for the service
intended.

280.11 Verify that all control and sectionalizing valves in the fire
protection water system will be supervised in conformance with

,

the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1 Section C.6.c.

280.12 Verify that smoke detectors will be provided in the control room
cabinets and consoles in conformance with BTP CHEB 9.5-1 Section
C.7.b.

,

280.13 On page 1.6-9 of your FPER you state that'a carbon dioxide
total flooding system will be providea for the protection of
the cable spreading room. It is our position that the primary

j f , / fire suppression in the cable spreading room should be an
| automatic water system. ~

280.14 serify that fire protection has been hrovided for safe shutdown
/;o that one train of systems necessary to achieve and maintain
hot'snutdown conditions from either thetcontrol room or emergency

'

c'ontrol , station (s) is free of fire damage,and that system neces-
saay to' achieve and maintain cold shutdown from either the con-
trol room or the emergency control station (s) can be repaired<

i within 72 hours.

| Provide an analysis which shows that one redundant train of
| equipment structures, systems, and cables necessary for safe

shutdown can be maintained free of fire damage by either:'

|

! a) Separation of cables and equipment and associted ci.rcuits
of redundant trains by a fire barrier having a 3-hour rating.
Structural steel forming a part of or supporting such fire
barriers should be protected to provide fire resistance

,

4quivalent to that tcquired of the barrier;
# ~ ~ '

' b) Separationofcablesanequipmentandassociatedcircuits
of. redundant trains by a horizontal distance of more than
20 feet witF no/ intervening ' combustible or fire hazards.c

In addition', 'Vire detectors and 'an automatic fire suppres-
sion system ttould be installed in the fire area; or_,

<

/
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.c) Enclosure of cable and equipment and associated circuits '

of one redundant train in a fire barrier having a 1-hour
rating. In addition, fire detectors and an automatic
fire suppression system should be installed in the fire
area.

Identify those areas of'the plant that do not meet these '

separation criteria and provide a justification to show an
equivalent level of safety is provided.

280.15 On page A6-4 of your FPER you state that a 3-hour fire barrier
is provided for the separation of. redundant safety-related,

pumps, however, the barrier does not meet the acceptance criteria
of ASTM E-119. Clarify this statement and provide the acceptance
criteria for the barrier. Identify those areas of the plant
where redundant safety-related pumps will not be separated by'

approved 3-hour rated fire barriers which complies with ASTM,

E-119.
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Request for Information
Duquesne Light Company

Beaver Valley Power Station, Unit 2
Docket Number 050-00412

Chemical Engineering Branch
Chemical Technology Section

281.1 Indicate the total weight of electrical cable insulation
(FSAR 6.1, materials that are uncovered and the total weight of cable
SRP 6.1.2) insulation materials that are in closed metal conduits or

closed cable trays inside the containment.

281.2 The FSAR states (Section 9.1.2.3, p. 9.1-6) that "The . . . |_

(FSAR 9.1.2.3) continued presence of neutron absorbing material is ensured
(SRP 9.1.2) be a poison surveillance program." Provide a description

of the materials monitoring program for the spent fuel
pool. In particular provide information on the frequency
of inspection and type of samples used in the monitoring
program.

281.3 Regarding the Spent Fuel Pool Cleanup System, provide the
(FSAR 9.1.3, following information:
SRP 9.1.3) Describe the samples and instrumentation and their frequency

of measurement that will be performed to monitor the Spent
Fuel Pool water purity and need for ion exchanger resin
and filter replacement. State the chemical and radiochemical
limits to be used in monitoring the spent fuel pool water
and for initiating corrective action. Provide the basis
for establishing these limits. Your response should
consider variables such as: gross gamma and iodine

activity, demineralizer and/or filter differential pressure,
demineralizer decontamination factor, pH and crud level.

.
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281.4 (a) Provide a core damage estimate procedure to include
(FSAR 9.3.2.3, radionuclide concentrations and other physical

SRP 9.3.2) parameters as indicators of core damage. Attachment I

I1 provides an acceptable methodology for preparing
plant specific core damage procedures.

(b) Provide information demonstrating applicability of
procedures and instrumentation in the post-accident
water chemistry and radiation environment, and
retraining of operators on semi-annual basis.
Indicate the measurement accuracy of each' chemical
and radiological analysis. Guidance for analytical
chemistry procedures is enclosed as Attachment 2.

(c) Show how clarification (9) in item II.B.3 of
NUREG-0737 is met.

281.5 The information provided is insufficient for us to
(10.3.5) evaluate the secondary water chemistry control program.

Provide a summary of operative procedures to be used for
the steam generator secondary water chemistry control and
monitoring program, addressing the following:

1. Identify the sampling schedule for the critical
chemical and other parameters and the control points
or limits for these parameters for each operating
mode of the plant, i.e. dry lay-up, cold shutdown,
hot standby /rhutdown, and power operation.

|

|

i
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2. Identify the procedures used to measure the values
of the critical parameters, i.e. standard identi- I

fiable procedures and/or instruments.

3. Identify the sampling points, considering as a
minimum the steam generator blowdown, the hot well
discharge, the feedwater, and the demineralizer
effluent. We recommend a process flow chart similar
to that in EPRI NP-2704-SR "PWR Secondary Water

Chemistry Guidelines."
.

4. State the procedures for recording and management of
data, defining corrective actions for various out-of-
specification parameters. The procedures should define
the allowable time for correction of out-of-speci-
fication parameters. We recommend multiple levels of
time allowable for providing correction based upon
the amount of out-of-specification of the variable.
(See EPRI NP-2704-SR above)

Because of the significance of condenser in-leakage
the chemistry program should include a corrective
action provision such that a condenser inservice
inspection program will be initiated '' condenser
leakage is of such a magnitude that power reduction
is required (action level 2 of the EPRI/SG0G guide-
lines) more than once per three month period.

5. Identify (a) the authority responsible for inter-
preting the data and initiating action (b) the
sequence and timing of administrative events
required to initiate corrective action.

!

|
|

,
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430-1
Electrical Questions
Power Systems Branch

.

430.2 The design basis listed in Table 8.1-1 of the FSAR is not
(SRP 8.1) consistent with the acceptance criteria and guidelines for

electric power systems contained in Table 8-1 of the NRC
Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800). Justify or correct the
inconsistencies.

430.3 A description of the design bases, criteria, standards,
| (SRP 8.1) regulatory guides and technical positions that will be

implemented in the design of the electric power system for
the Beaver Valley plant (including a discussion describing
the extent to which these criteria and guidelines are
followed and a positive statement with regard to conformance-

of the design to each) has not been included in Section 8.1
of the FSAR. Provide the subject description with a positive
statement with regard to confomance of the design to each
criteria or guideline.

430.4 Table 8.1-1 of the FSAR indicates that the offsite power system
(SRP8.2) was designed on good engineering practice and experience. It

,

is implied that the requirements of GDC 5,17 and 18 were
considered but not met. Describe how the Beaver Valley design
meets the requirements of GDC 5,17, and 18 and justify each
area of noncompliance.

430.5 The description and analysis relating to physical independence of
(SRP8.2) the offsite power system's transmission lines between the

Duquesne transmission grid system and the Beaver Valley switchyard,
,

contained in Section 8.2.1.1 of the FSAR, is limited to the
following: The transmission lines converge on the switchyard by
means of two or more widely separated routes. This description is
not sufficient for the staff to conclude that the transmission
lines are adequately so;nrated in accordance with the requirements

4 of Criterion 17 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50.

Provide a description of the physical separation between offsite
circuits in the FSAR. The description should include but not bei

limited to scaled layout drawings for the transmission lines in
the vicinity of the switchyard and between the switchyard and
the remote switchyard or substation.

430.6 GDC 17 requires, in part, that each of the offsite circuits !

(SRP8.2) be designed to be available in sufficient time following a loss
of all onsite alternating current power supplies and the other
offsite electric power circuit, to assure that specified acceptable
fuel design limits and design conditions of the reactor coolant

|

-

______
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1

:

; pressure boundary are not exceeded. The description in the FSAR
! as to compliance with this part of GDC 17 is not sufficient to -

i mach a conclusion of acceptability. Describe design provisions
for establishing an offsite circuit from the transmission system
through the switchyard to the Class lE system assuming some
event in the switchyard protective relaying that has tripped all l
345 KV switchyard breakers.

430.7 The Beaver Valley design provides two immediate access offsite .

(SRP8.2) circuits between the switchyard and the 4.16 KV Class lE busses. I,

It is the staff position that these two circuits be physically
separate and independent such that no single event can simultaneously J

affect both circuits in such a way that neither can be returned to
service in time to prevent fuel design limits or design conditions

| of the reactor coolant pressure boundary from being exceeded. The
1 physical separation and independence of these two circuits has not
i been described or analyzed in the FSAR. Provide the description
' and analysis and justify areas of noncompliance with the above

staff position. The analysis should include separation and
independence of control and protective relaying circuits as well as

' the power circuits.

430.8 Each of the 4.16 KV Class lE buses at Beaver Valley is supplied
(SRP8.2) power from preferred offsite and standby onsite circuits. It is

'

the staff position that these circuits should not have comon
failure modes. Physical separation and independence of these
circuits has not been described or analysed in the FSAR. Provide*

a description and analysis in accordance with Section 5.2.1(5) of
IEEE Standard 308-1974.

;

430.9 The capability to test the transfer of power from the normal unit
! (SRP8.2) station service transformer to the station service transformer
; has not been specifically addressed in the FSAR. Describe the

transfer circuitry, how it is tested during normal plant operation,
and its compliance with GDC 18.

| 430.10 Section 8.3.1.1.1 of the FSAR indicates that the unit and system
(SRP8.2) station service transformers are specified with an automatic

load tap changer. Describe how the load tap changers operability
is verified during normal plant operation, what reliance is placed
on each tap changer to optimize voltage , levels for safety related
loads, and compliance with GDC 5,17, and 18.

430.11 "The voltage levels at the safety-related loads should be optimized
(SRP8.2) for the maximum and minimum load conditions that are expected

throughout the anticipated range of voltage variations of the
offsite power sources. Perform a voltage analysis and verification

. by actual measurement in accordance with the guidelines of positions
! 3 and 4 of branch technical position PSB-1 (NUREG-0800, Appendix 8A).

Provide the voltage at the terminals of each Class lE load as
.

9
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determined by analysis and by actual measurement for all modes of
plant operation. Verify that all Class lE loads will operate at

.

or within design voltage limits under all conditions of operation.'

Where terminal voltage determined by analysis is not adequate to
meet the design voltage rating of the equipment, provide
justification."

430.12 In Sections 8.3.1.2 and 8.3.2.2 of the FSAR, you state, in regard to
(SRP8.3.1 compliance with General Design Criterion (GDC) 2 of Appendix A to
& 8.3.2) 10 CFR 50, that Class lE ac and de systems are housed in structures

that are designed to, and are capable of, withstanding the effects
of natural phenomena such as earthquakes, tornados, hurricanes,
and floods without loss of capability to perform its function.

Based on this statement of compliance, the staff is unable to
conclude that all instrumentation, control, and electrical
structures, systems, and components important to safety meet
the requirements of GDC 2. Expand the analysis of compliance
in the FSAR so that the staff can conclude that all structures,
systems and components important to safety meet the requirements
of GDC 2. The expanded analysis should address but not be
limited to the following:

,

a. Seismic design capability and qualification for Class lE
structures, systems, ar.d components,

b. Seismic design capability and qualification of other
structures, systems, and components important to safety
such as nonsafety or non Class lE structures, systems, and
components whose failure (due to physical proximity or
interface) could adversely affect the performance of Class
lE structures, systems, or components.

c. Class 1E structures, systems, or components housed in
structures that are not designed to withstand the effects
of natural phenomena. For example Class lE raceways and
cables located in.the non-seismic turbine building have not

i been identified with the appropriate analysis to justify
compl1ance with GDC 2.

d. Class lE structures, systems, or components housed in
structures that are designed to withstand the effects
of natural phenomena but do not provide protection from
natural phenomena. For example, underground raceways do
not provide protection from flooding.,,

;

.
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430.13 In Section 8.3.1.2 and 8.3.2.2 of the FSAR, it has been stated,
(SRp8.3.1 in regard to compliance with General Design Criterion (GDC) 4
& 8.3.2) of Apper. dix A to 10 CFR 50, that Class lE ac and de power,

systems are designed to accommodate the effects of the I

environmental conditions associated with normal operation and
postulated accidents and that the structures, the ac and de
systems are housed in, are protected against internally-and|

externally-generated missiles, pipe whip, and jet impingement
forces associated with pipe breaks such that safety functions will
not be precluded. Based on this statement of compliance, the
staff is unable to conclude that all instrumentation, control,
and electrical structures, systems, and components important to
safety meet the requirements of GDC 4. Expand the analysis of

Icompliance in the FSAR so that one can conclude that all '

'

structures, systems, and components important to safety meet
the requirements of GDC 4. The expanded analysis should address
but not be limited to the following.

a. Protection of all Class lE structures, systems and components
against dynamic effects or external hazards versus only the
structure that houses Class lE systems.

b. All Class lE structures systems and components are required to
be designed to accommodate the effects of and to be compatible
with the environmental ccnditions associated with normal
operation, maintenance, testing; and postulated accidents,-
including loss-of-coolant accidents.

c. Other structures, systems, and components important to safety
such as non-safety or non Class 1E structures, systems, and
components whose failure (due to physical proximity or
interface) could adversely affect the performance of Class lE
structures, systems, or components.

430.14 In regard to protection of Class lE systems and components from
(SRP8.3.1 external hazards, the following statements have been made in the
&8.3.2) FSAR:

1. In Section 8.3.1.2.2, you state that failure of any equipment
that could damage a component in one of the vital buses will
not involve a redundant vital bus. A component failure as
a result of exposure to an external hazard would.only affect
that componer.t.

2. In Section 8.3.1.4 you state that the objective of providing
redundant Class lE systems is to have available at least one
of these redundant systems for all plant operating conditions.

*
.. .
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3. In Section 8.3.1.1.18,'you state that Class lE equipment
'

is located to minimize potential damage. Where practical, !
Class lE equipment is located away from mechanical ;

equipment and piping in order to minimize damaging effects. |

Based on these statements, it appears that redundant Class lE
systems and components at Beaver Valley are not protected from_~
external hazards. The design, thus, does not meet the protection
requirement of criteria 2 and 4 nor the single failure requirement

- of Criterion 17 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50. Justify non-compliance
with criteria 2, 4, and 17.

430.15 In Section 8.3.1.4 (Part 2, items 3a and 3b) of the FSAR, you
(SRP 8.3.1 state (for the main steam valve area and rod control area at
&B.3.2) elevation 718.5 feet) that the principal external hazards are

high energy missiles and that conduits containing redundant1

Class 1E circuits, located in these areas, are analyzed for
sufficient physical separation, commensurate with the potential
missile hazard. It is the staff position.that all Class 1E
circuits and equipment be protected. Physical separation above
does not necessarily provide this protection. Identify the Class
1E circuits, Class lE equipment, and associated safety systems
located in these areas as well as each area of the plant.
Describe the protection provided each circuit or equipment. For
each circuit or equipment that is not protected from external
hazards (pipe failure, missiles, fires, floods, etc.) either
provide protection or justify the lack of protection.

430.16 Section 8.3.1.4 of the FSAR indicates that fire suppression
(SRP 8.3.1 systems are installed in a number of plant areas at Beaver
&8,3,2) Valley that contain Class 1E systems and components. For the

design basis event " fire protection system operation," it is the
staff position that Class 1E systems and ccmponents located in
areas with fire suppression systems should be capable and
qualified to perform their function when subject to the effects-

of the subject design basis event (Sections 4.2 and 4.7 of IEEE
Standard 308-1974). Either provide a positive statement of
compliance to this position in the FSAR or justify non-compliance.

430.17 Section 8.3.2 of the FSAR states that all components, cables, and
(SRP8.3.1 raceways for the Class lE de power system are seismically
& 8.3.2) qualified. Provide a similar statement for components, cables

and raceways of the Class lE ac power system, .for non Class lE
components, systems, and raceways whose failure could prevent
a Class lE system from performing its safety function, and for
nonsafety mechanical systems and components such as piping
whose failure could prevent a Class lE system from performing its
safety function.

.

1
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430.18 Identify all electrical equipment, both safety and nonsafety,
(SRP8.3.1 that may become submerged as a result of a LOCA. For all such
& 8.3.2) equipment that is not designed and qualified for service in

such an environment provide analysis to determine the following:

1. The safety significance of the failure,

2. Any possible effect on Class lE power sources; and

3. Compliance with the single failure criterion assuming
the event caused failure of all submerged equipment
with their associated power supplies.

430.19 Table 8.3.2 and Section 8.3.1.1.17 of the FSAR indicates that
(SRP8.3'.1 there are six Class lE isolating voltage regulatory transformers.
& 8.3.2) allocated to the four vital bus systems. They serve to isolate

either certain designated non-Class lE loads from the Class lE
portion of the system or to isolate Class lE train loads from
the Class lE channel portion of the systesa. Provide test results
and/or analysis that demonstrates that any failure or combination
of failures (including hot short) in the nonsafety circuits vill
not cause unacceptable influence on any Class lE circuits. In;

addition, provide a description of the non-Class lE load with
respect to its size and the capacity and capability of the Class
1E system to supply the non-Class lE load.

430.20 Section 8.3.1.1.11.2 of the FSAR, indicates that thermal overload
(SRP8.3.1 protection is provided for continuous and intermittent duty motors.

&8.3.2) Description as.to how the thermal overloads for electric motors on
motor operated valve meet the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.106
has not been included in the FSAR. Provide the description with
justification for any deviations.

430.21 In Section 8.3.1.2.1 of the FSAR you state that qualification of*

(SRP8.3.1 Class lE electric equipment is addressed in Section 3.11. Provide
& 8.3.2) in addition (1) a positive statement that all Class 1E equipment

are designed and qualified to operate in all environments (normal
and design basis event) to which they may be exposed, (2) a,

positive statement of compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.89, IEEEi

Standard 323-1974, and Section 4.7 of IEEE Standard 308-1974, and
(3) a positive statement that electric equipment imnortant to
safety as defined in part be of 10 CFR 50.49 are included in the
program for qualifying electric equipment oiscussed in Section 3.11
of the FSAR. Identify and justify each electric equipment
important to safety that is not included in a qualification program.

I

,

|

|
|

. . ,. .- - _ . _ _ -. _ __ . .___ - - _ . _ - .
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430.22 Sections 8.3.1.1.15 of the FSAR indicates that a number of
(SRP8.3.1) tripping devices have been provided for each diesel generator.

The majority of these tripping devices are bypassed when the
diesel generator receives an emergency start signal. Tripping
devices that are not bypassed include generator current
differential, generator overexcitation, and engine overspeed
protection. This design meets the guidelines of position 7 of ,

Regulatory Guide 1.9 except for the generator overexcitation
tripping device that is not bypassed. Describe and justify
the design for the area of noncompliance. -

430.23 Section 8.3.1.1.16 of the FSAR indicates that safety related motors
(SRP 8.3.1) are designed with the cacability of accelerating the driven

equipment to its rated speed with 80 percent of motor nameplate
voltage applied at the motor terminals. Section 8.3.1.1.15 of the
FSAR indicates that the design of each diesel generator unit is
such that at no time during the loading sequence does the voltage
decrease to less than 75 percent of nominal. Justify operating
or starting motors with 75 versus 80 percent of nominal voltage
at the motor terminals.

430.24 Section 8.3.1.1.15 of the FSAR describes the surveillance
(SRP 8.3.1) instrumentation provided to monitor the status of the diesel

generator. Expand the FSAR to describe how the Beaver Valley
design complies with the guidelines of branch technical position
PSB-2 (NUREG-0800 Appendix 8A) and provide justification for any
deviations.

430.25 Section 6.4.2 of IEEE Standard 387-1977 requires, in part, that
(SRP 8.3.1) the load acceptance test consider the potential effects on load

acceptance after prolonged no load or light load operation of
the diesel generator. Provide the results of load acceptance
tests or analysis that demonstrates''the capability of the diesel
generator to accept the design accident load sequence after
prolonged no load operation. This capability should be
demonstrated over the full range of ambient air temperatures that
may exist at the diesel engine air intake. If this capability ;
cannot be demonstrated for minimum ambient air temperature,
conditions, describe design provision that will assure an
acceptable engine air intake temperature during no load operation.

430.26 The FSAR does not provide a complete description of how design
(SRP 8.3.1) criteria, testing, and analysis is being implemented for the

onsite power system diesel generator at Beaver Valley. Provide
the description that as a minimum addresses each section of
IEEE Standard 387-1977 as supplemented by Regulatory Guide 1.9 and
each section of Regulatory Guide 1.108.
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In addition, identify each area where the design,to be implemented iat Beaver Valley, differs from the guidelines of IEEE Standard
387-1977 and Regulatory Guides 1.9 and 1.108. Describe and
justify each identified difference.

430.27 Section 6.3.2 of IEEE Standard 387-1977 requires, in part, that
(SRP 8.3.1) the voltage and frequency be verified when starting the diesel <

generator and applying a 50 percent' load for each of the 300
start-load tests. Expand Section 8.3.1.1.15 of the FSAR to
indicate specific compliance with this requirement.

430.28 The specific requirements for de power system monitoring derive from
| (SRP8.3.2) the generic requirements in Section 5.3.2(4), 5.3.3(5), and 5.3.4(5)

of IEEE 308-1974, and in RG 1.47, " Bypassed and Inoperable Status
Indication for Nuclear Power Plant Safety Sy' stems." In summary,
these general requirements state that the de system (batteries,
distribution systems, and chargers) shall be monitored to the
extent that it is shown to be ready to perform its intended
function.

It is the staff position that the following indications and alarms
i of the Class lE direct current power system status shall be provided

in the control room:

-battery float charge (ammeter)
-battery circuit output current (ammeter)
-battery charger output current (ammeter)
-dc bus voltage (voltmeter)
-battery discharge alarm
-dc bus overvoltage alarm
-dc system ground alarm .

-battery disconnect open alarm
-battery charger disconnect open alarm
-battery charger failure alarm (one alann for a number of

,

abnormal conditions which are usually indicated locally)

The staff has concluded that the above-cited monitoring, augmented
by the periodic test and surveillance requirements that are
included in the Technical Specifications, provide reasonable
assurance that the Class lE de power system is ready to perform
its intended safety function.

Describe the extent to which the above staff position is followed
| and justify areas of noncompliance.

l

i
- . ._- - .. __ . . _ - - _ - - . . - - . - - . _ - - - . _ . - .. -. -.
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430.29 Emergency procedures and training requirements for station -

(SRP8.3.2) blackout events (total loss of both onsite and offsite ac,

power) are described in generic letter 81-04. Provide
a statement of compliance with these generic requirements.

430.30 Section 8.3.1.1.17 indicates that a spare mobile battery charger
(SRP8.3.2) is available to provide charging to the Class lE batteries in

the event that a Class lE battery charger fails. Provide a
description as to how this mobile battery charger is or will be
connected to the Class IE system. The description should include
the length of time required to physically connect this charger and
assure its operability and seismic support.

,

; 430.31 Section 8.3.2.1 of the FSAR indicates that all electrical equipment
(EP8.3.2) connected to the Class lE 125 V de system is capable of operating

'

over a voltage range of 140 to 101 Y dc. In addition to the
capability to operate, indicate that each equipment or component is
designed and qualified to operate over the subject voltage range.

430.32 In regard to sizing and installation of the Class lE de power
(SRP8.3.2) system batteries, describe the extent of compliance with the

guidelines of IEEE Standards 484 and 485.

430.33 Recent operating experience has show that an incompatibility
! (SRP8.3.2) between the battery rack and the battery may cause cracking of

the battery case. The cracking may be caused in part by the
improper support at the battery stress points (the plate support
bridge). Describe the relationship between the plant support
bridge and the battery rack supports and how the seismic
qualification test program encompasses the subject stress-related
aging of the battery case.

430.34 IEEE Standard 384-1974, as augmented by Regulatory Guide 1.75
(SRP8.3.1 (Revision 2), provides minimum raceway separation guidelines
& 8.3.2) acceptable to the staff for complying with the physical

independence requirement of Criterion 17 of Appendix A to 10,

! CFR 50. These guidelines, however, have not been followed in
the design of Beaver Valley Power Station Unit 2. The unique
Beaver Valley design for separation of raceways has been partially
described in Section 8.3.1.4 of.the FSAR. Provide a complete
description of the design for separation of raceways in Section
8.3.1.4 of the FSAR. For each case where separation at Beaver
Valley is less than the minimum separation distances required
by IEEE 384-1977 as augmented by Regulatory Guide 1.75, provide
an analysis substantiated by test to demonstrate the adequacy
of the proposed lesser separation. -

|

i
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The requested description of the separation design should'

address but not be limited to the following items,
i a. Rationale and justification for not following the guidelines i

of NUREG-0800 USNRC Standard Review Plan,

b. The extent to which the Beaver Valley separation design
complies with each section of IEEE Standard 384-1974.

'

c. Physical layout drawing showing typical examples of
raceway separation similar to Figures 2 and 3 of IEEE
Standard 384-1974.

d. Separation between cable trays and conduits.

e. Separation between Class 1E and non-Class lE raceways.

| 430.35 Section 8.3.1.4 of the FSAR indicates that 12 inches of
(SRP8.3.1 horizontal separation will be provided between redundant
& 8.3.2) Class lE cable trays located in general plant areas versus

, 3 feet required by Section 5.1.4 of IEEE Standard 384-1974.
' Justify the use of 12 inches of separation.

,

'430.36 Section 8.3.1.4 of the FSAR indicates that approximately 2 feet
(SRP8.3.1 of vertical separation will be provided between redundant Class
&8.3.2) lE cable trays versus 3 or 5 feet required by Sections 5.1.3

and 5.1.4 of IEEE Standard 384-1974. Justify the use of 2 feet
of separation.

43^.37 Section 8.3.1.4 of the FSAR indicates that 6 inches of horizontal
(SRP8.3.1 separation will be provided between Class lE and non-Class 1E
&8.3.2) cable trays versus 12 inches or 3 feet required by Sections 5.1.3

and 5.1.4 of IEEE Standard 384-1974. Justify the use of 6 inches
of separation.

430.38 Section 8.3.1.4 of the FSAR indicates that 12 inches of vertical
(SRP 8.3.1 separation will be provided between Class lE and non-Class lE
&8.3.2) cable trays versus 3 or 5 feet required by Sections 5.1.3 and

5.1.4 of IEEE Standard 384-1974. Justify the use of 12 inches
of separation.

| 430.39 Section 8.3.1.4 (part 2 item 3b) states that Class lE equipment
(SRP 8.3.1 located in the auxiliary building, safeguards area, and reactor

| &8.3.2) containment, are separated and provide independence in accordance
| with the corresponding mechanical separation criteria for the

driven equipment. In addition, it is stated that redundant
pressurizer heater groups, located in reactor containment, are
separated in accordance with design criteria for the nuclear
steam supply system components. Describe the actual separation
to be provided between redundant Class lE equipment in the above
referred areas.

l

!

|
|
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430.40 Section 8.3.1.1.6 of the FSAR states that redundant 4160 and
'

(SRP 8.3.1 480 volt switchgear are located in separate rooms of a'

& 8.3.2) Seismic Category 1 building. Figure'8.3-4 and Section 8.3.1.4 1
i'

of the FSAR indicate that the subject switchgear is located in
oseparate areas versus rooms. Correct the discrepancy and

justify the adequacy of separatica between the subject switchgear;

_ _ and other Class lE equipment where only physical space is
utilized versus (provision of a barrier between redundant
equipment).

.

-430.41 Section 8.3.1.4 (part 2 item 2b(6)) of the FSAR state that
(SRP8.3.1 wiring within control switchboards and cabinets has been
& 8.3.2) specified in currently approved design procedures to meet the

intent of the independence requirements of IEEE Standard 384-1981.i

! Based on this statement the staff concludes that neither 6
inches of spatial separation not a barrier is installed between
redundant cables or between Class lE and non-Class lE cablesinside panels or cabinets. Provide analysis substantiated by
test that justifies the lack of separation inside any enclosure
such as panels and cabinets. In addition, describe the separation'

to be provided at Beaver Valley.

430.42 Section 8.3.1.4 (part 2, item 2a(9)) of the FSAR, states that
(SRP 8.3.1 barriers will extend to the maximum extent practical beyond
& 8.3.2) - the area of exposure. Identify each location where a barrier

will extend less than 12 inches .beyond the area ^of exposure a'nd
provide an analysis for each identified location that
demonstrates the adequacy of the lesser separation.

430.43 Section 8.3.1.4 of the FSAR has been interpreted to mean that
(SRP 8.3.1 a single piece of steel or steel tray cover is to be installed,

& 8.3.2) as a barrier between raceways that are separated by less.

distance than allowed by Beaver Valley separation criteria.
The objective of the barrier is to preclude failure of cables,

located in one raceway from causing failure of cables located
in another raceway. Provide the results of an analysis
su'bstantiated by test that demonstrates this objective.

430.44 Section 8.3.1.4 (part 2, item 2b(5)) of the FSAR states that
(SRP8.3.1 containment electrical penetrations meet separation requirements
& 8.3.2) of currently approved design procedures which comply with the

intent of IEEE Standard 384-1981 for limited hazard areas.
Section 5.5 of IEEE Standard 384-1974 (which is the currently

'

approved NRC guideline for this subject) requires that redundant
penetrations be widely dispersed around the circumference of the
containment. Recent designs, approved by NRC on this subject,
locate redundant electrical penetrations in different rooms
or on opposite sides of containment. The Beaver Valley design,
however, locates redundant penetrations in a single room in a
21 by 5 matrix with eight feet (center to center) between -

1
. _ _ - - _ , _ _ . _ _ . - - _.. -- . _ _ .. - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ __. _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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redundant penetrations. The Beaver Valley design does not meet
the requirements nor the intent of IEEE Standard 384-1974 (or
IEEE Standard 384-1981) as stated in the FSAR. Correct the-

; FSAR and justify your design. .

430.45 in regard to electrical containment penetrations, a descriptionr

(SRP8.3.1 as to how the Beaver Valley design meets the requirements of
& 8.3.2) Criterion 50 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50, with analysis

demonstrating compliance, has not been provided in Section 8 of
the FSAR. Provide the description and results of analysis.

430.46 In Section 8.3.1.2.1 of the FSAR you indicate that primary and'

(SRP8.3.1 backup containment electrical penetration protection is provided'

& 8.3.2) only where the availabile fault-current exceeds the current-carrying
capabilities of penetration conductors. This design for
containment electrical penetration protection does not meet the
guidelines cf position 1 of Regulatiry Guide 1.63. Positien 1
requires primary and backup protection where maximum available
fault-current exceeds the current-carrying capability of the

; penetration versus capability of the conductors.

: a. Provide justification for noncompliance with the guidelines
of position 1 of Regulatory Guide 1.63.;

b. Provide coordinated fault-current versus time curves for each
representative type cable that penetrates primary containment.
For each cable, the curves must show the relationship of the
fault carrying capability between the electric penetrations,
the primary overcurrent protective device, and the backup
overcurrent protective device.

c. Provide the test report with results that substantiates the
^

capability of the electrical penetration to withstand the
* total range of time versus fault current without seal failure
! for worst case environmental conditions.
i
'

430.47 Describe how the Beaver Valley design complies with the guidelines
(SRP8.3.1 and clarifications of NUREG-0737 items II.E.3.1 and II.G.1 and
&8.3.2) justify areas of noncompliance.

430.48 A description of the diesel generator automatic load sequencer
(SRP 8.3.1) has not been provided in the FSAR. Provide the description. In

addition, provide the results of a reliability analysis for the
sequencer that demonstrates the capability of the onsite power
system to supply power to safety loads on demand.

!

.-- . . - - . - _ - - . .. - - - . . - - . - . . - - . . . .- - . - __.
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430.49 In Section 8.3.1.1.10 of the FSAR, it is indicated that -

(SRP 8.3.1 controls for the diesel generator and Class'1E circuit ,

'

&8.3.2) breakers are located in the control room and at remote
- locations. Describe the electrical independence between

these two controls.- |

430.50 Provide additional information regarding the power sources
(SRP 8.3.1 supplied to the RHR isolation valves. The staff's position
& 8.3.2) is that a single failure of a power supply should not prevent

isolation of the RHR when RCS pressure exceeds the design
pressure of the RHR system. Additionally, loss of a single
power supply should not result in the inability to initiate
at least one 100 percent RHR train.

430.51 Section 8.3.2 of the FSAR indicates that emergency lighting is
(SRP8.3.1 a safety class item powered from the Class lE de power system.
&8.3.2) Section 9.5.3.2.2 of the FSAR indicates, in contradiction that

emergency or backup lighting is not a safety class item and
is powered from a nonsafety system. Correct Section. 9 of the
FSAR to be consistent with Chapter 8 or justify your design.

430.52 Table 8.3-5 of the FSAR identifies valves from which power is
(SRP8.3.1 removed. Describe the electrical circuitry associated with
&8.3.2) these valves and how power is removed.

3

'

.. . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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2BEAVER VALLEY POWER STATION -

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

REACTOR SYSTEMS BRANCH
.

440.2 In Section 5.2.2.1, it is stated that the transient which,g

(5.2.2) sets the design requirements for primary system overpres-

sure protection is a complete loss of steam flow to the

turbine. However, the cited Cooper Report ident.ifies the

turbine trip without bypass concurrent with loss of main

feedwater pumps as the most severe overpressure transient.

Which is the limiting overpressure transiert for Beaver

Valley Unit 2?

440.3 Section 5.2.2.1 of the FSAR states that the RCS average

.
(5.2.2) temperature and pressure are assumed to be at their maxi-

,

mum values. Provide the assumed values and verify that

the maximum instrumentation and control errors have been

assumed. Alsor discuss the preoperational tests which

will verify the accuracy of instrumentation systems used

to initiate overpressure protection.

440.4 In Sections 5.2.2.1 and 5.2.2.2, references are made to the
,

|
(5.2.2) Cooper Reporte which is WCAP-7769, Revision 1. Provide a

comparison of Beaver Valley 2 parameters with all para-

meters listed in Table 2.2 of this topical report. Where

differences exist, show that these differences will not
,

1

affect the conservatism of the results given in WCAP-7769.
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440.5 Provide verification that your analysis of the limiting

(5.2.2) transient for overpressure protection assumes the reactor

t r.i p is initiated by the second cafety grade signale

Ref. SRP 5.2.2, II.A.c.iii.

440.6 Provide assurance that the dynamic loading due to water

(5.2.2) relief has been considered in the support analysis includ-

ing the passage of a water slug and effects of water

hammer. What liquid water relief rates were assumed in
.

the loading analysis? Are these values consistent with

experimental results? Are the power operated relief

valves and safety valves designed and qualified for liquid
,

relief?

440.7 Have the pressurizer PORVs been qualified for the dynamic

(5.2.2) loads that could be sustained when the maximum liquid flow

rate or maximum acceleration of liquid occurs during a

low temperature overpressurization?

| 440.8 Section 5.4.13.2 cites a backpressure compensation feature

(5.2.2) on the pressuriie'r safety valves. Provide a discussion

of this feature which explains how this function is per-

formed,

t
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440.9 Section 5.4.13.2 describes the loop seals on the pressurizer

(5.2.2) safety valves. Has the delay due to the time it takes to

discharge the water from these loop seals been accounted

for in the limiting pressure transient? If it has not

been accounted for, how would this delay affect the con-

servatism of the result?

.

440.10 In Section 5.2.2.11, it is stated that the low temperature

(5.2.2) overpressure protection system is manually armed. Is

there an alarm to alert the operator to arm the system at

the correct plant condition during cooldown as required

by Branch Technical Position RSB 5-2.8.3?'-

..

440.11 In Section 5.2.2.11.1 on the operation of the low tempera-

(5.2.2) ture overpressure protection system, it is stated that an

auctioneered reactor coolant system temperature will be

continuously converted to an allowable pressure and then

compared to the actual pressure. Howevers during tran-

sients, this auctioneered temperature can be considerably
'

different from the temperature of the reactor vessel.

Show by analysis that this variable set point system will

adequately protect the reactor vessel from a brittle frac-

ture for all induced energy transients.

-

.j.
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440.15 What will alert the operator t6 the opening of the RHRS

(5.4.7) relief valves and what procedures will the operator follow

in responding to such an overpressurization?

440.16 Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1 specifies in Table 1,

(5.4.7) It em' 1-C that the steam generator atmospheric dump valves

(ADVs)r their operatorse and their power supplies shall

be safety grade. Item 10 of the list of design bases in

FSAR Section 10.3.1 states that the Beaver Valley 2 main

steam supply system (MSSS) is designed in accordance with

RSB 5-1 (USNRC 1981) as it relates to the design require-

ments for residual heat removal. Does this mean the ADVs,

their operators, and their power supplies will be safety

grade? -

e

440.17 RHR suction lines can have water trapped between the two

(5.4.7) isolation valves. Address the possibility of pressure

increases in this pipe due to a temperature rise and the

protection provided to assure valve and piping integrity.

440.18 Item C.3 of Branch Technical Position (BTP) RSB 5-1 states

(5.4.7) that if interlocks are provided to automatically close the

isolation valves when the RCS pressure exceeds the RHR
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system design pressurer adequate relief capacity shall

be provided during the time period while the valves are

closing. Has this additional relief c.apacity been pro-

vided?

440.19 Provide or reference a discussion of your compliance with

(5.4.7).each item of BTP RSB 5-1. Justify any deviations from

this Branch Technical Position.

440.20 Discuss the possibilities for air getting trapped in any

(5.4.7) part of the RHRS.during startup and for the air causing

water hammer and damage to the RHRS.

.

440.21 on page 5.4-54, it is stated that the PORVs provide a
.

(5.4.13) safety grade means for RCS depressurization to achieve

cold shutdown. Does this mean the entire PORV system is

designed to safety grade criteria?

440.30 Section 6.3.3 of the FSAR discusses the failure of a single-
'

(6.3) steam dump. Could a single failure in the control system

cause more than one steam dump valve to inadvertently open

at the same time?

es

I

l 440.31 How is the Refueling Water Storage Tank (GWST) vented?
|

(6.3) Could the vent become plugged by freezing or corrosion.?

-

. -

_ _
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440.32 Provide a comprehensive emergency cooling schematic which

(6.3) shows the connections to the RWST, containment sumpsi all

core cooling and containment spray pumps, and all inter =

connections.

440.33 The TMI a,ccident has shown that following : LOCAr core

(6.3) cooling pumps may have to operate for an extended period

of time. For all pumps that are required to operate to

provide long-term core coolings provide justification that

the pumps are capable of operating for the required period

of time. This justification could be based on previous

testing or on previous operational experience of identical
\

pumps. Differences between expected post 9LOCA conditions

and the conditions during previous testing or operational

experience cited should be justified (i.e.r water tempera-

turer debrise water chemistry).

440.34 Provide a list of all active components which are required

(6.3) for operation and support of the ECCS. Provide safety
1

i and seismic classification for each component and indicate
I

. as cooling, Lube oil and air are neces-| what services such
|

| sary for the proper functioning of each component. State
!

if these services are also designed to safety-related

criteria. If notr justify why credit should be given for

their operability.

. - - -_. .-_ -_ - - _ . ..- .. . . - . . ._ ,- . . .
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440.35 During our review of License applications, we have identi '

(6.3) .fied concerns related to the containment sump design and
;

its effect on Long-term cooling fotLowing a Loss of Coolant
i

Accident (LOCA).
2

i

! These concerns are related to (1 ) creation of debris which

j could potentialLy block the sump screens and flow passages

) in the ECCS and the corer (2) inadequate NPSH of the pumps

taking suction from the containment sumpr.C3) air entrain- ,,

i

ment from streams of water or formation of vortices which

can cause loss of adequate NPSHr (4) air entrainment and

suction of floating debris into the ECCSr and (5) inadequate
,

emergency procedures and operator training to enable a.cor-

rect response to these problems. Preoperational recircula-

tion tests performed by utilities have consistently identi-:
,

fied the need for plant modifications.
!

We require the fotLowing a:tions to provide additional

| assurance that long-term ccoling-of the reactor core can

'

| be achieved and maintained folLowing a postulated LOCA.
i

4

1. Establish a procedure to perform an inspection of the

; containments and the containment sump area i n particulare

'to identify any materials which have the potential for
i

i
.

!

|
|

.
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becoming debris capable of blocking the containment

sump when required for recirculation of coolant water.

Typically, these materials consist of: plastic bags,

step-off pads, health physics instrumentations welding

equipmente scaffolding, metal chips and screwse portable
.

inspection lights, unsecured wood, construction mate =

rials and tools as well as other miscellaneous loose

equipment.

" A s Lic en sed" cleanliness should be assured prior to

each startup. This inspection shall be performed at

the end of each shutdown as soon as practical before

containment isolation.

2. Institute an inspection program according to the re-

quirements of Regulatory Guide 1.82, item 14. This

item addresses inspection of the containment sump

components incidding screens and intake structures.

3. Discuss possible actions for the operator to address

both a possible vortexing problem (with consequent pump

cavitation) and sump blockage due to debris. These

should address all likely scenarios and should list:

all instrumentation available to the operator to aid in

detecting problems which may ariser indications the

operator should look for, and operator actions to

mitigate .these problems.
*

_ _ _ _ ._ _
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4. Pipe breakse drain flows and channeling of spray flow
;

released below or impinging on the containment water

surface in the area of the sump can cause a variety of

problems; for example, air entrainment cavitation and

I vortex formation.

,

Describe any changes you plan to make to reduce vortical

flow in the neighborhood of the sump. Ideally, flow
4

should approach uniformly from all directions.
.

I

1

j 5. Evaluate the extent to which the containment sumps in

your plant meet the requirements for each of the items

previously identified; namelys debrise inadequate NPSH,

air entrainmente vortex formationi and operator actions.

The following additional guidance is provided for perform-

ing this evaluation.

1. Refer to the recommendations in Regulatory Guide 1.82
|

(Section C) which may be of assistance in performing

| this evaluation.
!

.

! 2. Provide a drawing showing the-Location of the drain sump

relative to the containment sumps.

|
'

.

9
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1
'

3. Provide the following information with your evaluation

of debris:

|

,

'(a) Provide the size of openings in the fine screens

and compare this with the minimum dimensions in

the pumps which take suction from the sump, the

minimum dimension in any spray nozzles and in th.e

coolant channels ~in the reactor core or any other

line in the recirculation flow path whose size is

comparable to or smaller than the sunp. screen mesh
i

size in order to show that no flow blockage will ,-

occur at any point past the screen.

(b) Estimate the extent to which debris could block

the trash rack or screens (50 percent limit).x If

a blockage problem is identifiedi describe the'

corrective actions you plan to take (raplace insula-

tioni enlarge cages, etc.). '

.

4

(c) For each type of thermal insulation used in the

containmenti provide the following information:
- o

.

i. type of material including composition ,and

i - densityr /
*,/

O
,

=

-.
*-

y> -- s.. . . . - - s -e .
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ii. manufacturer and brand namer
.

iii.- method.of attachmente

iv. Location and quantity in containment of

each typer

v. an estimate of the tendency of each type to

form particles small enough to pass through

the fine screen in the suction lines.

,

(d) Estimate what the effect of.these insulation parti-

cles would be~on the operability and performance

of all pumps used for/ recirculation cooling. Ad-

dress effects on pump seats and bearings.

..

440.36 Verify that the capacity of the accumulator relief valves

(6.3) is adequate to relieve all possible RCS backleakage and

that it is adequate to prevent accumulator overpressuriza-'

tion during level adjustmentsi assuming equipment malfunca

tion or ope'rator error while adding water to the accumulators.

Show the relief valve fluid flow rate and temperature assumed4

^

in this calculation.
[

440.37 Provide a discussion of methods employed to prevent hot leg

(6.3) injection during the ECCS cold leg injection phase.

,

r

! '

.
~
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440.38 Provide a discussion of the methods used to ensure that c. l t

(6.3) ECC systems will always be in a water filled condition which

will. preclude wate'r hammer.

440.39 Is there a single failure in the volume control tank (VCT)

(6.3) control system that could cause loss of suction and subse=
,

quent damage to safety injection pumps?'

.

'T

440.40 Is the use of the refueling water storage tank (RWST) shared

(6.3) with Unit 1 ?~ If.ser how is it known that there will always

be enough RWST. water available when level instrument errors

and transfer allowances with all possible single failures

have been taken into account?

440.46 Provide a discussion of long-term cooling and possible boron

(15.0) precipitation and radioactivity releases after the events in

Chapter 15 where the plant is damaged so that it cannot be

! immediately returned to power operation. Assume no operator

action prior to times justified by ANSI N660.,

1
i

r

440.47 Comparison of Table 15.0-2 ,with Table 4.4-1 shows that what
! ,1

(15.0) is l i s t e d ' a s "R'e(a c t o r coolant average temperature" in 15.0-2
-N 3

is the average temperature of the coolant in the reactor

| vessel'andc not the average in the reactor itself. Alsor

the units'of the average core heat flux in 15.0-2 are wrong.
i

AccordiWg t o T ab l_e 4.4-1, t h e ave ra ge core heat flux should

|
1.

4

1

'i i
. , ..h.. - . . - _ . - . , . - , - ,-
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b e 181 r 400 B tu/h r-f tA. Do these discrepancies have an

effect on the results of the accident analyses?

440.48 Section 15.0.8 of FSAR statesi "The pressurizer heaters ,

(15.0) are not assumed to be energized during any of the Chapter

15 event s." For each of these events, show that this is

a conservative assumption or quantify the effects of the

heaters being energized.

440.49 On page 15.1-5r it is stated that no single active failure

(15.1 ) will prevent the operation of the reactor protection system

(RPS). Howeverr at Salems the reactor trip breakers failed

to open when they should have. In view of thise what efforts
,

are being taken to assure the trip breakers will not stick

sometime during the 40 year .lif e of Beaver Valley Unit 2?

440.50 F igur es 15.1-14 and 15.1-14a show that the presturizer will

(15.1 ) be emptied after the inadvertent opening of a steam ganerator

relief or safety valve. Discuss the potential effects of

this condition including the potential for and recovery from

void formation in the reactor coolant system.

440.51 F igure s 15.1-17 and 15.1-17a show that the pressurizer will

(15.1 ) be emptied after a main steamline break (SLB). Discuss the

potential effects of this condition including the potential

for and recovery from void formation in the reactor coolant

system.

*

..
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440.52 on page 15.1 -20, it is stated that the results of a steam-
,

(15.1 ) line break (SLB) with a loss of offsite power (LOOP) are

less severe than with offsite power available because the

loss of power to the reactor coolant pump with a LOOP re=

duces the flow in the reactor coolant system. Will the

pressurizer be emptied in this case as it will be when off-

site power is available? If so, discuss the potential for

and recovery ftom void formation in the reactor coolant.

system.

440.53 on page 15.1-20s it is stated that the results of a SLB

(15.1) with offsite-power available are more s evere than with a

LOOP. Is.this true for all break sizes if offsite power

is initially available but lost at some time after the SLB
,

(e.g., at about 100 seconds after the SLB)?

440.54 Table 15.2-1 for the feedwater system pipe break states

(15.2) that auxiliary feedw'ater is delivered to the intact steam
4

generators in 76.9 seconds. Howevere assumption 9 on

page 15.2-19 s ta t es th at an additional 357 seconds (271

|
~

[ for 2. loops in operation) was assumed before the feedwater

lines were purged and the relatively cold (1200F) auxiliary (RO*F

( feedwater entered the unaffected steam generators. What

| assumption was used in the LOFTRAN calculations?

|

,

|
,_ , - - . . . . , - . - r
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440.55 On page 15.2-22, for the feedwater system pipe breaks it

(15. 2) is stated it is apparent that for the initial transient

(300 seconds)r the case without offsite power results in

higher temperatures in the hot leg. For longer times,

howevers the case with ,offsite power results in a more

severe rise in temperature due to the addition of pump

heat. This seems to indicate that the reactor coolant pumps

should be turned off after 300 seconds. Discuss whether or

not the operators would be expected to trip the RCPs for

this event after 300 seconds.

440.56 As stated on pag e 15.3-2, in the analysis of a partial loss

(15.3) of forced reactor coolant flow, the most negative D oppler-

only powe'r coefficient is used. Why is the most negative

rather than the least negative curve of Fig. 15.0-2 used?

440.57 General Design Criterion 17 requires the assumption of a

(15.3) Loss of offsite power (LOOP) and the coastdown of undamaged

pumps. Has a LOOP been assumed for the analysis described

'

in Section 15.3.3?

440.58 on pa g e 15.3-9, it is stated that no single active failure

(15.3) will adversely affect the consequences described for a

locked rotor event. Does this include all possible act've

failures in the atmospheric dump valve (ADV) system?

!
f
;

-

. . . . - -. - .
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440.59 On p a g e .15. 4-2 5, it is unequivocally stated that an un-

(15.4) controlled boron dilution transient cannot occur during

refueling. How is it known that when the plant is in the

refueling moder administrative controls will always result, .

in the isolation of the reactor coolant system from any
,

source of unborated water?

440.60 Has the potential for the dilution of the boron in the

(15.4) reactor cooling water by sodium hydroxider which is added

to the containment spray, been evaluated?

;

440.61 Are there two boron dilution alarms as required by Standard

(15. 4 ) R eview Plan 15.4.6?

440.62 Is th e boron dilution alarm setpoint manually or automatical-

(15.4) Ly adjusted? If manuallyi is the alarm setpoint and the

frequency to reset these alarms included i n the plant pro-

cedures?

| 440.63 On p a g e 15. 5-1, it is stated that for a spurious occurrencer

|

(15 / 5) the operator would stop the safety injectioni after verify =

ing the required criteria are satisfied for tarminating

safety injection. Provide-the criteria that the operator

will use to determine if the safety injection is spurious.

.

- n , -
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440.64 Section 15.5, on the inadvertent operation of the emer=

(15.6) gency core cooling system during powe'r operationi discusses

the long-term transient where the power and pressure de-
,

crease due to the 2000 ppm borated water reducing the re-

activity of the core. However, there is no discussion of

the initial pressure increase which would occur before the

2000 ppm borated water got into the core. If the pressur-

izer heaters were operating and the control rods were being

automatically controlled, what would be the magnitude of

the initial pressure pulse for this accident?

440.65 On page 15.6-3, in the discussion of the inadvertent open=

(15.6) ing of a pressurizer relief valve (PORV), it is stated
.

that'following the reactor tripe RCS pressure will continue

to fall until flow through the inadvertently opened valve

is terminated. Are the PORVs capable of closing against

the full flow pressure drop? How long would it take to

terminate the flow by closing a block valve? Can the

block valves be closed against a full flow pressure drop?

440.66 on p a g e 15. 6-5, it is stated that lines connected to the

(15.6) RCS and penetrating the containmenti as well as isolation

|
provisions, are identified in Table 6.2-60. Footnote 1

|
to Table 6.2-60 states that the middle set of digits in

the Line No. represents the line size. For example, for

. - - .
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2-CHS-002-2-2, 002 indicates a 2-inch line. What is the

size of nitrogen line No. 2-RCS-750-120-2 which goes to
.

the RCS?

440.67 on pag e 15.6-5, it is stated that the complete severance

(15. 6) of a single steam generator tube is considered an ANS

Condition IV event. On pag e 15.0-5, it is stated that

condition IV occurrences are faults which are not expected

to occure but are postulated because their consequences

would include the potential for release of significant

! amounts of radioactive material. In view of the Ginna tube

rupture event and many other steam generator problemse how

can this be considered a fault which is not expected to

occur during the life of Beaver Valley Unit 2? Either

justify why it is appropriate to consider it a condition

IV event or categorize it to a condition commensurate with

operating experience.

440.68 On page 15.6-6i it is stated that the complete severance

(15.6) of a steam generator tube is considered a conservative as-

sumption since the'Inconel-6 tube material is highly ductile.

However, the Ginna steam generator tubes are Inconel and

one of these was ruptured. When the Ginna events along

with thermal cycle fatigue and corrosion during the 40 year

life of the plant are taken into accounts is it likely that

more than one steam generator tube could rupture or be rup-

tured at the same time?

. _ _, __. _
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440-69 On page 15.6-6, it is. concluded that after a steam gen-

(15.6) erator tube rupture (SGTR), diagnostics and isolation of

the affected steam generator can be completed within 30

minutes. Howevers operating experience indicates that

this may not be enough time to stop the release from the

affected steam generator. To verify that the affected

steam generator can be isolated within 30 minutes of ac-

cident initiatione provide an analysis of the design basis

SGTR which uses the Westinghouse emergency operator guide =

lines (E-3, Steam Generator Tube Rupture) for operator ac-

tions to mitigate SGTR events. This analysis should follow

the guidance of ANSI /N660s " Time Response Design Criteria

F o r S a f ety-R elat ed Ope rator Act i on se", f or each operator

action. This includes the first operator action at 5

minutes following reactor scram and one minute;b'etween

successive operator actions. The analysis should assume

the loss-of-offsite power at the time of reactor scram and

should be carried cut to the time at which no additional

releases from the affected steam generator are required.
.

The following figures of time-dependent parameters should

be provided:

1. the primary system pressure and reactor coolant tempera

ature (hot leg);

2. the primary system mass;

.
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3. the tube rupture flow rate and integrated break flow;

4. the secondary liquid mass in the faulted and non-
.

faulted steam generators in percent of full mass;

5. the steam generator pressure for the faulted and non-

faulted steam generators;

6. the integrated mass release through the safety / relief

valves for the faulted and non-faulted steam generators;

7. the integrated mass release through the atmospheric

dump valves for the faulted or non-faulted steam gen-

erators; and

8. the pressurizer water volume in percent of full volume.

If you do not consider ANSI /N660 appropriates please-justify

why. In your analysis, a stuck open ADV should be assumed

to satisfy the single failure criteria.

440.70 on page 15.6-16e it-is stated that Tab le 15.6-8 Lists im-

(15.6) portant input parameters and initial conditions used in
,

the LOCA analysis. Table 15.6-8 shows the total power

peaking factori Fqe to be 2.19. However, the only*Fq,

|

|
justified in the Reactor Section (Section 4) is 2.32

(Table 4.3-2). Revise Section 4 to justify a Fq of 2.19

for a LOCA.

t

I

i
i
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440.71 On pag e 15.6-16, it is stated that the LOCA analysis was

(15.6) performed assuming a reactor vessel head temperature equal

to the RCS cold leg temperature. Justify this assumption.

440.72 In regard to the opecation of the reactor coolant pumpsi

(15.6) show that the assumptions made regarding RCP operation

'l for your transient and accident analyses are conservative

with respect to the expected RCP operation which will result

from resolution of generic letter 83-10C.

. .

i

f

i
*

|

!'
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ACCIDENT EVALUATION BRANCH

REVIEW QUESTIONS ON THE BEAVER VALLEY UNIT 2 FSAR

DOCKET NUMBER 50-412

450.1 (SRPSection6.4)

SRP Section 6.4 requires periodic pressurization tests be performed to

determine that the rated flow of the bottled air supply is sufficient to

pressurize the control room to at least 1/8-inch water gauge. Provide

justification if this is not part of the periodic control room testing

at BVPS Unit 1 and 2.

450.2 (SRP Section 6.4)

Please submit a control room layout drawing which shows the location of

the control room air intakes for Units 1 and 2, toxic gas and radiation

release points relative to the control room air intakes, and zones

within and adjacent to the control room emergency envelope. Include in

the submittal locations of pipes containing reactor coolant or steam in

area adjacent to the control room envelope and evaluate the control room

habitability following a worst case pipe rupture which could cause

radiation or heat to infiltrate the control room envelope.

450.3 (SRPSection6.4)

; Provide information on the type of self-contained breathing apparatus

which are available for use by the control room operators during
_,

emergencies, and the locations of nearby unlimited offsite bottled air

replenishment capability.

I
.

{
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;

l

450.4 (SRPSection6.4) i

Please furnish an evaluation of the control room doses for both Unit 1

i and 2 following the worst case design basis accidents at either Unit.

450.5 (SRPSection6.4)

Relative to control room isolation following the chlorine release

accident, please supply -the folicwing information:

;
1. 'the chlorine detection time;

2. the isolation damper closure time; and

3. the time chlorine takes to travel from the chlorine detector to the

isolation dampers.

,

450.6 (SPPSection15.6.2)
'

,

Please provide the following information in the evaluation of the

! failure of small lines containing primary coolant;outside containment:
1

1. the size of the CVCS letdown line flow restricting orifice (located

inside containment), which limits the break flow to 160 gpm;1

2. a list of alarms and signals which will indicate to the operator-'

that a break has occurred; and
,

3. the pressure in the auxiliary building following the break, which

could cause radiation 1_eakage to bypass the SLCR system.

450.7 (SRP Section 15.4.8, Appendix A)

As prescribed in Appendix A to SRP Section 15.4.8, two fission product

j releases are considered independently for the control rod ejection-

accident. The first is the containment leakage of fission products

,

S
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released from the primary system. The second is the release of fission

products entering the secondary system via the primary-to-secondary

leakage in the steam generators. Enough information has been provided

to adequately evaluate the first release pathway,.but more information

is needed to evaluate the releases frca the secondary side. For the

secondary system release pathway, provide the time to equalization of

primary and secondary system pressures. The accident scenario should

include ~the assumptions that the rod housing remains intact following

the postulated rod ejection, that offsite power is lost and that only

safety-grade equipment is used to mitigate the accident.

450.8 (SRPSection15.6.3)

The information provided on FSAR page 15.6-6 for the evaluation of the

steam generator tube rupture accident is insufficient for the staff to

complete its review. Provide time-dependent figures for primary coolant

mass and integrated atmospheric dump valve (ADV) flow for both the

faulted and non-faulted steam generators.

,

450.9 (SRP Section 15.6.3)

In the FSAR discussion of the mitigation of a steam generator tube

__ rupture (SGTR), the applicant states that after 2 hours the steam

release from bcth the faulted and non-faulted steam generators will be
;

used to depressurize the steam generators to the residual heat removal
!

| (RHR) system cut-in pressure. Because the mass release after two hours
|

constitutes nearly one-third of the total mass release from the faulted

steam generator, provide the technical bases for steaming the damaged

|
:

_ , . . - - , ,-
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steam generator. Are other means available to depressurize the damaged

steam generator without releasing steam? How does this approach agree

with the current Westinghouse gemergency operator guidelines for

responding to SGTR events?

450.10 (SRP Section 15.6.3)

In FSAR Table 15.6-5, the applicant shows the steam releases occurring

from the faulted steam generator during the 7-8 hour period following

the accident. This is in apparent conflict with the applicant's

assumption of isolating faulted steam generator within 30 minutes of the

accident. To verify that the affected steam generator can or cannot be

isolated within 30 mintues of accident initiations, provide an analysis
.

of the design basis SGTR which uses the Westinghouse emergency operator

guidelines-(E-3, Steam Generator Tube Rupture) for operator actions to

mitigate SGTR events. This analysis should follow the guidance of

ANSI /N660, " Time Reponse Design Criteria For Safety-Related Operator

Actions" for each operator action. This includes the first operator

action at 5 minutes following reactor scram and one minute between

successive operator actions. The analysis should assume the

loss-of-offsite power at the time of reactor scram and should be carried

out to the time at which no additional releases from the affected steam

generator are required. The following figures of time-dependent

parameters should be provided:

1. the primary system pressure and reactor coolant temperature (hot

leg);

2. the primary system mass;
.

- - -
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,

3. the tube rupture flow rate and integrated break flow; ,

|

4. the secondary liquid mass in the faulted and non-faulted steam
,

'

generators;

5. the steam generator presssure for the faulted and non-faulted steam,
,

generators;

6. the integrated mass release through the safety / relief valves for the
-

faulted and non-faulted steam generators;

7. the integrated mass release through the atmospheric dump valves for

for the faulted or non-faulted steam generators; and

8. the pressurizer water volume.

.

1

5-
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METEOROLOGY AND EFFLUENT TREATMENT BRANCH QUESTIONS REGARDING
THE FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT

FOR BEAVER VALLEY, UNIT NO. 2

451.0 METEOROLOGY,

451.2 In FSAR Section 2.3.1.2.2, the statement, although the
(SRP 2.3.1) |

Beaver Valley Power Station, Unit No. 2, (BVPS-2) design

criteria are not identical to those appearing in Table 2.3-4,

the design does meet all structural requirements of the

Region I DBT, has not been substantiated. Furthennore, the

rate of pressure drop for applicable t'ornado design para-

meters listed in FSAR Section 3.3.2.1 are not consistent

with the tornado model used in WASH-1300, which provides the

bases for tornado design parameters. If a rotational wind

of 290 mph, a translational speed of 70 mph and a radius -

of maximum rotational . wind of 150 feet is used in the

cyclostrophic wind equation, the pressure drop is 3 psi
,

over a time interval of 1.5 seconds yielding a rate of

pressure drop of 2 psi /sec. Therefore, either:

(1) provide an analysis of local tornado data using the

procedures in WASH-1300 and Thon (Tornado Probabilities,

Mon. Wea. Review, pp 730-736,1963) to demonstrate

appropriate tornado design parameters at a probability

level of 10-7/ year, or

(2) provide an analysis which demonstrates that all

safety-related plant structures will withstand a
|

pressure drop of 3 psi in 1.5 seconds (2 psi /sec).

.
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! 451.3 Provide a list of all regional and local meteorological and
(SRP 2.3.1
and 2.3.2) air quality conditions used for plant design and operating

bases and cross reference these conditions to the FSAR

sectior.s in which they. are used. Include the bases for:

selection of these conditions, their probability of oc-

currence, and comparative analyses between regional and

local conditions to substantiate the allegation made in

FSAR Section 2.3.2.3 that there are no significant differ-

ence between local meteorology and regional climatology

that would influence conditions used for plant design and

! operating bases.
;

.
1

451.4 The discussion of lightnirg in FSAR Section 2.3.1.2.5
'

'

. (SRP 2.3.1)
includes an estimate of the number Bf lightning strikes per

year in the square mile area containing the BVPS site.

This estimate is related to the number of thunderstorm days

per year for the BVPS region. However, the number of
' lightning strikes to safety-related structures, systems,

and components may be larger than the number of lightning

strikes to ground per unit area because of the large
' " attractive area" of plant structures. (See J. L. Marshall,

Lightning Protection,1973, for a discussion of attractive

area.) Section 2.3.4 of the FSAR defines the vertical-

plane cross-sectional area of- the reactor building and

adjacent structures.
i

,

t

! .
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Provide seasonal and annual estimates of lightning strikes

to safety-related structures, systems, and components con-

sidering the frequency of thunderstorms and the " attractive

area" of plant structures. Additional information on

thunderstorm frequencies is available in NUREG/CR-2252,

" National Thunderstorm Frequencies for the Contiguous United

States."
,

451.5 FSAR Section 2.3.3.3 provides information on monthly and
(SRP 2.3.3)

total meteorological data recovery for the entire five year

(1976-1980) period of data collection. Provide the joint

data recoveries by year for the same five year period.
.

451.6 FSAR Section 2.3.4.1 provides X/Q values which are exceeded
(SRP 2.3.4)

5 and 50 percent of the time. Regulatory Guide 1.145 takes

a position that X/Q values should be determined at the 0.5

percent exceedance level by direction and at the 5 percent

exceedance level for all directions. Provide an analysis

whicn shows the differences in results using the FSAR method

and the regulatory guide method and the basis for departure

from the the position in Regulatory Guide 1.145.

451.7 FSAR Section 2.3.5.2.2 provides terrain recirculation 1
'

(SRP 2.3.5)
factors which correct the straight line plume model for

|

t

.
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airflow reversals. Provide the analysis from which these

recirculation factors were obtained for both elevat6d and

ground level releases.

460. EFFLUENT TREATMENT

460.4 FSAR Section 9.1 (Spent Fuel Storage): Explain why BVPS-2
(SRP 9.1.2)

does not have high density spent fuel storage capacity

instead of the present design calling for 21 inch spacing

racks.

460.5 . Pertaining to FSAR Section 9.1.3.3, is it a normal condition
(SRP 9.4.3)

to always filter via HEPA/ Charcoal the exhaust air from the

auxiliary building and radwaste area? Because filter by-
.

pass capability is provided, under what circumstances will

these exhaust flows be allowed to by-pass the HEPA/ Charcoal

filters of the Supplementary Leak Collection and Release

System?

460.6 According to FSAR Section 9.4.7, Containment Purge System,

provisions are provided to direct the containment purge

and/or refueling exhaust flow through HEPA/ Charcoal filter

units if high activity is detected. However, Table 6.5-8

(regarding ESF filter systems) shows these exhaust flows

are not filtered on high activity. Explain the discrepancy

(it appears the table is in error).

,

t
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460.7 FSAR Section 9.5.10 (Containment Vacuum System): The site

boundary dose contributions from the containment vacuum

system has not been adequately considered. The major con-

cern is that the associated charcoal filter may not work.

The following items should be addressed.

460. 7.1 According to the BVPS-2 FSAR, water seal vacuum pumps are

used to maintain the containment at approximately 9.5 psia.

Because of the high moisture content in the containment

and also due to the vacuum pump water seal, the discharge

containment air from the vacuum pumps will be water

saturated (i .e. , ~ 1007. relative humidi ty). This mixture
'is then directed to the Unit 1 Gaseous Waste Disposal System

where it is mixed with non-conditioned dilution air taken

from the outside environment prior to passing through a

charcoal filter, exhaust fan and then released to the

environment at the Unit 1 cooling tower vent. The concern

is that iodine removal by the charcoal filter (both organic

and elemental) will not be effective because no relative

humidity control is provided to prevent moisture degradation

of the charcoal filter, and also because there is no HEPA-

filter employed upstream of the charcoal to prevent un-
i
' acceptable dust and particulate loading on the charcoal.

! ~ ___2.__._ . __ . . _ - --
__
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Therefore, for the present design, the staff will not give

credit for iodine removal for the containment vacuum pump

exhaust for either Units 1 or 2.

460.7.2 The Unit 1 FSAR update does not adequately show where the

Unit 2 containment vacuum pump discharge line ties into the

Unit 1 system. This area of confusion should be corrected.

460.7.3 The Unit 1 FSAR update states the capacity for the Unit 1

j containment vacuum pump to be 5 cfm and is 400% over

| expected containment inleakage. The Unit 1 FSAR also states I

|\
'

that these vacuum pumps will not be needed for several

months after initial vacuum has been established. On the
s

| other hand, the Unit 2 FSAR states t,he Unit 2 containment
f

vacuum pumps are 45 cfm and will be operated as needed to

maintain containment vacuum. Explain why the Unit 2

containment vacuum pumps are significantly larger than the

Unit 1 pumps, and why it can be expected that the Unit 2

vacuum pumps will operate more frequently than the Unit 1

vacuum pumps. What has been the experience of the Unit 1

containment vacuum pumps regarding operation time and

frequency?

460.-7.4 The Unit 2 FSAR does not consider the site boundary dose

contribution attributed to the operation of the containment

.

O
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vacuum pumps. Because it is possible for a continuous

90 cfm containment purge via operation of the two 45 cfm

vacuum pumps, some of the containment airborne activity will

be continuously discharged to the environment (Note: because

of the potential water saturated conditions and no humidity

control, iodine removal may be ineffective; see item 460.4.1

above). The applicant should provide an analysis to de-

termine the site boundary dose contribution from the

containment vacuum system.

460.7.5 What dose contribution does the Unit 1 containment vacuum

pump system make to annual site boundary doses? (Note: be-

cause there is no humidity' control or upstream HEPA filter,

no iodine removal credit can be given for the associated

charcoal filter in the Unit 1 Gaseous Waste Processing

System.)

460. 7.6 What are the specification and testing requirements for

the Unit 1 Gaseous Waste Disposal charcoal filters

(GW-FL-1A & IB) that process the containment vacuum pump

exhaust for both units?

460.8 Pertaining to FSAR Section 11.3, under what operating con-
(SRP 11.3)

ditions will the charcoal delay system for the main condenser

!

I

i

I
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offgas be by-passed? Is there a threshold for air ejector
,

activity below which the charcoal delay system will not be

utilized?,

460.9 Pertaining to FSAR Section 11.2, Table 11.2-11 states the

! liquid waste drain tank overflows into the second tank, then

into the cubicle and then into the Auxiliary building sump.

Figure 11.2-1 does not show these overflow paths but only
,

states two equipment drain-see drain tables. Figure 11.2

does not appear to be consistent with Table 11.2-11; please

cl'arify the discrepancy.

460.10 Regarding the design for the steam generator blowdown liquid ',
(SRP 11.2)

waste system (FSAR Section 11.2) Figures 11.2-3 and 11.2-4,

consideration should be given to adding a check valve in

the 3/4-inch line that directs evaporator distillate back

to the evaporator. This check valve would prevent steam

backflow through the 3/4-inch line when directing the cooledi

1
'

distillate to the test tanks.

460. .ll Pertaining to FSAR Section 11.4 (Solid Waste System), des-
(SRP 11.4)

cribe the Process Control Program methodology for assuring

the solid radwaste containers meet the free standing liquid

requirements in accordance with Branch Technical Position

(BTP) ETSB-11-3.

!
,

'
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460,12 FSAR Sections 6.4, 6.5.1, 9.4.1, 9.4.2, 9.4.3, and 9.4.5
(SRPs 6.4,
6.5.1, 9.4.1, apply Regulatory Guides 1.52 or 1.140 for air filter system
9.4.2, 9.4.3,

and 9.4.5) design requirements with some exceptions. The staff

approves of the applicant's exceptions to Regujatory

Guides 1.52 and 1.140 except for the following items.
.

460. 12.1 Cxteptions to Regulatory Guide 1.52

460. 12.1.1 Several paragraphs of IEEE-STD 279-1971 relating to testing

manual initiation and system status of protective systems

have been deleted. The staff does not agree with the

applicant that these design requirements can be deleted for

ESF filter systems. The appliant should justify their ',
,

position.

,

'

460.12.1.2 The applicant has taken exception to the 25 Hz minimum

filter ductwork frequency requirement. As modified, ESF

filter / ventilation systens may be constructed with un-

supported plate or sheet that has resonant natural

frequencies less than 25 Hz. The staff considers that for

this condition, ESF filter / ventilation systems would not

be seismically qualified and this is unacceptable for ESF

filter systems. The app'licants should justify their

position.

._ _ ._ __ . .
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460, 12.1.3 Except for containment isolation dampers, the applicant

has taken exception to the requirement that dampers used

in contaminated air streams be designed to ANSI B31.1

(construction Class A dampers). Instead, these dampers will
,

be designated Class B and designed only to meet the strength

and leak tightness necessary for use in contaminated air

streams. The staff considers the applicant's position

acceptable except that dampers used for isolation and shut-

off of contaminated air streams (either toxic chemical or

airborne radioactive materials) should be construction

Class A. The applicant should verify to the staff that all

isolation and shutoff dampers in potentially contaminated

air streams are in f act construction, Class A.

460.12.1;.4 The staff does not agree with the applicant that if field

data can demonstrate that moisture buildup on ESF filters

is not too great, reduction of the minimum ten hours per

month operation or frequency can be achieved. The staff

considers the minimum ten hour per month ESF filer system

operational requirement not burdensome, helpful in maintain-

ing the filters free from noisture buildup, and, in addition,
,

|
1 to serve as a system surveillance check to demonstrate

| ope rabili ty. The applicants should justify their position.

.

e
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460.12.2 Exceptions to Regulatory Guide 1.140
,

I
460.12.2.1 The applicant states that charcoal filters greater than |

2 inches deep can have residence times less than
.

0.25 seconds per 2 inches. Experimental determination of

filter efficiency will be provided. This condition is

unacceptable to the staff. Charcoal filters must meet the

minimum residence requirement of 0.25 seconds per 2 inches

in order to be allowed iodine removal credit, as listed

in Table 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.140 (the applicant's excep-

tion could allow overall filter dwell times less than 0.25

seconds even though the filter is greater than 2 inches). .

The applicant should identify the minimum residence times

for all charcoal filters used, the iodine removal credit
;

''they claim to be provided by the filters, and also explain-

the need for the applicant's exception.

460.13 FSAR Section 11.2 (Liquid Waste Management Systems),
(SRP 11.2) Exceptions to Regulatory Guide 1.143

460. 13.1 The applicant points out that the relief valve discharge

from the steam generator blowdown flash tank is directed

to the discharge structure. Because the discharge from

the subject relief valve will contain some radioactivity,

even though it will be~ a very small amount, a better point

_ _ . . _ _ _ _ __ ._-
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of discharge would be to the main condenser hot well. The )
l

applicant should reconsider the discharge location and i

.

l

address this issue in their response to FSAR questions.
-

460. 13.2 The applicant points out that the refueling water storage 9

tank is not protected by a retention pond or dike, as re-
'

quired by Regulatory ' Guide 1.143. The staff' considers that

because this tank contains radioactive elements,' expecially
~

following refueling, its' contents should be protected by

a dike in case of accidental rupture'. The licensee should

provide justification for departing frcm this~ requirement.
_
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! BEAVER VALLEY POWER STATION,
UNIT NO. 2

DOCKET N0. 50-412..

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION I
-

!
-

471.0 RADIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT BRANCH. RADIATION PROTECTION SECTION"

*

-471*2 -

Provide the types of detectors and monitors and the
SRP 12.5,II.B.1 .4 p.12.5-7-

. RG 1.70-12.5.2;12.3.4' quantity, sensitivity, range, and frequency and methods
FSAR'- 12.5.2.2.3;12.5.2.1.1;

12.5.3.1.9 of calibration for radiation protection associated

'

portable instruments and laboratory equipment and,

_

'

instrumentation to be used for BVPS-2. The BVPS-2 FSAR

provides no details on portable and lab equipment.

DLC has indicated in Table 1.9-2 that an application471 .3 . *

10 CFR 70.24 for an exemption frcm the installation of the criticality
- SRP i2.3;p.12.3-11,II.4.e,III.

RG 1.70-12.3.4 monitor required in accordance with 10 CFR Part 70.24(b)
FSAR-Table 1.9-2;9.1.1;12.3.4
RG 8.12 and Regulatory Guide 8.12 will be filed with the NRC..

Provide a commitment date for this action and describe
-

the specific alternative methods to be used in lieu of
.

the required monitors.

.

471. 4 Provide a general discussion of the practicable
'

10 CFR 20.103(b)(1) engineering controls which will be used in lieu of
10 CFR 20.206
10 CFR 19.12 respiratory protection requirements at BVPS-2. This
SRP 12.5;I.C.5, p.12.5-2
III.5 p.12.5-10 should entail a list of methods and practices which
RG.' l.,70-12.5.3
FSAR - 12.5.2.2.2;12.5.3.1.7; will be available at BVPS-2 and verification that pro-

12.5.3.4.1;12.5.3.5.1.1;
13.2.2;1.2; Table 13.2-3 .cedures and training in the use of such engineering

R.G. 8.5
controls will be available for crafts workers,

1

|*

1

^
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radiation protection technicians and engineers

(e:g., glove bags, portable HEPA ventilation units;1 '

flexible ducting for HEPA systems; HEPA vacuum
as . .

cleaners; vent and drain rig:; HEPA filtered poly |s ,

bottles; strippable paint; tents, and other measures).
,

'

471. 5 Indicate-how radiation protection training will bem.

10 CFR 20.206;19.12 ' conducted for radiological controls professionals
RG 1.70;12.1.1;12.5.3
RG 8.8;8.13;8.27;8.29 and radiation control technicians at BVPS-2.
SRP12.5;I.C.5, p.12.5-2;

i
II.C. p. 12.5-9; III.4, Radiation protection training programs for the levels
p.12.5-10
FSAR 13.2.2.1.3; of radiation control technicians should be generally
12.5.3.4.7 ~

^

described to include initial qualification and '

retraining /requalification programs and should verify

that selection, qualification and training requirements

for contractor radiation control technicians and
< \

3, contractor radiation workers are the same as or

- equivalent to the requirements for BVPS radiation

control technicians and radiation workers.
,

471. 6 '

3

10 CFR 20.206;19.12
RG 1.70-12.1.1;12.5.3

. Provide a commitment to conduct radiation worker

RG 8.8,8.13,8.27,8.29 training and related general employee training in
SRP12.5;I.C.5, p.12.5-2,
II.C, p.12.5-9, III.4, accordance with Regulatory Guides 8.8, 8.13,,

p. 12.5-10!

FSAR 13.2.2.i.2; 12.5.3.4.7 8.27, and 8.29.

.
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471, 7 Verify that a routine alpha moniboring program

10 CFR 20.201 which includes rcutine contamination, aiiborne
RG 1.70 - 12.5.3
SRP 12.5 ; I.C.4, p.12.5-2; and direct surveys for alpha will be conducted
II.B.2, .3 p. 12.5-7

for BVPS-2.FSAR 12.5.3.2 .

s

471.8

RG 1.7012.5.2;12.5.3 Discuss the use of mockups in the BVPS-2 ALARA
SRP 12.5.; I.C.1, p.12.5-2;
II.C, p. 12.5-9; III.3, program. This should include routine usage such,

p.12.5-10; SRP 12.1; II

(b.12.1-3) as valve training or weld training mockups and
RG

F|0.l(c) special maintenance mockups, such as for steam
.

generator entry / maintenance / inspection,which are
4

used to reduce doses to workers.
,

471.9 The FSAR contains two statements regarding |

SRP 12.5;;I.C.2, p.12.5-2 water surface dose during spent. fuel movement 1

II.C, p. 12.5-9

ANS I N210-1976 which appear inconsistent -- Section 12.3.2.5
R.G. 1.70 - 12.1.3; 12.2.1

~

indicates an approximately 5 mR/hr dose rate

through 10 feet of water, while Section 12.5.3.1.5

indicates adequate water depth to limit water

surface dose rates tio 50 mR/hr as an ALARA

measure. Provide clarification of these statements.

s

. . . .

" * ' ' ' '
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471.10 Discuss how material selection and water chemistry

RG S.8 control will be utilized at BVPS-2 to reduce the
RG 1.70-12.3.1
SRP 12.3; I.l.d, p. 12:3-1; production, distribution and retention of

1I.1.(3),p.12.3-7!

activation products.=

i

471.11 During periods of absence or unavailability of
,

SRP 12.5;I. A.2, p.12.5-1; the individual qualified as Radiation .
.

II.A, p. 12.5-7 1

NUREG-0731 Protection Manager (RPM). (Radiological Operations
ANSI 3.1 (Dec 1980 draft)
R.G. 1.70 - 12.5.1 Coordinator), a similarly qualified individual

should be available to perform the RPM's functions

as outlined in NUREG-0731, II. A.2. Describe the
,

provi.sions for a backup RPM at BVPS-2, and describe

the qualifications for the backup individual. Our

position is that as a minimum this individual have
,

a B.S. degree in science and 2 years experience,

six months of which sho'uld be onsite.

471.12 Provide additional detailed information regarding

SRP 12.3;II.l(p.12.3-7) spent fuel transfer tube (or other similar radiation
RG 1.70-12.3.1;12.3.2
FSAR - 12.3.2.5;12.5.3.1.5; source) shielding and access controls as outlined
Fig. 12.3-17,18.;12.5.3.1.1

in SRP 12.3 (Section II.1) and Regulatory Guide 1.70

(Sections 12.3.1,and12.3.2). Provide information

which details how all portions of the BVPS-2 fuel
.

transfer tube shielding and administrative and

operational controls meet the positions stated

in SRP 12.3:

.

e
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Control of Access to Spent Fuel Trarisfer Areas

All Accessible portions of the spent fuel transfer

tube and/or canal must be shielded dur,ing fuel

transfer. Use of removable shielding for this

purpose is acceptable. This shielding shall be-

s'uch that the resultant contact radiation levels

shall be no greater than 100 rads pe- heur. All

accessible portions of the spent fuel transfer

tube shall be clearly marked with a sign stating

that potentially lethal radiation fields are

possible during fuel transfer. If removable

shielding is used for the fuel transfer tubes,

it must also be explicitly marked as above. If other

than permanent shielding is used local audible and

visible alarming radiation monitors must be installed

to alert personnel if temporary fuel transfer tube

shielding is removed during fuel transfer operations.

471.13 Provide a discussion of the Radiation Protection Plsn

SRP 12.1;II.4, p.12.1-4 (RPP) intended for BVPS-2.
FSAR 12.1; Table 1.9-2
(Draft)NUREG-0761

471.14 The applicant has identified infonnation which will

FSAR Table 12.3-10; be provided in the FSAR at a later date as follows:
Table 1.9-2 (SRP 12.2)
SRP 12.2; I.1 (p.12.2-1) (a) Table 12.3-10 - sensitivity and range infonnation
SRP 12.3; I.4.e (p. 12.3-3)

for in - containment high range radiation monitors.

.

,

i
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(b) Table 1.9-2-byproduct, source,andspecial<

|
nuclear material descriptions

Provide.a commitment date for these items.

471.15 Describe the equipment and associated training and

SRP12.5;II.C(p.12.5-10) procedures for accurately determining the airborne
fiUREG-0737; III.D.3.3
FSAR 12.3; Table 1.10-1 iodine concentrations in areas within the BVPS-2

facility where plant personnel may be present during

an accident. This description should meet our

positions in fiUREG-0737. III.D.3.3, " Improved

Inplant Iodine Instrumentation Under Accident

Conditions" as stated in the position and clari-

fication sections. flote that the FSAR Table 1.10-1

(p. 6 of 6) identifies this iten as "Inplant I

Radiation Monitoring."

-
,
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REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CORE PERFORMANCE BRANCH

PHYSICS SECTION
'

491.1 (4.3,2.2) (SRP 4.3.II.1)
.

used in LOCA analysis.Table 15.6-8 of the FSAR gives a value of 2.19 for the Fq
Section 4.3 of the FSAR (which should discuss all aspects of all power distri-
butions used in Chapter 15 analyses, including in particular the power peaking
factors used to satisfy LOCA analysis requirements) does not mantion such a

value. Instead Section 4.3 presents only the standard Westinghouse discussion

demonstrating that an Fg value of 2.32 can be maintained, using the standard
Westinghouse CAOC (with improved load follow) analysis, control and excore
(split detector) surveillance. The only conclusion that one can draw from this
infomation, as it stands, is that it will be. necessary to derate the reactor
to about 94 percent power. If there is an alternate power distribution analysis,~

control scheme er surveillance system to be used with your reactor operations
which will demonstrate that an F of 2.19 can be maintained, please modify

g
Section 4.3 (and other indications of F and peak kW/ft such as Table 4.1) toq
present this new limit, and a discussion in detail of the modifications
involved to hardware, analyses and operations, including a full uncertainty
analysis. Topical reports may be submitted and referenced, but modifications
to Chapter 4 (and possibly Chapter 7) are required.

1
1

, .
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REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
PROCEDURES AND SYSTEMS REVIEW BRANCH

OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES AND ATWS

- BEAVER VALLEY 2

640.01 Provide the title of procedures in which instructions for the
(13.5.2-1) followin'g systems operations will be included:

- Control Rod Drive System

- Service Water System

640.02 List the procedures which will give instructions to prepare
(13.5.2-1) for refueling and for refueling equipment operation. Describe

the general format and overall scope of these procedures.

640.03 List the procedures to be used for responding to emergencies
(13.5.2-1 and other significant events not encompassed by the emergency
& 2) operating procedures based on Westinghouse Owners Group

Guidelines. Describe the general format and content of this
class of procedures. Identify those procedures that will
contain immediate operator actions that operators will be
required to memorize.-

640.04 Describe the system BVPS will use to classify alarm responses
(13. 5. 2-1 ) and the method that operators will use to refer to the appropriate

alarm response procedure when the alarm is annunciated.

640.5 Identify the group or groups within the operating organization
(13.5.2-2) having the responsibility for following the classes of procedures

below:

- Instrument Calibration and Test

- Periodic Checks

- Periodic Checks - Operation Surveillance Tests

- Electrical Maintenance

- Maintenance and Modification

640.06 Provide a discussion of methods BVPS will use to issue and
(13.5.2-1) control temporary procedures.

,

|
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GENERIC ISSUES BRANCH

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION3

730.l' The Atomic Safety and Licensing Board in ALAB-444 determined that the Safety
Evaluation Report for each plant should contain an assessment of each
significant unresolved generic safety qu.estion. It is the staff's view that
the generic issues identified as " Unresolved Safety Issues" (NUREG-0606) are
the substantive safety issues referred to by the Appeal Board. Accordingly,
we are requesting that you provide your justification for permitting plant ,

,

operation pending resolution of these issues. This should include a
description of any interim measures in terms of design or operating
procedures or investigative programs that are being pursued to address these

! concerns. The justification should provide an overall summary of your.
position on each issue rather than a reference to various sections of the

i SER where related information is presented.

There are currently a total of 27 Unresolved Safety Issue.. We do not,
~

require fnformation from you at this time for a number of the issues since a :

number of the issues do not apply to your type of reactor or because a,

generic resolution has been issued. Issues which have been resolved have
been or are being incorporated into the NRC licensing guidance and are
addressed as a part of the normal review process. However, we do request
the information noted above for each of the issues listed below: *

1. Water Hammer (A-1).
2. Steam Generator Tube Integrity (A-3)
3. Steam Generator and Reactor Coolant Pump Support (A-12)
4. Systems Interaction (A-17)
5. Seismic Design Criteria (A-40)
6. Containment Ecergency Pump Performance (A-43)
7. Station Blackout (A-44)
8. Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements (A-45)
9. Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants (A-46)
10. Safety Implications of Control Systems (A-47)
11. Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of Hydrogen Burns on

Safety Equipment (A-48).
12. Pressurized Thermal Shock (A-49)

o
w.

i

I
i
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Att'achmen. 1.
.

t.

Part A- - -
.

.

.

POST-ACCIDENT SAMPLING i

GUIDE FOR PREPARATION OF A PROCEDURE
-

TO ESTIMATE CORE DAMAGE-

The major issue remaining to complete our evaluation of NTOL's for
compliance with the post-accident sampling criteria of NUREG-0737 is
preparation of procedures for relating radionuclide concentrations4

to core danage. To date, none of the applicants has been successful
in providing an acceptable procedure. As a consequence, each NTOL has
a license condition which may restrict power operations. One of the
contributing factors in the applicant's slow responses to this item is
their confusion on exactly what to prepare. The attachment is intended
to provide infonnal guidance to each NTOL applicant so that their-

- procedures, when prepared, will address the core damage estimation in a _

manner acceptable to us.
,

We anticipate that preparation of a final procedure for estimating core
danage may take approxinately 12 months. Therefore, we are willing to accept,

an interim procedure which focuses on fewer radionuc1' ides than are indicated
in the attachment. The interim procedure in conjunction with a firm date
for the final procedure would be used to remove the power restricting
license condition.

The primary purpose in preparing a procedure for relating radionuclide
concentrations to core damage is to be able to provide a realistic estimate
of core danage. We are primarily interested in being able to differentiate
between four major fuel conditons; no damage, cladding failures, fuel over-
heating and core melt. Estimates of core damage should be as realistic as'

possible. If a core actually har one percent cladding failures, we do not
want a prediction of fifty percent core melt or vice versa: extremes in
either direction could significantly alter the actions taken to recover
from an accident. Therefore, the procedure for estimating core damaoe
should include not only the measurement of specific radionuclides but a :

weighted assessnient of their meaning based on all available olant indicators. |
The following discussion is intended to provide general guidance pertaining
to the factors which should be considered in preparing a procedure for
estinating core damage but is not intended to provide an all inclusive plant
specific list.

,

The rationale for selecting specific radionuclides to perforn " core
danage estimates from fission product release'' is included in the Rogovin!

Report (page 524 through 527, attached). Basically, the Rocovin Report|

states that three major factors must be considered when attempting to
estinate core damage based on radionuclide concentrations.

1. For the measured radionuclides, what percent of the total available
activity is released (i.e. is only gap activity released, is sufficient
activity released to predict fuel overheating or is the cuantity,

of activity released, only available through core melt?)

|
. |

-
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2. What radionuclides are not present (i.e. some radionuclides wil',
in all probability, not be released unless fuel overheatinn or
melt occurs). The absence of these species bounds the maximum
extent of fuel damage.

3. What are the ratios of various radionuclide species (i.e. the gap
activity ratio for various radionuclides may differ from the. ratio
ist the pellet). The measurement of a specific ratio will then
indicate whether the activity released came from the gap or fuel
overhea, ting / melt.

In addition to the radionuclide measurements, other plant indicators may -

be available which can aid in estimating core damage. These include -

incore temperature indicators, total quantity of hydrogen released from
zirconium degradation and containment radiation monitors. When orovidino

'
an estimate of core damace the information available from all indications
should be factored into the final estimate (i.e. if the incore temerature
indicators show fuel overheat and the radionuclide concentrations indicate
no damage, then a recheck of both indications should be performed).

Consistent with the categorization of fuel damage in the Rogovin Renort,
the four major categories of fuel damage can be further broken down,
similar to the following list, consistent with. state-of-the-art technolooy.
The suggested categories of fuel damage are intended solely to address fuel
integrity for post-accident sampling and do not pertain to meetina normal
off-site doses as a consequence of fuel failures.

1. No fuel damage.

2. CTadding failures (<10%).

3. Intermediate cladding failures (10% - 50%).

4. Major cladding failures (>50%).

5. Fuel pellet overheating (<10%)

6. Intermediate fuel pellet overheating (10% - 50%).

7. Major fuel pellet overheatino (>50%).

8. Fuel pellet melting (<10%).

9. Intermediate fuel pellet meltino (10% - 50%).

10. flajor fuel pellet melting (>50%).'

-
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Because core degradation will in all probability not take place uniformly,
the final categories will not be clear cut, as are the ten listed above.
Therefore, the preparation of a core damage estimate should be an iterative
process where the first detennination is to find which of the four major
categories is indicated (for illustrative purpo:es, only radionuclide
concentrations will be considered in the following example, but as indicated
above, the plant specific procedure should include input from other plant
indicators). Then proceed to narrow down the estimate based on all available
data and knowledge of how the plant systems fu,nction.

Examole
~

In a given accident condition, there is 70% clad failure, significant
; , fuel overheating and one fuel bundle melted. Utilizing the iterative

process

' First calculate the maximum fuel melted by arbitrarily attributing all
activity to fuel melt (under these conditions, five to ten melted
bundles may be credicted). Therefore, the worst possible condition
1: fuel pellet melting."

Second , calculate the maximum fuel overheated, by arbitrarily attributing
all activity to fuel pellet overheating (under these conditions,
major fuel pellet overheating is predicted).

Third, calculate the maximum cladding failures, by arbitrarily attributing
all activity to cladding failures (under- these conditions, greater
than 100% fuel cladding damage is predicted).

'

At this point is is obvious that major cladding damage is present and that a
large amount of fuel pellet overheating has occurred with the potential
for some minor fuel pellet meltina.

Fourth, check for the presence of radionuclides which are indicators of
fuel pellet melting and overheating. In this instance, obvious
indicators of overheating will exist along with trace indicators of
potential pellet melt.

Fifth, based on the radionuclide indicators of fuel pellet overheatino ;

damage (confirmed by incore temoerature) make an estimate of how '

much fuel overheated. This result will in all probability indicate
major fuel pellet overheating.

.

'

Sixth, subtract the activity estimated from fuel cellet overheating,
plus the activity attributable to 100% gao release from the total

' activity found. This will result in a negative number because the
| contributions from overestimating cladding damage (100% versus 70%)
j and fuel overheating (major versus intermediate will exceed the
|

activity contribution from one melted bundle.
-
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At this point, knowledceable judgment must be employed to establish the
_

best estimate of core damage. Although all damace could be attributable
to cladding damage and fuel pellet overheating, the trace of radionuclide
indicators of fuel pellet melt indicate the possibility of some fuel
melting. Based on knowledae of core temperature variations, it is
highly unlikely that 100% cladding damage would exist without sionificant
fuel melting. Also, some of the activity attributed to fuel pellet
overheating must'be associated with the amount of fuel pellet melting
which is indicated.. Therefore, the best estimate of fuel damage would
be that " intermediate fuel overheating had occurred, with ma,ior cladding
damage and the possibility of minor fuel pellet meltino in one or two .

fuel bundles out of 150 fuel bundles."

The above example is obviously ideal and makes the ma.ior assumotions
that:

A. The radionuclide/s monitored are at ecual concentrations in all
fuel rods. .

In actuality, at no time will all radionuclides be at ecual concen-
trations in all fuel rods. Because the time to reach equilibrium
for each radionuclide is different, due to their hiohly variable
production and different decay rates. Some isotopes will aaproach
equilibrium quickly, while others never reach equilibrium. Therefore,

it is necessary to factor in reactor power history when determining
which radionuclide is optimum for monitoring in a given accident
condition. probably the cotimum radionuclides for estimating core
damage will vary as a function of time after refueling and based on
power history.

B. Ecuilibrated samoles are readily available from all samole locations
at the instant of samolina. Considering the large volumes of
liquid and vapor spaces that a leakage source migrates to and mixes
with, for other than very large leaks, it will take many hours or
even days to aoproach equilibrium conditions at all samole locations.

C. Maximum core dearadation occurred orior to initiation of samolinn.
Unless total cooling is lost,. core degradation can be anticioated
to progress over a period of hours. Thus, there is not a given
instant when sampling can be conducted with positive assurance that
maximum degradation has occurred.

Considering that ideal conditions will not exist, then procedure for
estimating core damage should be prepared in a manner that the effects
of variables such as time in core life and type of accident are accounted
for. Therefore, the procedure for estimating core damage should include
the determination of both short and lono lived caseous and non-volatile
radionuclides along with ratios for appropriate species. Each separate --

radionuclide analyzed, along with predicted ratios of selected radionuclides
would be used to estimate core damage. This process will result in four
separate estimates of core damage, (short and long-lived, gaseous and
non-volatile species) which can be weighed, based on power history, to
determine the best estimate of core damage.

~._--nn n_n _= _ . _ .= =_=_=. . = . . _ = _ _ _ - - . = . . . , . = . _ _ _ _
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The post-accident sampling system locations for liquid and gaseous samoles
varies for each plant. To obtain the most accurate assessment of core
damage, it is necessary to sample and analyze radionuclides from each of
these locations (reactor coolant, containment atmosphere, containment
sumos and suppression pool), then relate the measured concentrations to the
total curies for each radionuclide at each samole location. These measured
radionuclide concentrations need to be decay corrected to the estimated
time of core damage (to). Their relationship to core damage can be obtained
by comparing the total quantity and ratios of the radionuclides released
with the predetermined radionuclide concentrations and ratios which are
available in the core based on power history. Assuming one hour per samole
location to recirculate, obtain and analyze a sample from each location
it would take hours to perfom each of those analyses.

.

Based on the above rationale, the final procedure for estimating core
damage using measured radionuclide concentrations will probably rely
only on one or two sample locations' during the initial onases of an ,

accident. The optimum radionuclides for estimating core damace will also,
in the short term, be based on recent power history. When ecuilibrium
conditions are established at all samole locations, radionuclide analysis
can be performed to obtain a better estimate of core damage. The specific
radionuclides to be analyzed under equilibrium conditions may be different
than those initially analyzed because of initial abundances and

*

different decay rates.

The specific sampie locations to be used during the initial phases of an
accident should be selected based on the type of accident in propress .

(i.e. for a BWR, a small liquid line break in the primary containment
would release only small quantities of volatile species to the dry well.
Therefore, sampling the dry well first would not indicate the true magnitude
of core danage). For the same small break accident, if pressure is reduced
by venting safety valves to the suopressien ocol, then the suooression
chamber vapor space would contain the majority of gaseous activity. In the
case of a small steam line break, without venting safety valves to the
suppression pool, the dry well may be the best samole location.

To account for the variations in prime samole locations, based on type of
accident, the procedure should include a list of primary samnie locations.
This list should include both a prime licuid and gaseous location and state
the reasoning used to detemine that these locations are best. Additionally,
the procedure should address other plant indications which can be used to
verify that the sample locations selected are best for the specified
accident condition.

Finally, the procedure should incorporate plant specific examples which
show estimates of core damage based on predicted radionuclide concentrations.
Methodology for this step is provided by letter of May 4,1981, from
McGuire Nuclear Station, Docket No. 50-369. - - - - _ . _

-
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stu n;.ag cecurred at 3 hours 45 minutes. ca:oy in t.%e cc . -

7. A:t of the ft.el rods in the cero burst, during an 14. The ccmaga in ::.. ec.c c :ti-ds from the tcp
,

approximately 30-minute (center bundle) to downward at feast T feet, r9d probably S feet.
40-minute (towest power peripheral bundles) over mest of the core c d et .sists of oxygen
period after the top of the cora was uncovered embnttled Zircatoy ciadd ng tecped by a bed of
at depths ranghg from l% feet (center bundle) debris that proba0!y cctwsts cf fuel pa!!et frag-
to 2 feet (peripheral bundle) from the top of the ments, partially disselved fuel pe!!ets, shells of

fuel rods. Zircaloy oxide, and segments of embnttled Zir-

.

8. Temperatures at which liquefied fuel (UO dis- caloy cladding with outer skins of Zircaloy ox-
2

solved in the zirconium metal-zirconium dioxide ide, a5 glued together with liquefied fuel into a

|
Gquid eutectic at about 3500 to 36007) could relatively tight and compact mass extending

i be formed were calculated to have fest been entirely across the core from wa5 to war and
i reached at 6 inches from the top of the fuel in . penetrated by only a few vertical passageways, :

the fuel rods in the central fuel bundle about 33 at most. In addition, fingers of Equefied fuel ex , , _
minutes after the top of' the core was un- tend downward from the debris bed in several[
covered and were reached as low as 36 inches continucus subchannels betweets fuel rods, en-
from the top of the fuel. Such temperatures compassing the neighbcring fuel lods, to a
were calculated to have been reached in the depth of about I foot above the bot'om of the'

penpheral bund!es at a depth of about 14 fuel stack in the fuel rods. Not ! ass than 32%
inches from the too of the fuel in about 46 of tne fuel assemblies have such fingers of
minutes after the core was uncovered and at a iicuefied fuel.
depth of about 41 inches in 57 minutes.

3. The peak. temperatures calciated for the Sei
rods ranged from 4370'F in about 52 minutes c. Core Camage Estimates from Fission

,

for the highest powered bundle to a maximum Product Fielease'

of 4412'F for a tredium powered bundle at 58
minutes to about 4358'F for a lower powered At shutdown the reactor core contained fission
pwn.d.i bundle at about 78 minutes. products, activation prcducts, and actinides. Some

10. The amount of hydrogen formed by oxidation of cf these, notably krypton and xenon, are gaseous
solid Zircaloy c adding dunng the temperature and can diffuse through the fuel peGet to ecliect in
excursion was r aimla8ad to be about 308 the gap between the fuel and the cladding. To a
pounds, and that formed from af of the dam- lesser extent, the halogens (icdine and brom,ine) can
aged Zircaloy, including that contamed in the also diffuse into the fuel-cfad gao. Any perforation
5quefied fuel present at 3 hours, was calculated of the c! adding can release these fiss.on products
to be about 720 pounds. This is the m:nimum into the reacter coefant.
amount of hydrogen estimated to have been if the fuel temperatures are higher than cperating
fctmed. The maximum could be as high as 820 temperatures, but we!I teiow melting, other radicac-
pounds. tive materials are velati5 zed and can diffuse out.

ft. The maior releases of hydrogen to the conta n- Also, diffusion of the noble gases and halogens in-
ment occurred before 4 hours accident time creases so that a larger fraction of these can be
and during the long depressurization around 8 reiessed. The release of cessum is quite variable
hours. No significant amount of hydrogen was and could be caused by compound formaticn. Be-
produced after about 4 hours. cause of this variability and what is now known

12. The minimum water level occurnng in the core about cesium, it is not possible to determine pre-*

up to 3 hours is estimated to have been 4t% cisely the temperature at which a reasonably large <

ft from the bottom of the fuelin the fuel rods on fraction of the cesium would be released; however,
the basis of the amount of hydrogen produced, it is believed temocratures would not be lower than
the amount of radioactrvity released, the time at 1300*C (23707).1ar.sas
which significant levels of radioactivity were At higher temperatures that cause the liquefac-

| ' detected, and the structural damagelstimated tion or melting of fuel, some frachon of cther fission
* in the core. products such as teDunum can be raiaamad. Data

! 13. The total amotnt of Zircaloy onad is calcu- repurted show that the escape of teifurium depends -
lated to be not less than 16400 pounds and en many factors other than temperature.tes Under
may have been as high as 18 700 pounds, i.e., oxidizing conditions some ruthenium may be-
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released :W:re me:t.ng. In ger.ar:1. r;.:r4r large the most severc'y c .ma;W fuel. Sma2 fract;:ns,,

fractions cf both te!'utium and rutedt.m are approximately tOL cr less, cetJd have been
9

released i.7 melting; but und:r scme cend;tiens, released frem pericrated but otherv.ise undamaged

these mater'als can also be released before melt.
rods, but this cannot be weil estimated. -;

The presence of ruthenium and tellurium does not j*

prcve that melt has occurred, but the absence of i

mem is a good indicator that melt has not occurred. Leaching frcm frradiated Fuel

More recent experimental work,8MO while tendng Very sma!! fractions of the remaining groups may
alme* P"*"* data, has mt resg/ tem , have been re! eased from the very hottest fuel. The'*

for rh d W @mquestions mv-u.nv_ wouvn wm- m.

pmducts materials is prcbably teaching. Leaching from irradi-we
ated UO has not been thoroughly studied. Howev-

|
'

2 8 #3 and of Fersyth andd me omducts W mod d me er, the work of Katayama '

**C"'** '*" sf ox es W are Eklund ' has shown that the teaching rates are8

r enh n mia amounts men at slow, comparable to those from glass. Quanttative
tempeah Nwever, N w.y W data, especially for the temperatures and conditions ~

pellets are rewetted, some of the more suu.Juri .ATMR re too su fw a rel's cal-
radioactive material can be leached out. This pro- culation of the rate of teaching, especia!!y when one

.cess is 6 and q sman Wh d h considers that the condition of the damaged fuel is
materials find their way into the coolant by teaching. ,
The !cnger damaged fuel is in contact with water, An additional comp!! cation is presented because

e mwe ma e are M M the effectve surface area of irradiated fuel present-
ed to the water is almost impossible to estimate be-

Categories cf Fissicn Product Releases and Their
cause of cracking and porosity. The most mat can
be done with me ava!'able data s to fcrm an *edu-Relation to TMI-2 ated guess * as to whether the fuel accears to be ,

Fission products and actinides can be divide f m nn f very ge eces w m me fcnn
into typical release groups, based on the ease with fvwy ts. W W aMW Ma R 6
which they are vatdti=4 One such grouping (from not Wh to esdmate me acW se dsmbe
Ret 191) is in order of decreasing volatility. of the fragments. However, a sma!! fraction of the

i Noble gases (Kr, Xe) most refractory material can be excected to have

I Halogens (1, Br) found its way into the reactor cociant. An approxi-

3 Alkai metals (Cs, Rb) mate teachmg calculation is presented in Appendix
5.7. On the basis of this approximate calculation, it*

N Teilunum (Te)
V Alkaline earths (Sr, Ba) is possible to state, with very low confidence, that a

VI Ncble metals (Ru, Rh, Pd, Mo, Tc) tarse fracten et the fuel can presently be fragment-

V!l Rare earths and actinides ed and that me size of the fragments is more |ikely

Vil: Refractory oxides of Zr and Nb to be a few mittimeters than dust!ike. A simi!ar cal-
ah has been casd at by Maers? Ms

The fraction of gaseous and volatife fission pro- s, ewgh mt Men 6 wh hse, ,e,a
ducts released depends on the temperature and the cate mat me obsW acMy may have been
size of the fuel fragments. If the temperature is high caused eh W tea @g fmm Wge-sced kag-
or if the fuel is highly fragmented, neariy complete ments a by dstnMm et We ses no mere -
release cf the volatile materials can be assumed. than a fmar percent smal!er than 2 millimeters ,in ci-

,

me conditims mat W W Nted ameter and none smaller than 0.6 mi:limeter in diarn-W h accM W TMRes g g '''''
release of groups I and 11 can be assumed from af ''

fuel that was severely damaged, plus some addi-
ticnal fracticn from fuel rods whose cladding was Expected Cispersicn of the Fission Products from
perforated without damage to the fuel This add- N hw
tional amount from perforated but otherwise undam-

Prh:: pal fuel damage probably started before 3
| aged rods is, probabfy partfy balanced by the hours after turbme trip. There was probstly onlyamcunt not released from severely damaged fuel

minor damage before 2 hours. The calculated total
'

A rnaior fracten of group !!! and a much smager ss f fission products, activatien products,
fracten of group N could have been released from swentcry o

525
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TABLE 11-5G. Actisity in rel.:::t; groups * s.*. the very high sc! 52.:y * i ..: a in water and the; i

-1
strong tendency of atm0c;;Mnc iodine to c! ate out

'|
Group Activity en surface quickly reduces the amount of iodine in

Hthe air. Cesium, !ess volatile. is not expected to bes
| 2.97 x 10 Cl present in the air in a sign!Sant quantity. On the

other hand, the sc!ubi!!!y of xenon arid' lerypton iss ,

!! 4.47 x 10 Cl
very Icw; these gases wi!! be fcund almost erstirely

>7
111 4.6 x 10 Cl in the air.

{ To summanze, nearty ccmplete release of nobles
IV 1.61 x 10 Cl gases, iodine, and cesium from d .ip4 fusi is ex-

; 3.85 x 10 Ci pected, even if the temperature is below the Witmgs
V-

point. Significant releases of te0 unum, rut ~.arnum,
'

VI 6.34 x 10, Ci and more refractory materials will occtf only if the
temperature approaches h me% pdnt. M W8

Vil 2.69 x 10 Cl the noble gases will be found in air, and most of the ~*

other fission products will be found in water.s
Vlil 4.30 x 1o Cl '

4

8
Total ~ 5.11 x 10 Cl"

Distnbuton cf Frsson Products at tne TMI Site ;
*A few elements of tow total activity, notably Fe, Cu.

As. ape Sb. have been arDattardy located on the basas of Analyses of samples of contamment air, reactor
*

** Total does not Quite agree eth calculated total Coolant water, and auxillary Duilding tank water are,

metting point.

actmty because of rouncing. shed in Ref.197. Reacter ccc! ant analyses
-

!

snew between 7% and 15% cf the calculated inven-
and actinides is given in Table II-56 for 3 hours after tory of iodine and cesium isefcpes to be in the '

coolant. If these measurements are corrected forshutdown.
A detailed discussion of the fissen product- d3ution by water from the borated water storage

release pathways begins in Sachon 11.8 of this re- tank, the fractions wAl be a factor of 3 highar..,

pcrt where a short summary is included. Radioac-
Re'sults for refractory materials show great variation. ,

tive material released to the reactor cociant may A sample taken en April to was analyzed by four !a-

have beert par 11aty flushed to the contamment~ boratones. There was a large vanaton from labora- .

through the open PORY (RC-R2). Some of the ma- tory to laboratory, indicatmg low confidence in the [
'

terial may have been flushed to the w.-d.;.w at pri+ resuts. Analyses of krypton and xenon isotopes in

or to the contamment isolabon and then pumpedJo the contanment abAmpiws also showed consider- [

the auxiliary buik5ng. However, the coolant may able variation. However, based on the most abun- t
I

have contained only a minute fraction of the total dant isotopes (asKr and mXe), there seemed to be

activity at this time;it is highly iraprcbable that a sig-
29% to 62% of the core inventory of noble gases in F

*

! nificant fraction of the coolant was released before
the containment air. Only 2% to 3% of the iodine '

-

the reactor building sump pumps were shutdown. and cesium was found in the auxiEary building tanks. }

me hat more On August 28,1979, a hole was drilled into the I
There is an unsubstanhated posshity t :
water leaked to the auxiEary buildmg after pump reactor building and samples of sump water were

|
shutdown. This leakage would have termmated removed. Analyses of these samples showed 22% {

when the reactor building was isolated after 3 hours to 48% of the core inventory of iodine and cesium to .i
ibe in the reactor building sump water.ma in additionj

Most of the material flushed out of the RCS prob- to iodine and cessum, very smaH amounts of Ru, Zr, 056 minutes.

|' ably remamed in the reactor building. Some add- it,-Sb, t.a. and Ag were found. Asi expected, Ettle J
80Sr was found. At most, the amounts wimspw4- $

-

tional material may have volatilized from the makeup
tank. Aside from these losses, wtuch are not ex- ed to a few millionths of the core inventory. About 9

pected to be very large, estimates of the total activi-
0.02% of the core inventory of129mTe was,found. (

AR of these sample analyses were ccrrected for
-

ty reteesed from the fuel can be made by analyzing
decay of the radionuclides to the time of analysis.the reactor building air and water samples, the reac- J

tor coolant, and the auxiBary building tanks. This correction process is c.mio;.$ more accurate

lodine is quite volatile, and it may be ===4 than the analyses themselves; i.e., the accuracy of
*

the estimates does not depend on the accuracy of
that a significant fraction is found in the air. Howev-

|
I

.* ,,;
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t.'.e dc :-/:u':t'en. T.t'a :-57 is a rec .t 't.t :r ' m c!r 9 ; ~ . ' * : :: cam geners:.'.

ed by the b:. .:v; t t.*. : Ocction several as-**

of ths rc :.24? cf '.cfati!es. .
,

1pects of the hydrc;:n *ptct:em" are discussec.
The fe;owing subjects arc treated in this section:

_
'

Findings

Frem these results, one can cauticusly conc!ude t hydrogen production,,

that between 40% and 60% of the core inventcry of 2. hydregen acccunting. .

3. calcu!ation of bubb!e size,
release grcups I-I:1 was released to the coc! ant; that 4. removal of the hydregan bubble, and

,

only a sma!! fraction of group IV was released; and 5. the hazard frem the hydregen bubble.-

that only minute amounts of the remaming groups;
were released. The amount of refractory isotopes;

released is cons. stent with leaching (see Appendix ' Hydrogen Production;
g ,.

These data tend to confirm other analyses of Two possible sources of hydrogen are con- i
' !

core damage. The data on, radioactivity released sidered metal-water reactions and radiclysis. Oth-

.

are too sparse and variable for a precise conc!usion er conceivable scurces inc!ude oxidation of UO -2

| to be made on the amount of/ core damage; howev- which has not been investigated. The production of
~

er, the fc!!cwing conclusions appear to be support- hydrogen frem metal-water reactions is known to
have been targe; therefore any hydrogen frem other .

ed.'
sms is expected to be s.M h c.cmph '

m
I t About 50% of the reactor core was damaged suf- Radchsis ,a not expected to produce large

ficiently to release the most vcfati|e fission pro- amounts of hydrogen. It ,is investigated because the
,

g possibility of oxygen production was cortsidered at m
,

2. The !cw fractions of .te!!Orium, ruthenium, and the time of the accident. !! cxygen had been
strentium indicate that no significant cuantity of re'essed, the hydregen that was tracped ,in the
fuel reached the rilefting point of UO (5200"F). reacter coc! ant system ceu!d hi.tve become fiamm- ,2

3. The amount of refractcry isotopes in the reactor
cociantis consistent with feachmg.
'

. Metal-Wafer Reactica

d. Hydrogen Production, Removal, and Hazard Many metals are oxid.ized by water. The react. ion
- is very slow at low tsmperatures for most metals.-

g Both steel and zirconium are oxidized at an increas-
One of the surprises of TM!-2 was the formation ing rate as the temperature rises. The oxidation of

of large amounts of hydrogen from the reaction of zirconium, the maior constituent of the cfadding, cc-

TA st.E 11-57. Total volatile isotopes released from core

Released tsotope (fraction of core inventory) .g., a rg

! To '33xe '3':(it) '3'cs '"cs #. B Krxy
2 _

Environment 0.01' _-

~ 3 - )(
i

R8 Atmosphere 0.46 --

0.22 0.48' O.34' Ad
RB Water -

RC Water O.14" 0.12 0.08' X8 o
-

,

0.03 0.03 0.02Aux. B!dg. Tanks -

Totals- 0.46 0.39 0.63' O.44

I See Ref.199
2 hos indicate tow values tgeneralty less than 1*-),

.

est estimate from data in Ref.197. c
# verage of observatior's.A

( *

|

!
i
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sec. . cmo. May 4, 1981 m..c as

v
1 1 *. /4Mr. Harold R. Danton, Director p

Offica of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory C * ssion p ,

-wWashington, D.'C. 20555 .- bc5, y '"%
9 1 :t.i

Attention: Ms. E. Adansas, Chief '# ~; ,,bg 0 .

'

-
*

Licensing 3 ranch No. 4 .A 9' g A

O,. @ W , ; Io*% -

s,
/} M. ' 'Re: McGuira Nuclear Station 6/3 ' , ' ~ ~ , '

Dockar Nos. 50-369, 50-370

-'

Dear Mr. Danton:

Atrached are ten copies of McGuire procedura, A?/0/A/5500, "Is 1=a:a of 7 ailed
Tual 3ased on I-131 Concentra:1on". "Ghis is one of the i. ple=enting pec-

1

cadures for the Me.Guire. Emergency Plan and as such should be 1:cluded vi-J1
the achar i=plemen ing procedures previously suenit ad en February 13, 1981.

By copy- of this latter, three copies of this implementing procedura are being
provided to NRC,. Region II.

~

Very truly yours, .

X h .

#
*id ' 1 d = 0. Parker, Jr..

GAC:pv
Attachment

ec: M. J. Graham (w/o attach.) Mr. J. P. O'Reilly, Director (w/3 cys.)
Kasidenc Inspector U.S. Nt. clear Regulatory Con =nission
McGuire Nuclear Station Region II

101 Maria :a Street, Suite 3100

Atlanta, Georgia 30303
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-
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. . _ . - .. N.UCLIAR SA. 2.i I*TALUATION..C*ICI LIST'
' '

. ' .~-'i
*

9
. .... . , - . . . . . . . . . . . - . - . .- .. ..;

.
. ... - - *

. . . . .

(1) STATICN: M1.C:n.,. = ' UNIT: l-x ii.ri p*m,T1riki Af. .. _ _. J
~ '

OT*=t : N . i..: C,.A ''***'
- ~

'~ (2)]C2ICK' LIST'A??LICA3LITO: A P / Cl 4.l rs- :,-J , ,.

"

! (3) SA: .7. IVALUA'ICH - ?AI A

The 1:en :s which this evalua: Lou, is applicable represe= s:

Tes No T A cha=ge a tha s a i== c: p =cedures as dascrited i: :he ?!AF
o= a :ss: c expe:1==== ::: described i= de TSAR?

If :he answer := :he above is "Tes", a:.ach a detailed descrip:1== cf :he 1:e=
bei=g evalua:ed a=d an. ide=:1 fica:1== cf :he aff ee:ed se::1c=(s) cf the 75AR.

(.'.) SA::.; I7ALUA!!CN - ?A*.C 3'
-

r
'

Tes No X *.Till :his 1:e= require a cha=ge == the 'sta:i== Tec..=1 cal
"

Specifica:1c=s?

' ' -'*= a = s v er :: :he abeve is "ves ," ' J- -''y the s ecific=:1:=(s) aff ec:ed
and/c 4::ach the applicable pages(s) vi:h :he change (s) *-dica:ed.

(5) SL:..; I7ALOAT CN - ?AZ C

As a :ssul: cf de 1:a= :s which .his evaha:1 = is applicabla:

Tes No 17'" :he p;nhah''':7 of a= ac=1de== .previcusly avaha:ed.
is the 75AZ be i== eased?

| Tes No X 7'" :he emusee,ue=ces of a= acc1de==. ;;evi:usly evalua:ed
is de ?SAR be i= creased?

i Tes No X Xay :he pessib'' d :7 of a= accida== vhid is diff ere==
'

.ha= a..y already evaha:ed i: :he ?SAI be c:aa:ed?
Yes No X 7111 the p =babd ' d :7 cf a =aliu=c:i== cf acuip=e==

i=per.a== :s sade:y previsualy evalua:ed 1 -he ? Sal'-

be i= creased?
| Tes No >< 7''1 :he ce= sequences of a alfu=c:1== of equip ====

j i=per.a== :o sade:y ;;eviously evaha:ed i= the TSAR
be i== eased?' .

.X May the possib''':7 of =alfu=ctics of equip ===='

Tes Ne
i=portas: to safe:y differe= da= a=y already evalua:ed a

i= the 75AR be created?
Yes No Y 7''' i :he =argis af safecy as defi=ed i= de bases o a=y

*

Te- W =1 Specifica:1c= be reduced?
. .

If de answer :n a=y of the preced1=g is "ves", a= u= reviewed safe:7
questi== is i=volved. . Jus ify :he e==clusic: . hat a= u= eviewed safa:7

; question is c is =s: i=velved. A::ach addi:1:=al pages as necessary,

l
(5) Par?Aazm 3T: N L.i I de 6 _N DA::: 4I*/ei<

-
(7) 3.:., .I;;In 5 : h> S2f, ;A::: //b?/

_

'

7 y . s ,.

(8) Page 1 of I
, ,

.
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DUKI ?c m CCM? ANT <
MedUIZE NUCLIAR STATION

,

~

. . m dA~I CT TAILID sus 3ASID CN I-121 CONCI:C?A!!ON. -

'. ~ -'4

,

1.0 Sv=s ==s
'

1.1 W-43 reactor escla=: =adia:ie: =c=1:== has ala=ad.
1. 2. T"?-13 reactor escla== fil:ar 1.L radia '== =c 1:== has ala=ad. -

-

1.3 IIE-19 reac or coola== fil: : 13 radia:i== ===1:== has ala=ad.
1. 4- A=y plan: em=dizio: i= e' 5- :he epara:== vould suspec: failed

fuel or va= a= es-d- :a of .hs a=cu== cf f ailed fuel.
2.0 I==adia:a Ae:1== ._.. ._.

4

2.1 Au:=ma:1=
.

Nc=a

:.: v ~..t

-

2.2.1 Ch 21= a cha=is:-; sa=ple =f :he :a====: ::cla=: 1= ::da :=

da:a ' a :he :-121 ===ce==:a:i== cf .he :=cla==.

1.2.2 C=ca ha ;-12L :=ca== 2:i== is 2:=v: f:: :he raz=.= : c' e :
deca: d a v :h cf :he ic11cui=g f=ur casas bes: dese:11as2

_,

the presa== fuel c==di 1==s.

3c:3 S. 1 , ,s ---a-.a u., ss:- _5$s ::::ag..: ,1:n z:. .
...

,

base, as .d=a ar o=17 -

- 3. A11. f=w.las essend a:s based upc= ae d''' ri= full

power c= a iodina. If fuel da=aga is suspac:ad :s have
,

' he .'=a = f=ces=:ad d=1=g :1=as of reduced pcvar c: =sa: :
C

sig d#ica== pcvar changa, ha :=ra 1:di=a i=ve===:7
. =us: ba ==pe=sa:ad ac:= "' gly by usi=g ?- ' ins =a 4.1.

- "his is .hs c==ac_i== fac.= T .

C. All values give= ars ==:- '':ad := vel =as of == cia ==
'

a: ===al reae::: =cla= systa= ;; assure and :e= para-
i
t

| ura. To c==act f== ochar NC systa= :a= para = ss c;

{ =aducad NC sa=pla :m=pera:.::ss, esa ?- 'asure 4.1. "his

is he ec::ac:ims fac:m: I.

The decay of 13' :s I-121 has bas: segla=:ad asD. ,

a
i=sig=ift:a== in this a=alysis.

.

I 8

%

.

I

~
1

1-
.

|

1
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I. Iodi=a spiki=g =ay oc = af a a shu:dov= or . . .: - ,

-. sig=1ft:a=: power eb.s=ga. Da:a f::= c:ha . ... . .
- -

-

~

''es:inghausa pla=:s has shev: -ha: -ha icd 1=a. . -

spo' g process has beam obsa:vad ~:o se== duri=g
a pa: Lod of 1 :s 3: days af:a= de cha=ge or shu:-

l

down. Eevever, .ha spika sas=s :s peak d=ing de ,

,

period from 4 :s 8 hours af tar de . change. I-131-

conca== a tons ca inernasa by a fae: : of 2 :o

25 above':he aq"'*1' sri = lavals d=i=g desa :1=es,
' al .heugh a= d--reasa ever a fae::: of 10 is = usual

and umuld o=17'ba saa= a: a shu:dev=. *-- asses .

by a. fae:s: of 2 :s 3 are . gi:21 f== a sig=ifica== .

power decrassa (i.e. ,10C3 :o SC: pesar). to ==
'=1=:arpre: dis :a=perarv cha=ge f== fuel failu==

if data is =c c:har evidasca =f fuel da= age. C: hair
evida--- ' 3 ' da= age sa= be ::=s:1:::ad by :=y
'-d'-=:1:= cf i=ada:ua:a c=:s ::=11=g,1:ese parts

,

'-dd -*:ic=, high i=c= a :ha==occuple i= dica 1 =, a==.

T. If as:1=a:as- for fusi fai1=s a:a naadad f== fuel

es=2.1:i==s e ia= .ha: .hasa c=varad by ha feur

casas described belev, or id =cra ac== a:a fuel

failure da.a is =aaded, saa Se=:i== 2.2.7 of ''=-

precadura.

- G. he f=11:st=g fcur casas ::ver a vary b::ai ::=ge =f

ec:a ::-d':1:=s. Chsesa the c=a -' : bas: sui:s :ha-

exis:i=g c==d1:1 =s.

E. Che=is 7 sa=ples should be takes as see as da= age
| is suspec:ad.

2.2.3 Casa I - Nor=al Opera:1..

1.2.3.1 Se c==di:ic=s which par.ai: == Casa I - No:.a1.

opera:i== are as follows:
.

2.2.3*.1.1 No:=al reac::: cpara ic= a= a=y pcva:
..

c= shu:dev: vi.h =c u= usual c==di:i==s
pric: :s sh==dev=. Adequa:s c::a c=c' d g

i
i

g -f -*f "O g

|
i

. *

$

. . . .. .. . .. . -.. .. .
.,..s--+.-..._,.,-v.,,%,,

-,,-e
y..,._

,. . ..,,--.2 ---,w%..-w,
,_..,

- -... ....
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:. :- . _ ;_ - 2.2. 3.2 If the above bes: dese:1bes :he cera condi:1ons, . ..
-

. .. .. usa the f=11=v1=g fa=ulas to cale=14:a :ha ra=ga
*

-- of failed fual values. Ivalua:a ::::se:1:= fac: ors

I a=d T by us1=g I= closures 4.1 a=d 4.2.

2.2.3.2.1.(h asured I-131 c===a===a:1o= uC!/=1
~3'

+ 3.5 x 10 nCI/=1) I T
,

= Nu=ber of fallad p1=s O'.ax. expec:ed and

best es-d=a:a)
i

I.2.3.2.2 (hasured I-131 es=ca==:a:1== = CI/_1
- ~3

. _. +.4.9 x 10 u C:/=1) I . ! .

.
= Nu=ber of f ailed p_:s O'i=. expec:ad)

2.2.3.2.3 (hasured :-131 c ::s==:a.1== u C /_1 -

I + 1.3 2C /=1) I!

= Parca=: failed fuel (Max. axpec:ed and

bes: est'.2:a)
2 . 2. 3 . 2. t. Disasursd -121 ::::s= 2:1:= 2C /_1

+ 2.5 :C /=1) IT *
-

__ _ = 2 ares ==_fa11ad_ fuel .C'.i=. expec:ad)

NOTI: Typical values fe I-131 cc=ce=::::1== 1: u C /_1 for
~

a.=c:= ally spara-d g pla== are be:.tes 1.0 x 10 a=d'

.. 6.0 x 10~1 uC-/=1. nasa values a s hased c= :ha enac:c:*

i coola== I-131 ac:1vi:1as azparie==ad by ha Zio: a=d !:33 a=.
- Pla.:s.

1.2.4 Casa !! - Mac :sempi: Clad Ja=aga -

2.2.4.1 ha :==di:1==s which per-*d- :: Casa ::,-

. Mac=cse=pi: clad da=aga are as ic11=vs:

;
,

2.2.4.1.1 Nc=al reac::: epara.12: a: a_7 pesar,
i

c: shu:d=v: *-hara scua =a *-- ' -= * clad.

failura (i.e. , a imesa par ===1:==

d-d'-=:1:=) or a f1:v i=du=ad failu:s is

suspe=:ad. The es a has adequa:a ecoli=g
a=4 :o sig=ifica== f a1 = var:e. para:ura

is obse:ind.
.

| *
.

! -

I

.
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If .he ab.ove bas: describes the c= s com:1o=s,

.

:: 2. 2.1. 2'
.

usa cha'fs11:vi=g for==las to calcula:a :he ra=ga .5n;. . - _ . . . .

of fsiled fuel values. Iveluate ecuac:1== fae: ors: . --
.;. . .

. .

I a=d T by using I=closura 4.1 a=d 4.2.'

| 2.2.i. 2.1 (Massu:sd I-131 ===ca=::::1s= uC!/_1
-2+ 5.5 x 10 ug;f,1) y,7,

= Nu=ba= of fallad p1=s (Max. ampactad)
e

2.2.4.2.2 (Maasured I-131 c==ca==:sti== u CTJ=1
-2+ 16.5 x 10 uC!/=1) I T

*

= Su=har of failed pi=s (3as: as:1=a:a)
-

- 2.2.a.2.3 (Maasured I-121 c:=ca=::a:1s= .02/-l -

, + 27.4 x 10~ uC!/=1) I T
!

= Nu=har =f failed pi=s (Mi=~ ampac:ad)

2.2.4.2.!. (Maasured :-131 cas:s ::a:1:= u CI/ J. -

+ 27.9 uC-/=1) I!
.

= Parcas: fa ' => #-al (Ez=. a:: pac:sd)d

2.2. *.. . 5 D.sasured I-121 ::::a=::a:i:= u C:! 1
'

+ 32.7 u C-/=1) IT

= ?arta== failed fuel (3as: as.1=a:a)>

2.2.4.2.5 O!aasurad.!-121 ::=ce=::a:io a C-/_1
+- 139.3 aCI/_1) I!

- - . =?s=as: failed fuel (M1=. expectad)
,

2.2.5 Case !!! - Savers Tual Cverta= para:=a
'

2.I.5.1 "he c==di_1c=s whd -b partai: :s Casa !!! -
c

Savers Tual over a= pars:urs are as f=11:vs:
2.2.3.1.1 Of: :7pa ac d4t== e ara : hare has bas

a= ab=m=al shu:dev . a=d i: is suspac:ad.

.ha: hefuel'.-Isbes: a: leas: partially.

u===varad f:: a part:d :f :.=a . ss:s: -ha=-

a fav =1=u:as. Ved 'd g i= -ha :::a is

desacted by high i=c=:a :ha=occupla read 1=gs
a=d loss =f =argis .c sa:ura is=. Tual

,

.

clad oxidart== is da:ac:ad ~=v.az ass .

. hydregn= i= ha c:=.ai=es: or 1= tha

:: acts: cecia== sa=ple; '..sva rar, == fuel

=al 1=g* is suspected.
,

I

I

I

i

o

.w-- .e e . . e e. e a .e am. . e u. e => -m> e e -* peme en.a=u-. me ems. e ee e- e y e ....og,
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: - . . - 2.2.3.2 If :he above bas: describas :he cara c==di:1cus,
i

- -
..

.

l
- use the followi=g fe==ulas :o calcula:a the ra=gs .; : -- . .

|

| - - - of failed fuel values. Ivalua:a es :ac.ics facts:s _.
-

.

I and Y by us1=g I= closures 4.1 a=d 4.2.

2.2.3.2.1 (F.sasured I-131 concen::atima u C:/=1 ,

+ 2.4 u Cd=1) I T !

Np=har of failed p1=s (Ma.z. expe=:ad)=

2.2.5.2.2 (Maasu' rad I-131 c=nce== a:1e= uC /=1*

+ 2.9 u C-d=1) * I* T

Nimber' of failed p1=s (3as: esti=a:a)=
,

- 2.2.3.2.3 (Maasured I-131 c= ce=::a:1== u C/ 1
+ 3.1 u C/=1) I T

Number of failed pi=s (Mi=. azpe=:ad)-
.

,

'

! 2. 2. 5 . 2.1. (Maasured -131 :==ess::a:1=u ;C-/-J
! + 1253 u C/ 1) IT-

?a ==== f ailed fuel (Max. expae:ad) -=

1.2.i.2.5 (Maasu=ad :-121 c ca==:a:i== uCI/ i.
+ 1533 :C/ 1) IT-

- - . . . .

?a==a== fallad fual (3as__. as i=a:a)=

__ . 2.2.5.2.6 (Maasured :-121 c==ca===a:1== u CI/=1--

+ 1675 uCI/=1) IT-.

Parcast failed fur.1 (* . azpe=:ad)=

2.2.6 Casa I7 - Fuel Mal:1=g; -

2.2.6.1 * a c= d' .1==s *'-h par.=1= :o Casa I7 - Tua1 <

Mal:1=g, are as f=11=vs:
.

2.2.6.1.1 Seve:s accida== v.. ara hara has bee: as
abum:=al sh=:dow= and :he c=re is ====varad'

.

for a lo:g period of .1=a. ===:s : tar-

=cesup e :a=paratura read 1=gs are abovel

2300*? f= a l==g period of :isa. Tual

sel:i=g is suspac:ad (1.a. , fuel :ampara-

cura exesads 50C0*?) a=d is verified by ~

.

the isabili:-r :s opera:a the i=c= a i=s::u-
'

- .

=enza:1cn sysuas p =pa:17- .,

'

.

s

.
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. . _ 2.2.6.2 If :ha above bas: dese:1 bas the :::a cor.ditis=s ,-

,

.. . . . _. usa the fc11cv1=g io=ulas to calcula:a che fadlad -j
.,

+ -- - -
. fuel values. Ivalua:a ec::ac=1== fae: ors I and Y L

-

by us1=g helosuras 4.1 a=d 4.2.
4

2.2.6.2.1 (Maasured I-131 conce== a:1:= uC2/=1
+ 5.5 uCI/=1) I.T

= Nu=bar of failed pi=s (3as: est1=ata)
~ - *

2.2.6.2.2 (F.masured I-131 conce== a.1c= u CI/ 1
+ 2790 uCI/=1) .I !

,,
,

. = ?ar:a== cf fallad f=al (3as: est1=a:a)
,

2.2.7- If fuel ec=d1:i==s c:har ha= :h=sa described ab=ve exist, c -

if a ==:a detailed fallad fuel as:1=a:1o= is desired for
.

*
si:har e=arsa=cy or =c:=al = para:1==, c==:as: :ha. app =p da:a

Wes:1=ghousa pacple bel =v is :he orda: listad u= 11 c==.ac:

is =ada.
.

'. 2.7.1 I=arge =y ?la== C: di:1 =s - I=argn=.y Kaspc=sa

Te2= **asta=ghcuse, ?t::sburgh, ?a==.sylva=ia
.

2.2.7.1.1 Diesc:::: Ea=k luppel 412/Of5-3611 *Jc k

412/366-6731 Ec as

....... .... . . , e. .apury w,rac ==? .c= .ahr e / .; c-2 ** u,. m C ,.23e. 4.s... u A a.

2.2.7.1.1 TedEd r= ' 'Suppor: Ma= agar: 7:= A=derson
412/373-5766 Work; 412/327-3239 Ec=a

2.2.7.1.4 Ma:arials *:esig=: Wally Clubb 412/373-4364 Ver
1.2.7.2 Nor=al Pla.: 0:=di:1s:s.

2.2.7.2.1 Sou:har: Regi =al Ma= agar - 5: eve *.::gd== -
404/355-5000, Uc k

1.2.7.2.2 Wes i=ghouse - Duka Kapresa=:a:1va - M.tka
,

.

*' * a - 412/373-3160, 7 :h
.

2.2.7.2.3 Ma:arials Desig: ~Jally 6- hb - 4* 2/373-4364,*

Work

3.0 Subsecue== Ac: Loss
1

. 3.1 7ollow up as =acassary vi:h Westi=ghouse - ?i::sburgh, Pa sylva=1a'

,

depe=d1=g on the pla=c si:uatics. .

_

M,

$

|
1 . i
. .

'~ *-'e . . . . . .o....m.m ..o.. e. .n. ._m -c.-. . ~ . . .. . * m - m e --<n-... - n - --
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, 4.1 Dassi:7 Correctic: Fac:c , I, fo: !C Campera ura Ching s 'e
.-

4.2 Iod1=a 131 != vent:ry Cs ::::1cn Tae:::, T, f:: rednesd pover
opera:1:n or for ti=as of power change '

4.3 Exa=ples i

!

#

$

.

A

e.

e

6

e

f

#

* 4

s

s
- e

f

e

O

4

|
e

"
e >

G

# '

jEs
i

s

e
. s

*
Q +

'

4*
| t

I s

A
.

/
%

** *l * . e . e.

*;
d
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A7/0/A/5500/33
!=ciosure I. '

Da si:y Cor:ac:1c= 7ac ::, I, f or NC Te= para:=a Cha=ges -

(

71=d :he app:=pria a NC Sys:a= :a= para:=a a: :he cima of accide= . Ii=d'

che approx 1=a:a :s:2paratura a *1.h ths NC sa=plas are :aka=. S.a
inca: sac:1cn of be:h -~hers is :ha de=si:7 co=ac:fon fac:=r, I.

NC 3: No:=al NC Systa= sa=ple :a= para:=a is app =xi=ataly 90*T. Usa
:a= para:=a if :s o:har i=f===atic=,is an11ahia.*d=

,

_

.

NCS Sa=ple Te= para:=a #7

| 80 90 | '.00 |-

g

100 .996 .998 1

150 .983 .985 .987

.". 200. .966 .968 .970

.
-

7, 25a .945 .947 .%9.

w ,

*? 300 .921 .923 .924 -

.

a
s1 350 .39A .895 .397

o
!Z 400 .862 .864 .363
a a i

2. |! z.50 .327 .a2s ; .330 <

44 :
. ..,.. ..:: .,.0w . ....

200 s._=a

i E 550 .739 .740 .74 1
:~
3* 560 .703 .729 .731*

a

5* 570 .717 .713 .719 -

|

# 580 .706 .'708 .708
Q

590- .693 .694 .695*
'

600 .680 .681 .683
|

-

s

1 #
t

| *

|

.

&

!

|
1

- .

(

' +

'

- - M LM'- w_ _ . ,
- mA.m.mam.m h . _,
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A?/0/A/5f00/33
I I=closu:e 4.2 - .

Iodine 131 hvas:ory Carrac.1==, T, for Red.. cad .-
Power Opera.ic= c: fc Ti=es of ?:ver Cha:ge

I .

51:ua iss 1 ,

To conect.for core Iodine I=ve= ary if fuel da= age is suspected :s have
occu=ed during :1=es of a=y power level exemp: 0 where the power level
has so: cha=ged graa:e .ha= 110% vi ^d- the las: 22 days, usa da f=11mv1=g
equatic=.

.

.

'00
.

v. .

*
I Fu11 ? ver a: 1== of failu:e

.

where ! is he es=se:1c . fae:c :s be used i: Sac:1:= 2.0.

~-= ?le: "ha pla== has 'ses= a: 3f: full pever f:: de las: 30 days wha = fuel
ca= age is suspe :ad. harsfore:

.

100
T= - 2.36

a. .

5L..f.a . , \
_

To correct is ccrs iodi=a 11 fuel. ca=ag.a. is suspec:ad :s have cc u=ed a:
d_=ea other :ha= ft: $1: a:1mi: 1 above, usa he. fs11cv1=g equa:1==.

.

100
_ __._. .__ ,, .

,

.
, ,

.

old pcue; hval 1: : (a' I*) + sev ;cva '.avel i= : (*-s" ;*)
. .v=are:

.

! = ce = et-1 2 L .zt: :s be used 1: Se: ion 2.0
.

:1d ;over level i= : = :ha : f '' pcvar bed:re -he pever cha=ge

:ev power level in : = .he :: full power af:a :ta ;cuar cha=ge a= vhich
1== .he fuel fai1== has occu=ed

4\; = is de decay ===sta== for Q c.tich equals .0564 day
'

: .= is :he =edia: :1=a == =aka a power cha=ge plus :he 1=a af::: -ha power-

cha=ge == di da= age is suspec:ad to have oc==:ed, i= days.
T m ple: Id i: :ock I bou=s to aka a pcve,: cha=ge a=d da= age was suspee:ad

10 hours af:a: :he power cha=ge. *

,

= ?.- + 10 = 11 hours3 :
.

O'

d

1

| .

.
- . . _ _ .. ,
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A?/0/A/5500/33
'-elosura 4.3 ;

Iza=ples .

? chle= 1 *

a. ?over laval has ban = decreased fro = 85: :n 50%.
..

b. This power cha=ga .cok f=ur hours a=d occurred be:vaa 1200 and 1600.
T at 50% is 570*T.

AVG

c. A:. 1300 a lansa par: =eni::: ala== geas -eff d-dd a:1=g a icosa obj ec:-

1: .ha enra. Sa reacts: is no: ::ipped.
. .

d. A Che=1stry :sa= is i==adia:aly dispa::had :s .aka a sa=pla NC Sys:e=
as failed fuel is suspec:ad.

a. Cha=is:: r sa. pla dadd-=:as I-121 ce=ce=::a:1:= is 10.0'aC;/=1.

Par: 1. Ds:ar '-= :ha bas: es:i=a:a f :ha ::=bar of f ailed pins.

?ar- 1. Datar d a ha bas: asc1=a:a of par:a=: failad faal.

Ecluzic: .

~ = 1s Cas's !!, Stap 2.2.4

Use equa:is= 2.2.4.2.1 for ?ar: 1

Use equa-h= 2.2.4.1.3 f== ?ar: 2

$

i Maasured I-121 =c= a=: a:1:= : /_1 ' ., ,ai_ ac. pi=sI T = Nu=:.aPar:
, c

|
._. . . ,

( 16.5 x 10 cC /=1 -

,
,

De:n- d a I: E= 1=sure L.1 T is 570*7 a: SC".
AVG

Assu=a NCS Sa==la Ta= para:ura is 90*7

he:afora, I = .7'_3

Da:ar ' e T: Incicsure 4.2

A.,/ = .0864 day-

A *

.

(4) * (1) = 4 hcurs: =
-

1
Rs===ber, e is :he =adia= .1=a :o aka a power c'2 ga plus ha differa=== he:vaa
:he ri=a uha .h e da= age is suspec:ad and :ha' -d a cha =av pevar level is :szched.

' das = . . ..... days.u. nver: : := cays : = a cours x 2'. *..s..

. , . -

e

_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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AP/0/A/5500/33
-

T.= closure 4.3t

- T.zamples

*

100,,
. , .. . . .-

-y(.urur)J+501I . - L( o8" "7 ') ( "7 d=7);
~

as. .(..Osa d 7
3-

,- -
e-w

'

500- -v. . *,**53#*

85(.9857) + 50 (.0143)
.

.

,

10 u CT/~'
?ar: 1. (.718) (1.133) = 51.5 352 failsd p1=s A.sva .

~

,

15.5 t 10 'nCI/mi
~

-
,

i

.

\

_ _

*
.

.l' assured I-131 Csuce=: a:1== u C*/=1Par: , I T = .,. faile=. fuel--.
83.7 u C;/,.,3. .

,

.

'

t o u C;/-'~

3,7 g _g (.718) (1.133) = 0.1% failed fuel a-sva
.

m

-
4

e

e

e

4

.

O

%

*
.

*O

0e
.

* eo

,

*e
_ _._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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! A?/0/A/5300/33 ,

Inclosure 4.3 -

- Iza=ples
,

,

j ? =ble= 2
*

.

'

1 a. The reactor has jus: ::ipped i=s:a=:17 f:c= 100: power dua to a
=alfu=ctic=ing ins:::.::ne==. Thara were so musual es=di.ic=s ;;io;

:o tha ::17;
.

c
. 5. !. is =cv 537 7 a: 0: power. ,
l AWW
.

c. Se opera:::, whila having no rease= :s suspes: failed fuel, is
'

curious aheu: cha a=cus of f ailed fuel pras=== =cv fc1*:v1=g the

! ::17 .

-

,

!

! d. A Che=is::7 taz= is ss== :s aka a= NC sa_pla 12 hours after
| :he ::1p.
i ,

3a O* ' == 7 sa=pla gives a= I-121 ::::a==:a:1 = cf 2.0 x 10 ~ C'./=1.
j a.
! (A :7pi-=' value f:: e c._ ally cpera ing p14==. See Nc:a ==de:
! Casa I, 5:ap 2.2.3.2.)
,

1
- ,,

i f. Che=is: 7 persc~a1 also ' 43-=== .ha 'NC sa==la :a=cers:::a is 100~7.
!

Pa= 1. Da====1=a -J.e. -=*-- expec:ad .=nhar of f adlad fuel. pi=s.>

?a= 22. *:e = d e he -- '-- expec:ad per:a== f ailed fuel i= .he :::a.

.
i

Selu:1 =
_ _ . a

i

Sis is Case I, Stap 2.2.3

Use aqua:1:= 2.2.3.2.1 f== ?ar: 1
Usa equa 1==.2.2.2.2.3 for Par: 2

.

Measured I-131 c:=ca==:arie uC!/=1
?a= , * * ! = N'-ke: c,. .,a1.,.ad ;,- =. .

3.5 x 10 ' 2CI/=L
~

.

.

8
De:e: ' e I: 7-r'= sura 4.1 3C Te=pera:ura is 537 7 a: 0% -

3C sa=pla :a=pera:ura is 100*?

,3eref= s, I =.732

.

. - - - - - - - - - - - - ,- -~ - ,,-. ..e- ,e , ,e e- .m g e - .:,., -_. e
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AP/0/A/5500/33 3.

I=closura 4.3 .

! Yz.a=plas ,

|
t

Datar:1=a T: Isclosura 4.2
1 dav

si:::a:Lon 2: : = 12 hours *24 hrs.= .5 days -

'

100
. T= ,- ..

100 -j (.0864)(.5)l.+ 0 1-e - (( .0864) ( .5): |
.

-i-

e .cg
.

T - 1.044
.

. Non: :_' : - O c: a sa=ple .:=s .aka=. i==adia:aly, T - 1.0.
-

+
.

.

.
-~~o x o 6..c~f.,, 3

Tar: 1. ~ ( . 730 (1.0M) = 4.4
~

_33.5 x 10 a C /=1
\

or =4 := 5 ' ailed pi=s Ansva--
.

. .

.

<

e

'

,a___ ., . Measured I-131 Cs=ce=::::i== u c-/rJ. , I , ,. , . ,_, , ad .,,.,.el. . .-

1.5 aC-|/=1

~~O x ~10-1 u c'~/=1'

(.722)(1.044) = .0085 * failed fuel
1.S u C!/mi

^a aheva ~* 'aers ca *-dd -= 1va of sc:=al apara:1=n. j

s

-
.
9

Aes.ra

NOTI: ;-121 spiking =ay be a p ='cle= hara. Saa Scap 2.1.2, 5cce E.

*
<

.

_ -- m_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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A?/0/A/5500/33 '

'- Sosure 4.3 - ;
-

Iza=plas
*

-

? =ble= 3

'

a. Power level has bes= be:ues: 50% a=d 65% for tha las: 30 days a=d
is presa= 17 a: 60% at 1300.

b. 1"J, G is =575*7 a 6'0: power.
.

c. It is desi ad :s saa if a=y sig=ifica== failed fuel ex's:s i: :ha
cara eve = hough o abno:=al ec=ur:a==es have .aka= placa.

d. A: 2200 -la same day, a che=1s: 7 sa=pla is :aks= cf the 3C sys:s=.
4

e. The che=1s::7 sa=pla i= dica:es ;-131 cc:ca==:a:1 = is 3.9 = 10 ~ 2C / 1.
.

Part 1. De:ar * a :he bas: es:i=a:s of :he :.:=her =f failad ;1:s.

?a== 2. Da:ar d e .ha bas: esti=a:a of the : fallad fuel.

Sclu 1:=

his is Casa I, Scap 1.2.3

Use equa.ic 2.2.3.2.1 for Par: 1

Use equa. ion.2.1.3.2.3 fc= ?ar: 1
-

(

. Measured I-131 C : n=::::1: uC / 1
Par: .e. ! = - -h a: c., .,a . ed ;,=2

.

.. -...
3.5 x 10 'uc:/=1

.

e
T, G is 575 7 a: 60 pcva:| Da:e: d e I: Inclosurs 4.1 n -

.

Assure NCS sa==1s :s=p. cf 9G~?

" araf :a I =.7*3.

|

| Date: d-e Y: Inclosura 4.2 -

1 -

| Si:ua:ia: 1 .
, ,

| T = 100-- = 1. 6 760

~
. ..

.I

'
. .

6
I

,

_. _- . _- . . - .- . - . . .- . -
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AP/0/A/5500/33 I
- tosura 4.3 .

~

E.xz=ples

-2 ~'3.9 x 10 u CI/_1
Par: 1. ( . 713 ) (, . 6.) = 13 . ,.< e.-33.5 x 10 uCI/mL

,
=14 faf.:.ed ;1=s ' A=sver

.

.

-
e

.

-

.

.
.

C

Maasured I-131 Concee:: aries C'./ 1
I T = ., ,ai. d .,ual.

Par: a- . .. ..
1.3 uC !=L

_t
~ *9 x ~o "~ C*'/ ~tS t

(.713) (1.67) = .325~. #ad. lad fuel A=s .re;

1.8 uCI/=L

Se abeve .:shers are acceptabla f=r a :::= ally opera:ing plas . [

.

-

e

/
e

o

.
6 S

, . *

.

|
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A?/0/A/5500/33 1,
.

I=closurs 4.3 , d
7za=ples

1

P eble= 4
|

|

a. S e unit has bes=.a: 97% povar for a =c= h whe= a depressur_=a i==d

cf':ha NC systan occurs.
. .

h. La reae:cr =1ps..
.

c. Esavy vihra:1== is observed i=-:he NC pu=ps.

d. Lar=ccoupla :a=pera:::as ever 1C00*? are '-dd:a:ed i: :he cara.

a. t" 48 and LIMF 13 have ge=a off.

f. Saf a:7 !=j ec:1== vas delayed a=d 1: is suspe::ad tha :::a was ==::vered
be:ves: 30 a=d 60 d u:as bef=:a suffician: reae::: vassal va:a: level
*'as :s711:ed.-

g. Tha #-Mrs i=st *.:=estati== systa= is 3 #'* cparabia.

h. The 3C sa=sle dad'-=:as a= I-131 c===a==a:1 = cf 3SCO C:/ L.

i.. A. N de: 7 sa=pla is :n.a= i==adia:aly (vi:'-d-- the heur) af:a :ta -

4 .

,

_ ?ar: 1. Deta==1=a the -- "- expe::ad ='.=0:er of failed pi=s.

Ps : 2. Oe:s: d-a .he -=~'~~ erwec:ad cf failed fuel.
<

Sciu:1 =

%d- is Casa III, S:ap 2.2.5|
I %.

Use equa:1s= 2.2.3.2.1 for Ps:: 1

Use equa.ic= 2.2.5.2.4 fs ?s:: 1

#Deca d a I:. I= closure 4.1 NC Te=p. I,.. a: 0: pcver is 537 7
.s u

Assu=a sa=pla :a=pera:ura of 90*?-

.

harafora, I =.730 -

''"''
. Deu d aL

.
'~

'00
T = ~9. ~ = 1.03

e

, w, ,-

.

.
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* ! age'S cf 3-

i
e

AP/0/A/5300/33 -

,

E=clesura 4.3
' Izamples

3800 uC'~/=1
?ar: 1. (.730) (1.03) = 1190.5

2.4 uC/ml
.

=1191 ==her failed pi=s, a=. ez;ee:ad Answer
.

.

.

.

.

.

I

.

.

1800 uc'/~~'
?ar: 1. (.730) (1.03) = 2.252 fallad fuel, =sz. expee:ed Answer

'

1255 uC/ml

- c

.

O

i

l

|

~~~.""*:k.

. .

e.

e

S g

b

.

e e S*

__ _ ._, m -e. .-n a e .. + -moe . . e _ en.
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Attachment 1-

, ,

d T . Dente. Chairmen

PO. Box 270 e Hertford, Connec:kut 06101 * (203) 6664911 X 5489

BWROG-8324

June 17, 1983

.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
"

Division of Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Washington, DC 20555

Attention: Darrell G. Eisenhut, Director
.

SUBJECT: TRANSMITTAL OF GENERIC PRCCEDURES FOR ESTIMATION OF CORE DAMAGE
USING FOST-ACCIDENT SAMPLING SYSTEM

Gentlemen:

Based on a conversation with Frank Witt, the NRC Staff requested a generic
submittal on procedures for the determination of core damage based on
Post-Accident Sampling System (PASS) measurenents and other plant parameters.
This letter transmits those requested procedures. Several utilities have
already submitte: plant unique procedures based on these generic procedures.

Attachment 1 (NEDO-22215, August 1982, " Procedures for the Determination of
the Extent of Cor: Damage Under Accident Conditions") provides the generic
procedures for tha determination of core damage based on radionuclide '

measurements using the PASS. That procedure involves calculations of fission
product inventories in the core and the release of inventories into the
primary system under postulated lost-of-coolant accident conditions. A
BWR-6/238 with a Mark III containment is used as the reference plant in the
demonstration of this procedure. Application of the procedure for any other
type or size of BWR is described.

Attachment 2 (" Integration of Other Plant Parameters Into Core Damage
Estimate") is a procedure which relates other plant parameters besides the
PASS measurements to the esti=ation of core damage. Curves are provided for
relating containment hydrogen =cniter and containment radiation monitor
readings to the extent of core damage for a reference plant. Instructions for j

| application of these curves for any other BWR type or si a are also provided. q
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This evaluation has been endorsed by a substantial number of the members of
the BWR Owners' Group; however it should not be interpreted as a commitment of
any individual member to a specific course of action. Each member must
formally endorse the BWR Owners' Group position in order for that position to
become the member's position.

Should you have any questions en the enclosed material., please contact me.
(203) 666-6911 15489 or Fred Hsyes (GE), (408) 925-2140.

Very truly yours.

.1
M

T.J. Dance , Cha:.rman

BWR Owners' Group
,

TJD:WHP:rma
Attachments

cc: BWR Owners' Group Primary Representatives
T.W. Craig (GE)
S .J . S tark (GE)
C.E. McCracken (NRC)
F.J. Witt (NRC)
D.R. Helwig, BWROG Vice Chairman
J.W. Power (EPRI)
R.3. Baker (INPO)
R. Szalay (AI?)

.
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1. 0 INTEGRATIONOF"0THERPLANTPARAMETERS"INTOCOREDAMAGEESTIMAg,

( .
'

1.1 Purcose and Scope

The purpose of this section is to address NRC Clarification 2(a)2
.regarding the integration of other plant parameters into the
determination of an estimate of core damage for a suspected degraded
core event. This additional information would provide ve.-ification
of the initial estimate of core damage based on radionuclide measure-
ments using the post-accident sampling system (PASS).

.

The procedure for estimation of core damage based on radionuclide
measurements from the PASS has been previously described and provided
to those utilities which use that system . That procedure involves1

calculations of fission product inventories in the core and the
release of those fission products into the primary system under
postulated loss-of-coolant (LOCA) conditions. For that procedure, a
BWR-6/238 with a' Mark III containment is used as the reference

( pi ut. For that p' ant, plots of core damage estimate versus radio-
nuclica concentrations in reactor water and containment atmosphere
are provided. The procedure describes the method for deteimining
the extent of core damage for each unique plant by comparing the
measured concentrations of major fission products in either gas or
water samples, after appropriate normalization, with the reference
plant data. Consequently, core damage estimates can be made for

each unique plant based on radionu;1ide measurements using the PASS.

1. 2 Identification of Other Sicnificant Parameters

There are several other plant parameters which are measured in the
BWR which can provide sufficient information to confirm his initial
core damage estimate based on radionuclide measurements.

1-1
.
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For some of these parameters, correlations similar to that which is.

( provided for the radionuclide measurements can be developed whicn
*

provide confirmation of the initial core damage estimate. Such -

correlations can be developed for the parameters of containment
radiation level and containment hydrogen level. -

.

Containment radiation level provides a measure of core damage,
because it is an indication of the inventory of airborne fission
products (i.e., noble gases, a fraction of the halogens and a much
smaller fraction of the particulates) released from the fuel to the
containment. Containment hydrogen levels, which are measurable by
the PASS or the containment gas analyzers, provide a measure of the
extent of metal water reaction which, in turn, can be used to
estimate the degree of clad damage.

Another significant parameter for the estimation of care damage is'
reactor vessel water level. This parameter is used to establish if
there has been an interruption of' adequate core cooling. 'Significant

[ periods of core uncovery, as evidenced by reactor vesseT water level

readings, would be an indicator of a situation where core damage is
likely. Water level measurement would be particularly useful in
distinguishing between bulk core damage situations caused by loss of
adequate cooling to the entire' core and localized core damage
situations caused by a flow blockage in some portion of the core.

There are other parameters which may provide an indication that a-
core damage event has occurred. These are main steam line radiation
level and reactor vessel pressure. The usefulness of main steam
line radiation measurement is limited because the main steam line
radiation monitors are downstream of the main steam isolation valves
,(MSIVs) and would be unavailable following vessel isolation.
Reactor vessel pressure measurement would provide an ambiguous
indication of core damage, because, although a high reactor vessel
pressure may be indicative of a core damage event, there are many
non-degraded core events which could also result in high reactor.

( vessel pressure.
,

1-2
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There are other measurements besides radionuclide measurements which,

are obtainable using the PASS which would further aid in estimating
cord damage. As noted in the procedure already supplied, detection .
of such elements in the reactor coolant as Sr, Ba, La and Ru is
evidence of fuel melting. These indications could be factored into
the final core damage estimate.

1. 3 Application of Other Sionificant Parameters to Core Damage Estimate -

As noted in Section 1.1, procedures have already been developed
which provide an estimate of core damage based on radionuclide
measurtments. Based on these procedures, an initial assessment of
core damage is made. Based on a clarification provided by the NRC,
that assessment would appear in a matrix as follows:

Degree of Minor Intermediate Major
Degradation (<10%) (10%-50%) (>50%)

(
No fuel damage - 1 7

Cladding Failure 2 3 4
Fuel Overheat 5 6 7

Fuel Melt 8 9 10

.

As recommended by the NRC, there are four general classes of dcmage
and three degrees of damage within each of the classes except for
the "no fuel damage" class. Consequently, there are a total of

.

10 possibie damage assessment categories. For example, Category 3
would be descriptive of the condition where between 10 and 50 percent
of the fuel cladding has failed. Note that the conditions of more than
one category could exist simultaneously. The objective of the final
core damage assessment procedure is to narrow down, to the maximum

extent possible, those categories which apply to the actual in plant
situation.

.

1-3 *
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The initial core damage assessment based on radionuclide measurement
i

,

(-
will provide one or several candidate categories which most likely
represent the actual in plant condition. The other parameters-

should then be evaluated, as identified in Section 1.2, to corroborate
and further refine the initial estimate.

For example, fission product measurement using PASS may indicate
Category 4 core damage and, additionally, the potential for fuel
overheat and fuel melt (i.e., Categories 5 through.10). Measurement

of hydrogen in containment and use of the hydrogen correlation
provided in Appendix A of this report could be used to verify that
extensive clad damage had occurred. Use of the containment radiation
monitor reading along with the correlation provided in Appendix 8 of
this report would verify that a significant fission product release
to the containment had occurred, further verifying the initial
assessment.

Further analysis of the PASS samples for concentrations of Ba, Sr,-

! La and Ru and consideration of the. relative amounts of fission(
products released would indicate if any fuel melt had occurred.

The flow diagram in Figure 1 indicates how the analysis of the other
significant parameters relates to the estimation of core damage
based on radionuclide measurements. As noted earlier, Appendices A
and B provide correlations for the determination of the degree of>

core damage based on containment hydrogen and radiation levels.

1.4. Determination of Samole Location

f In order to assure a representative sample which reflects the actual
in-core condition, i:are must be taken in selecting a suitable sample
location. The selection of a sample location should account for the
type of event which will determine where the fission products will
concentrate.

.

(
.
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For gas sampling, the recommended sampling locations are as foll'ows:
.

( Event Type Sample Location
.

' Non-Breaks (e.g. , MSIV Closure) Suppression Pool Atmosphere

Small Breaks Drywell (before depress.)
Suppression Pool Atmosphere

(after depress.)

Large Breaks (liquid or steam) _ Drywell
in Containment

.

Large Breaks outside containment Suppression Pool Atmosphere

For liquid sampling, the optimum sample point for all events is the
jet pumps as long as there is sufficient reactor pressure to provide
a sample from that location. If there is not sufficient reactor
pressure to allow a sample to be taken from the jet pumps, then the
sample should be taken from the sample point in the RHR system.

In order to ensure a representative liquid sample from the jet pumps

( at low (<1%) power conditions for small break or non-break events,

the reactor water level should be raised to the level of the moisture
separators. This will fully flood the moisture separators and will
provide a thermally induced recirculation flow path for mixing.
Several requisition plant licensees have already committed to the
NRC to perform this procedure.

,

|
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FIGURE 1-1 ~~[i
SEQUENCE OF ANALYSIS FOR
ESTIMATION OF CORE DAMAGE

( .
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APPENDIX A

INTEGRATION OF CONTAINMENT ATMOSPHERE

HYDROGEN MEASUREMENT INTO

CORE DAMAGE ESTIMATE
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( The extent of fuel clad damage as evidenced by the extent of metal-water.
reaction can be estimated by determination of the hydrogen concentration
in the containment. That concentration is measurable by either the
containment hydrogen monitor or by the post accident sampling system.

.

A correlation has been developed which relates containment hydrogen
concentration to the percent metal-water reaction for Mark I, II and.

III-type containments. That correlation is shown in Figure A-1*. Note A
to that figure indicates the major assumptions used in developing the
correlation. Note P indicates the method by which individual utilities
can use the correlation to determine the extent of. clad damage.

.

(

" Correlation is based on the following formula:

k ~
(1641)%H2* 7 3,g)

'
'

N y
(1641) (748) (MWR) + (3176) (1.36 x 106)

,

Where: N = number of fuel bundles
V = containment volume, ft3

MWR = fraction of cladding in active fuel zone reacting
%H = concentration of hydrogen in containment atmosphere, mole %2

| |

l

! ( !

l
i

, A-1

.
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I Note A-Analytical Assumotions I,
'

i

(
-

.
.

1. Containment Volume = 350,000 ft3 (MK I-II) .

1,360,000 ft3 (MK III)
,

2. Number of bundles 500 (MK I-II)=

748 (MK III)
_

.

3. Fuel type = 8x8 R

4. All hydrogen from metal-water reaction released to containment

5. Perfect mixing in containment

6. No depletion of hydrogen (e.g., containment leakage)

7. Ideal gas behavior in containment.
.

e

.

Y

l
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l
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Note B-Oetermination of Clad Damage

g
,

from Hydrogen Monitor Reading
..

.

.

Step 1. Obtain containment hydrogen monitor reading, [H],'in %.

Step 2. Using the appropriate curve in Figure A-1, determine the
metal-water reaction for the reference plant, MW at [H].ref

Step 3. The metal-water reaction for the actual in plant conditions
(MW) is determined from the following equation:

%MW = (MW ,f) (50 ) ( 350 000 ) MK I-IIp N
,

%MW = (MWref) ( ) ( 1,360,000 ) NE III

( where N = number of bundles

V = total containment free volume, ft3
1

,

.

f

e

,
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APPENDIX B

INTEGRATION OF CONTAINMENT ATMOSPHERE
'

RADIATION MEASUREMENT INTO CORE('
DAMAGE ESTIMATE
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SUMMARY -

('
.

1

As noted in the Task 1 response, an indication of the extent of core
. .

'

damage is the containment radiation level which is a measure of the !
'

inventory of fission products released to the containment. 'Several plant
procedures already contain a correlation of the containment radiation
monitor dose rate to the percent of fuel inventory airborne in the
containment. The purpose of this appendix is to present that correlation
and provide a method whereby individual plants can use that correlation
to determine the degree of core damage.

Figure B-1 provides the results of a correlation performed for the
Monticello plant. The key parameters which impact the containment dose
rate are reactor power, containment volume and monitor location within
the containment.

The method whereby individual plants can apply this correlation is
provided in Note A in Figure B-1.
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Note A-Determination of Clad Damage-

,

From Containment Radiation Monitor Reading
-

.
,

The procedure for determination of fraction of fuel inventory released to
,

the containment is as follows:

Step 1: Obtain containment radiation monitor reading, [R] in Rem /hr.

Step 2: Determine elapsed time from plant shutdown to the containment
radiation monitor reading [t] in hours.

Step 3: Using Figure B-1, determine the fuel inventory release for the

reference plant [I]ref I" *

Step 45 Dete'rmine the inventory release to the containment [I] using
the folicwing formula:"

( [I] = [I]ref (1670) (T G ) (S/0)
V

P
._

where P = reactor power level, HW th
-

V = total containment free volume, ft3
D = distance-of detector from reactor biological shield

wall, ft.
,

r

* Assumes a wall-mounted detector and no major equipment in detector
line-of-sight except for reactor vessel shield wall.'

|
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1. OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE(' ,

.

De purpose of this procedure is to determine the degree of reactor core
damage from the measured fission product concentrations in either the water or ;

1

gas samples taken from the primar* system under accident conditions. De pro-
'

cedure involves calculations of fission product inventories in the core and
j the release of inventories into the primary system under postulated loss-of-.;

coolant accident (LOCA) conditicus. De fuel gap fission products are assumed
u

to be released upon the rupture of fuel cladding. D e majority of fission'

product inventories in the fusi rods would be released when the fuel is melted
at higher temperatures. A BWR-6/238 with a Mark III containment is used as a .

reference plant in the demonstration of this procedure. Application of the
procedure for any other type or size of boiling water reactor (BWR) is
described.
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2. PROCEDURES FCR DETERMINATIONS OF CORE DAMAGE
,,

('

.

2.1 REFERENCE PI. ANT (BWR-6/238, MARK III) .

4

2.1.1 Reference Plant Parameters

The pertinent plant parsmaters for the reference plant are given below:

Rated reactor thermal power 3579 MWe

Number of fuel bundles 748 bundles

Total primary coolant mass (reactor 9vater plus supptession pool water) 3.92 x 10 g
,

Total containment and dryvell gas space
10

volume 4.0 x 10 cc

The fission product inventories in the core are calculated cased on three

years (1095 days) of continuous operation at 3651 MWe, or 10 3 of. rated
power, by using a computer code developed at Los Alamos and adapted to the GE

I
( computer system. The inventories of some major fission products in the core'

,

: at the time of reactor shutdown are given in Table 1.
.)

2.1.2 Procedure

Either the gas or water samples taken from the post accident sampling

system are analy:ed for major fission product concentrations by ga=a ray

spectrometry. If the concentration of a fission product in reactor water

or drywell, corrected the decay to the t1=a of reactor shutdown, is measured

to be higher than the baseline concentration shosm in Table 2 (see Sec-

tion 3.1 for details), the extent of fuel or cladding damage can be deter-

mined directly from Figures 1 through 4 based on isotopes I-131, Cs-137
Ie-133, and Kr-85. Measurements of Cs-137 and Kr-85 activities are not very

likely until the reactor has been shut data for longer than a few weeks and
.

most of the shorter-lived isotopes have decayed.

(.
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Table 1

. CORE INVENTORY OF MAJOR TISSION PRODUCTS IN A
RITERENCE PLANT OPERATED AT 3651 MWC FOR THREE YEARS

Major Gamma Ray Energy
f Inventory ** (Intensity)

3,emicalGroup Isotope * Half-Life, 106 Ci kev (y/d)
, _ _

Noble gases Kr-85m 4.48h 24.6 151(0.753)
Kr-85 10.727 1.1 514(0.0044)
Kr-87 76.3m 47.1 403(0.495)
Kr-88 2.84h 66.8 196(0.26),1530(0.109)
Xe-133 5.25d 202.0 81(0.365)
Xe-135 9.11h 26.1 250(0.899)

Halogens I-131 8.04d 96.0 364(0.812)
I-132 '2.3h 140 668(0.99,773(0.762)
I.133 20.8h 201 530(0.86)
I-134 52.6m 221 847(0.954),884(0.653)
I-135 6.61h 189 1132(0.225),1260(0.286)

Alkali Metals Cs-134 2.06y 19.6 605(0.98),796(0.85)
Cs-137 30.17y 12.1 662(0.85).

Cs-138 32.2m 178.0 463(0.307),1436(0.76)

Tellurium Group Te-132 78.2h 138 22S(0.88)
{

Ncble Metals Mo-99 66.02h 183 740(0.128)
Ru-103 39.4d 155 497(0.89)

Alkaline Earths Sr-91 9.5h 115 750(0.23),1024(0.325)
Sr-92 2.7th 123 1388(0.9)
Ba-140 12.8d 173 537(0.254)

Rare Earths Y-92 3.54h 124 934(0.139)
La-140 40.2h 184 487(0.455),1597(0.955)
Ce-141 32.5d 161 145(0.48)
Ce-144 284.3d 129 134(0.108

Refractories Zr-95 64.0d 161 724(0.437),757(0.553)
Zr-97 16.9h 166 743(0.928) ,

*0nly the capresentative isotopes which have relatively large inventory and
considered to be easy to measure are listed here.

**At the time of reactor shutdown. ,

'
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' Table 2

TISSION PRODUCT CONCENTRATIONS IN R AE CTOR WATER
AND DRYWEII GAS SPACE DURING REACTOR SHUTDOWN UNDER NOR."AL CONDITIONS ,

Reactor Water, vCi/g Drvwell Gas (uci/ce)

Isotope Upper Limit Nominal Uppec Limit Nominal

I-131 29 0.7 -

b
Cs-137* 0.3" 0.03

-4a -Sb
Ze-133 10 10

_

4x10 4x10Kr-85 -

.

" Observed experi:nentally, in an operating 3WR-3 with MK I containment, data
obtained from GE unpublished document, DRT 268-DEV-0009.

bAssuming 10". of the upper limit values.

" Release of Cs-137 activity would strongly depend on the core inventory which
( is a function of fuel burnup.

.
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If the concentration falls into the range where release of the fission

product from the fuel gap or the molten fuel cannot be definitively deter-
mined, additional data may be needed to determine the source of fission .

~

product release (see below) .

It is recommended that both the water and gas phase samples be measured

in order to reduce the uncertainty in core damage estimations.
.

2.1.3 Supplementary Data

In addition to the longer-lived isotopes, soms shorter-lived isotope
concantrations may be measured in the sample. The ratios of isotopes released
from either the fuel gap or the molten fuel are significantly different as
shown in Table 3 (see Section 3.3 for details) . thus the source (fuel or gap)
of releass =ay be identified. Furthernore, seme less volatile elements in
the core may aise start to release as the fuel starts to melt. If the less

~

;
volatile fission products. such as isotopes of Sr. Ba, La, and Ru (either
soluble or insoluble), are found to have unusually high concentrations in the

{ water sample, sc=e degree of fuel =elting may be inf erred. In a sixture of
fission products 2.7h Sr-97 (1.384 Mav) and 40h La-140 (1.597 MeV) should be
relatively easy to identify and measure from a gn=ma ray spectrum. More work,
however, is needed to establish the baseline concentrations for those

isotopes. .

2.2 SPECITIC PLANT AP?LICAT!ON

2.2.1 Plant Parameters

,

The pertinent reactor parameters for selected plants currently being
retrofitted with the post accident sampling system are tabulated in Table 4.
Si=ilar information is available for all EWRs.

.

|
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Table 3
{ ; RATIOS OF ISOTOPES IN CORE INVENTORY AND FUEI, GAP

.

Activity Ratio * in Activity Ratio * in

Isotope Half-Life Core Inventerv Tual Gap

Kr-87 76.3 a 0.233 0.0234

Kr-88 2. 84h 0.33 0.0495

Kr-85m 4.48h 0.122 0.023

Ia-133 5.25d 1.0* 1.0*

I-134 52.6 m 2.3 0.155

I-132 2.3 h 1.46 0.127

I-135 6.61h 1.97 0.364

1-133 20.8 h 2.09 0.685

I-131 8.04d 1.0* 1.0*

(

* E** '* * #* * ""*"*#**' " for noble gases*Racio = Ia-133 concentration ,

Iodina isotope concentration for iodines
,

I-131 concentration

.

O
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( Table 4
,

2
PLANT' PARAMETERS ,

-

Primary Coolant * Containment Gas * |

Reactor Reactor Drfwell Torus /
Type / Rated Water Suppression Gas Containment

Containment Power Mass Pool Water Volume Gas Volume
. Plant Design (MWt) (108 g) (109 g) (109 ec) (109 ee)

Standard BWR 6/III 3579 2.46 3.67 7.77 32.5

Brunswick-1/2 BWR 4/I 2436 2.14 2.48 4.65 3.46

Chinshan-1/2 BWR 4/I 1775 1.76 1.93 3.68 2.69

Cofrentes BWR 6/III 2894 2.04 3.14 6.91 32.43

Cooper ~ BWR 4/I 2380 2.00 2.48 3.75 3.03

Dresden-2/3 BWR 3/I 2527 2.61 3.18 4.48 3.30

Duane Arnold BWR 4/I 1593 1.45 1.67 2.67 2.67

Termi-2 BWR 4/I 3293 2.77 3.23 4.64 3.71

Titzpatrick BWR 4/I 2436 2.14 3.00 4.37 3.20

Hanford-2 BWR 5/II 3323 2.74 3.17 5.75 4.08
{

Hatch-1 BWR 4/I 2436 2.00 2.47 4.07 3.20

Hatch-2 BWR 4/I 2436 2.00 2.47 4.12 3.11
'

Hope Creek-1/2 BWR 4/I 3293 2.93 3.34 4.79 3.78

Kuo sheng-1/2 BWR 6/III 2894 2.04 3.74 6.74 40.50

Limerick-1/2 BWR 4/II 3293 2.93 3.63 6.66 4.23

Millstone-1 BWR 3/I 2011 2.05 2.78 4.16 3.06

Monticello BWR 3/I 1670 1.75 1.93 3.80 2.76

NMP-1 BWR 2/I 1850 2.17 2.34 5.10 3.33
,

Oyster Creek BWR 2/I 1933 2.05 2.32 5.10 3.85
~

Peach Bottom-2/3 BWR 4/I 3293 2.67 3.48 4.98 3.62 .

,

| Pilgrim BWR 3/I 1998 2.05 2.38 4.16 3.18

i Susquehanna-1/2 BWR 4/11 3293 2.92 3.60 6.79 4.36

Vermont Yankee BWR 4/I 1593 '1.77 1.93 3.79 3.18
,

| -

:
|
: a
| Total Primary Coolant Mass = Reactor Water + Suppression Pool Water

Total Containment Gas Volume = Dryvell Gas + Torus (or Primary Containment
in Mark III gas

.

2-10 .-
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2.2.2 Procedure

(
The extent of core damage in an operating BWR can be determined by

comparing the measured concentrations of major fission products in either the
gas or water samples, af ter appropriate normalization, with the reference
plant data. The following procedure is recomr. ended.

1. Obtain the samples from the post accident sampling system, and the
concentration of a fission product 1 (C in water or C in gas is

yg g

determined).

2. Correct the measured concentration for decay to the time of reactor

shutdown.

3. Correct the measured gaseous activity concentration for :e:perature-

and pre'ssure difference in the sa=ple vial and the contain=ent
(torus) gas phase (see f ootnote on Page 2-13.

.-

( 4 Calculate the fission product inventory correction factor

(section 2.2.2.2).

5. Calculate the plant parameter correction factor (section 2.2.2.3).

'6. By using the correction f actors, calculate the normali:ed concen-
tration, C'ef or C'e (Section 2.2.2.1).9 R

1

7. Use Figures 1 through 4 to estimate the extent of fuel or cladding
damage.

9

2.2.2.1 Comparison with Reference Plant Data

The extent of cot 2 damage can be esti=ated from the measured fission .

product concentrations in either the gas or water samples, as described for
the reference plant. However, the measured concentration =ust be corrected

.

,
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for the dif ferences in operation power level, time of operation, primary
coolant mass and containment gas volume.

.
.

1
e xF x F,C = C,g gg

.

.

or

* =C e iF xT
gg gi g

where

C* = concentration of isotope i in the reference plant cociant (uCi/g)

C "g' = concentration of isotope i in the reference plant contain=ent gas

(uci/cc)

{
C = =easured concentration of isotope i in the operating coolant at
y

time, t (uci/g)

C = measured concentration of isotope i in the operating containment
g

gas at time, t (uci/cc)*

-= decay correction to the ti=e of reactor shutdowne

= decay constant of isotope 1 (day )
.

*The following correction for the measured concentration is needed if the tem-
-perature and pressure in the saeple vial (T ,P ) are diff erent f ce that ing g

the containment (T P )*2 2

PT .

C gi(vial) * P T
2g

*

31 g2

.
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e = time between the reactor shutdown and the sample time (day)

.

F = inventory correction factor for isotope 1 (see Section 2.2.2.2) .

7g
.

F = containment gas volume correction factor (see Section 2.2.2.3)
.

7 , = p,rimary coolant mass correction factor (see Section 2.2.2.3)

2.2.2.2 Inventory Correction Factor

, Inventorf in reference plant711 Inventory in operating plant
a

5A
3651 (1-e g)

,
-.

-A T)) e-A T)
2; g g

. ) (1-e
?j

.

where ,

P) = steady reactor power operated in period j (We)*

T) = duration of operating period j (day)*
-

*

T = time between the end of operating period j and time of the last
reactor shutdown (day)

t

For a particular short-lived isotope, i, a calculation for only a period
of % half-lives of reactor operation time before reactor shutdown should be
accurate enough. An example of calculation is illustrated in Appendix A. It

'

should be pointed out that the computer calculation of core inventory takes
into account the fuel burnup, plutonium fission and neutron capture reactors.

.

*In each period, the variation of steady power should be limited to t20%.
.
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The correction f actor calculated from this equation may not be entirely
,

( accurate, but the error is insignificant in comparison to the uncertainties
in the fission' product release fractions (Table 5) and other assumptions .

(Section 3.2). .

'2.2.2.3 Plant Pacaseter Cerrection Factors

4
.

perating plant coolant mass (g)
F" = 9

reference p1' ant coolant mass (3.92 x 10 g)

'****I"8 #1*"* * "**i""*"* *** " 1"'" (""}
F 10=

I reference plant containment gas volume (4 x 10 cc)

In case the fission product concentrations are measured separately for
the resetor water and suppression pool water or the dryvell gas and the corus

gas, the measured concentratiens C ,1 or C sould be averaged from the
1

separate measurements:
,

( (cone. in Rx vater)x(Rx vater mass)-(cone. in pool)x(cool water mass)
"

vi Reactor water mass + pool water

(c n . in dryvell)x(dryvell gas vol)+(cone. in torus)x(torus gas vol)
C

31 dryvell gas volume + torus gas volume=

-

e

e

.

.

1

.
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3. TECHNICAL BASIS

.

3.1 FISSION PRODUCT CONCENTRATIONS IN THE PRDfART SYSTEM DURING RIACTOR
SHUTD0%3N JRfDER NORMAL OPERATION CONDITICNS .

3.1.1 Fission Product Concentrations in Reactnr Water

It is well known that some volatile and water soluble fission products,
mainly iodine and cesium isotopes, will be released (called spiking) from
defect fuel rods when the reactor is shutdown and depressurized. Based on

Pasedag of NRC,3 the maximum I-131 release would be 10 Ci per each uCi/sec
railease rate during normal power operation (see Appendix 3). According to the

GE design basis of I-131 release rate at 700 uCi/sec' a maximum of 7000 Ci of
131 may be released during reactor shutdown, and the concentration in reac-T

tor vatter would be 29 uC1/3

An analytical model to predict the magnitude of I-131 spikin;; 'oli.cwing
5

reactor shutdown in operating SWRs has been reported by 3rutschy et al . The

( "best estimate" concentration for I-131 has to be calculated based on the
5analytical mode for the individual reactor according :o 1:s fuel ecndition

,

(see Appendix C). However, if one adopts a standard I-131 concentration of
-3

5x10 Ci/g or s18 uCi/sec) as proposed by ANS , the nominal I-131 spiking is
estimated to be NO.7 uCi/g in the reference plant veter. This concentration
is consistent with an average spiking concentration observed experi=entally
(see Appendix C, Figure C-1) .' The results of these esti=ations, including
the Cs-137 concentration, have been summarized in Table 2.

Potential future research in this area will be discussed in See:1cn 4.

3.1.2 Noble Gas Concentrations in Drvvell and Torus Gas Phase

Similar to the spiking angnitude, the noble gas activities in the drywell
and the torus gas may vary significantly from reactor to reactor, mainly
depending on the fuel condition and the steam leakage rate. In an operating

BWR when the Xe-133 release rate measured at the steam jet air ejector (SJAl;)

. 31 .

.
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was 1.5 x 10' uC1/see* (comp 6.ed to design basis release race at 8200 uci/sec),
the noble gas i;oncentrations in the drywell were determined to be N10 uCi/cc

for Ze-133 and s4 x 10-5 uCi/cc for Kr-85. These data may be considered as
'

*

the upper limit values.

3.2 FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE SOURCE TERMS UNDER ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

The source terms for the damaged core under accident conditions have

been proposed by several investigators. ' The "best estimate" release source
terms for different chemical groups of fission products are sunnarized in

Table 5.

The release of fission products from the damage core has been estimated
'

to be a function of temperature,' and time af ter the loss-of-coolant accident.
In the present procedure, the fraction of fission product release frrm the
core is assumed to be proportional to the fraction of core damage as suggested
by Malinauskas, et. al.' It is further assumed that the core is homogeneous

so that each fuel rod has an identical exposure history. The fuel cladding
rupture has been assumed to occur over the ta=perature range frem about 780'
to 1100*C.' and the entire f.ssion product noble gas inventory in the fuel gap
would be released. All other fission products in the fuel gap, which may be
present in a condensed phase, or as vapor in equilibrium with a condensed
phase, will not be released as quickly as noble gases until the temperature
is further increased. According to a model calculation, portions of the fuel
may 4 tart to melt bef ore the cladding is totally destroyed.

.

3.3 ISOTOPIC DISTRI3UTION IN TUEL CAP
..

Diffusion equations predict that the fractional release of radioactive
isotopes from the fuel to the plenum and void spaces should be inversely pro-
portional to the square root of the decay constant for isotope reaching
production-decay equilibrium. 0,11 This prediction has been substantiated by

~

experimental data reported by several investigators. A comparison of

( Data obtained from CE unpublished document, DRT 268-DEV00009. The fission*

product release pattern was found to be mostly " recoil."

*
.
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isotopic distributions in the total. fuel inventory and the predicted |
.

( distribution for some major fission products has been shown in Table 3. Thus,

by measuring the ratios of fission product activities in either the gas or
-

water samples, the source of fission product release may be semi-quantita-
tively determined (see more discussion in Section 4).

3.4 ANTICIPATED CHEMICAL BEHAVIOR 0F IODINE AND COOLANT CHEMISTRY
UNDER ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

|

The results of measurements of Three Mila Island-2 (ntI-2)18,M indicate

that the airborne radiciodine release was much lower when compared to the
0noble gas activity release (by a factor of %10 ). Extensive investigations

at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) on the nature and quantity of
fission product release from the over-heated fuel have concluded that cesium
iodide CsI (3.P. = 1280*C) is the primary volatile species released from the

O
fuel at elevated ce=peratures. The behavior of iodine under loss-of-coolant'

accident (LOCA) conditions has been evaluated by Lin and Ca=pbell et. al.2''21

( For iodine at a concentration of a few ppm in aqueous solutions, the
__

redox reactions should be more predictable and for=ations of ano=alcus or

organic species should be much smaller than that at very low concentrations as
generally assumed for radiciodine release. If iodine is released as CsI, it

~

would stay in water as the 1 ion in a slightly basic solution (mainly due to
Cs ions which may be released as elemental Cs or Cs oxides in addition to

or radiation-induced oxidation of I' to I; ' is notCsI). Air oxidation
very likely to occur in a basic solution. In addition to the reducing nature

of zirconium and iron metals in the core, the production of hydrogen frem Zr
steam reactions should make the chemistry environment in the primary system

.

favorable to reducing reactions for iodine.

There are at least three known volatile forms of iodine, I , HIO, and2

organic iodine. The formation of 1 fr a I is a e very likely in basic solu- '

2
tions. The existence of HIO has never been chemically identified due to its
low stable concentration. The airborne species called HIO.is one which behaves
differently from 1 and organic iodine determined by using the iodine species

2

.

! 33-
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sampling method developed by Keller, et. al.25 However, some convincing
6( evidence has been given by Lin that HIO, a product of I hydrolysis, is the

2
was initially added .second volatile ~ inorganic species in the gas phase when 12

to water in equilibrium partitioning studies. The partition coefficient
increases with decreasing iodine concentration; at very low iodine concentra-
tions, the total iodine partition coefficiones have been determined to be
%4000 at 21*C and %1600 at 72*C. 6 It must be pointed out that since both 12

and HIO are very reactive species, any reducing impurities in veter or on
construction material surfaces would reduce I r HIO to I~ and significantly

2 .

reduce the airborne iodine concontration.

The mechanisms of converting inorganic iodine to organic iodine, which is
generally observed in gas phase at very low concentrations, are largely unknown.
It is certain, however, that at least more than a stoichiometric amount of
organic species (or carbon-containing compeunds) should be readily available
for reaction with iodine. As such organic species ar: 11=1ted, the results

7
of several experiments indicate that the yield of organic iodine decreases
with increasing iodine concentration in the gas phase. Less than 0.1|: con-

3version is expected when the airborne iodine concentration is 1 g/m or
3

larger. The total iodine concentration could be %3 g/m in the containment

free air -space if all iodine is assumed to become airborne. It is also

important to realize that the organic iodine, e.g., CH)I is readily hydrolyzed
28 29

in water and basic solutions at higher temperatures. The half-time of
hydrolysis is %20 min in water at 100*C and %3 sec at 200*C, based on
Heppolette and Robertson's data.

It is obvious that the very low release of iodine activities to the

atmosphere in the TMI-2 accident can be easily explained in terms of the ,

nature of iodine released from the fuel and the subsequent stabilizatien in

water. Water plays an important role in preventing iodine from release to
the atmosphere. In the present procedure, all the iodine activities are

"

assumed to stay in water, and the airborne activities are dominated by the
noble gas fission products.

(
.
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,

The chemistry in the pri: nary coolant may be significantly ch:mged under

(' accident conditions. Mainly due to the release of cesium, the water pH may
-

~

21 and the water conductivity may increase from %10 US/cmincrease to %10.5
(corus water quality specification) to as high as $170 uS/cm.
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4. DISCUSSI'ON AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
,

( .

It is obvious that the uncertainty of gas release fractions for iodine
.

and easium'are too large for an accurate calculation of the extent of core
damage. While additional experimental work in fuel gap measurements is
apparently neede'd, the lower limit release fraction for iodine may be
reevaluated by examining the iodine spiking release data from defective fuel
rods following normal operation shutdowns.

Although the I-131 spiking data has been well docu=ented previously',

the analytical model may be refined to reflect more recent experimental data.
The maxiuum spiking release of I-131 estimated by Pasedag , based on pre-1973
data, is obviously too high, particularly when the improved fuels which are
currently used in most of the operating BWRs are considered.

The accuracy of core damage estimation may be significantly improved by
measuring core than iodina, cesium, and noble gas activities. Some less,

volatile but easy to measure isotopes of Sr, Ba, La, and Ru =ay be determined

( in the water sa=ple. More work, however, is needed to establish the release

fractions as well as the baseline (shutdown spiking) concentrations for those

isotopes. Additionally, some chemical analysis data, such as hydrogen pro-
duction from water-zirconium reaction may be used to i= prove the estimate.

The degree of core damage between fuel cladding failures and core melt,
namely fuel overheating, may be determined.

As mentioned in Section 3.3, it is possible to determine the source of

fission product release by measuring the activity ratios of noble gases or
iodine isotopes. It must be cautioned, however, each isotope should be

,

( accurately measured. Particular care must be exercised when the Xe-133

| activity is determined in a mixture of other fission products with high con-
centration because of its low gam =a ray energy (81 kev). Additional work is
required to perfect this procedure. .

i
-

|
.

.

|
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Appendix A" -

.

SAMPLE CALCULATION OF FISSICN PRODUCT INVENTORY CORRICTION FACTOR

.

Invent ry f nu lide i in reference plant
-

F =
11 Inventory of nuclide 1 in operating plant

3651 (1-e A)
,

0'-

-A T)T~
gP (1-e i ))eI

.
J J

..

where

D

P) = steady reactor power operated in period j (Wt)
~

A = decay constant of nuclide 1 (day )

T = duration of operating period j (day)

( TO = time between the end of operating period j and time of last
reactor shutdown (day)

3651 = ave. operation' power (in W t) for the reference planc.

1095 = continuous operation time (in day) for the referenca plant.

Assuming a reactor has the following power operation historf:

Operation Time Average Power
OOperation

Tj (day) p (gg)
Period Days Since Startup .

1A 1 - 60 60 254 1000 ,

0'

1B 61 - 70 - -

,.

2A 71 - 270 270 44- 2000

023 271 - 300' - --

( 3 301 - 314 14 0 3000

A-1 -

.
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(.
e For I-131 (A = 0.0862 day ~ I)~'

3651(1-e-0.0862x1095)
.

I(I-131) * 1000(1-e .0862x60),4.0862x254 + 2000(1-e-0.0862x200)

,-0.0862x44 + 3000(1-e-0.0862x14),4.0862x0

3651 , g,7
. % + . 4 5 + 2103

e For Cs-137 (A = 6.29 x 10 dav-1)-5

-5
-6.29x10 x1095)3651(1-e

T =
-5

1000(1-e x60),-6.29x10 x254-6.29x10
,

'

-6.29x10 x200),4.2h10 x44+ 2000(1-e

-5 -5
-6.29x10 x14),-6.29x10 x0+ 3000(1-e

243.16 ,7,77.
3.74 - 24.93 - 2.64

'
..

' e

'

,

1

'
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Appendix B

( TOTAL I-131 RELEASE DURDIG A SPIKUiG SEQUDICE
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Appendix C.

.

( ESTIMATION ~0F MAXIMUM 10DINI-131 S?IKE CONCINTRATION IN REACTOR WATER f
:

-
.

The magnitude of iodine spiking in 3WRs can be predicted by an empirical
relationship proposed by Brutschy, et. al.5 The data basis for the empirical
relat.icnship ara shown in Figure C-1.

In order to predict the maximum I-131 concentration in reactor water

| (assuming no reactor water clean-up system in operation) during a chutdown
spiking, the following information should be known for the reactor during
steady state operation: I-131 concentration in reactor water, I-131 release
source term, and the knowledge of the fission gas release characteristics.

.

4

The' fission product release from the defective fuel rods in a BWR during
steady operation is empirically characterized by

A (C1/sec) = KY A

(
or

A .

R (fission /sec) = 7 = KA"
g

.

where

R = fission product release source term
g

| K = a dimensional constant establishing the level of release '

b = a dimensionless constant establishing the relative amount of
each nuclide in the mixture of similar chemical groups, i.e. ,

|
noble gases or iodine isotopes.

(

C-1
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By plotting A /Y l against l for noble gases or iodine isotopes et a* g gg g

( log-log paper.,a straight line can be obtained with a negative slope of b as
demonstrated iin Figure C-2. .

Experimentally, the noble gas activity release rate (concentration in
the of fgas times offgas flow race) is measur.d at she steam jet air ejector -

(SJAE) sample point. The measurement of iodine ' activity release rate is more
complicated. By assuming no iodine activity is returned from the feedvater
into the reactor vessel.* The release rate can be calculated by

A = C W(( + S + S,)g g

.

where

A = release rate to coolant free; the core, uCi/sec.
g

.

W = reactor water mass, Kg

(
~ldecay constant of species 1, secA =

-

S = reactor water cleanup (RWCU) system removal time constant,
c _g , assum g N100% e m eient.see , which is defined as S =

c

f = RWCU flev rate, Kg/see

~

S = steam removal time constant, sec , which is defined as S = cF/W
s s

.

c = iodine carryover, defined as the ratio of
the concentration ef species i in condensate
the concentration of species i in reactor water

F = steam flow rate, Kg/sec

(' * .

This is true only for non-forward pumping plants.
O

C-3
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The source term r;tio (R /g,g33) in Figure C-1 is defined as the ratio
of the noble gas source term estimated at the A of I-131 to the I-131 source~

-

term (see Figure C-2). ByknowingR/y_g3g and the magnitude of I-131 spik- ,g

Ing (seximum spiking concentration / steady state concentration) from Figure C-1,
the mexinnam I-131 concentration in reactor veter during a shutdown spiking can

be estimated.

(
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EVALUATION OF SEC AND GE ANALYTICAL CHEMICAL PROCEDURES

FOR POSTACCIDENT ANALYSIS CF REACTOR CCOLANT SAMPLES

1.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Sumary

As a result of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 incident, the Nuclear

Regulatory Comission (NRC) required licensees of nuclear power plants
to implement, by January 1,1982, the capability to collect and analy:e-

reactor coolant samples following an accident. A numoer of licensees
have proposed the usa of pestaccident sampling and analysis systems suo-
olied by Sentry Equi;; ment Corporation (SEC) er General Electric Ccmcany

(GE).

Under a technical assistance c:ntract to tne NRC. Exxon Nuclear,

:cano C: meany, Inc. (ENICO) evaluated the sam:le ::::ectica and chemical
analysis procedures associated with the two systems. The Objective of

| the evaluation was to determine applicable procedures Inc to identify

:ne most appropriate method. The study involved a review of the NRC
*

requirements, the establishment of review criteria, anc the evaluation
~

of the proposed analysis methods and test data against the recuirements;

| and evaluation criteria.

The most tppropriate methods selected by ENICO for the recuired
'

I
chemical analysis of postaccident reactor ecolant samples are snown be-
icw. Cetailed descriptions, advantages, disacvantages, and/or defi-

ciencies of the selected procedures are sumarized in section 4.2. Also
in section 4.2 is the same information for other procedures proposed by

SEC and GE. It is worthy of note that a number of the other procedures

proposed are also appropriate, as indicated; included belcw are only

those deemed most appropr, ate.

.

1. Baron - Fluoroborate Selective Ion Electrode
2. Chloride - Ion Chromatography
3. Dissolved Hydrogen - Gas Chromatography

4. Dissolved Oxygen - Oxygen Probe

5. Conductivity. - Conductivity Cell
6. ;H - pH Probe

L.
.
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Although ENICO did not conduct tests to evaluate the suitability of*

any of the procedures; in ENICO's judgement, the laboratory tests per-
fer=ed by SEC and GE are sufficient to provide a high degree of assurance
of the suitability of the selected and the noted alternate procedures
for analysis of accident reactor coolant samples.

)

For suitability testing of additional analytical procedures, SNICO
recorm: ends that standard test matrix samples be utilized to demonstrate

_the.ic. acceptability. Standard matrix solutions similar to test solutions
employed by SEC are recorm: ended as they contain the most significant s

core degradation products in concentrations eoual to or greater than
those projected from an accident with a Regulatory Guide 1.3 or 1.4
source term. Test solutions used by SEC consider the effects of chemi-
cals which might be added to the reactor coolant following an acciden:.

For chemical =rocedures that are to ce used for the analysis of'

undiluted reactor coolant samoles, the following standard test matrix
containing nonradioactive s;:ecies is recorm: ended.

Constitufent Concentraticn (::cmi'
I~ 40

Cs* 250

Ba+2 10

La+3 g

Q 5

Cl- 10
,

B 2000

Li* 2

N0f ~ 150 ,<

K+[
NH 5t

20

l
:
I

i 2
i

'
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For chemical procedures that are to be used for analysis of diluted*

reactor c:alant samples, testing shculd be performed with a standard
matrix diluted by a volume squal to the dilution to be used in the prece-
dure to be tested. It is also recc:manded that the procedures and as-

sociated instrumentation be tested in an induced gar::na radiatica field
4which will yield a total abscrbed dose of 10 rads per gram of reactor
'

coolant.
I* 1
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2.0 SACXGROUND'

.

From studies of the incident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2),

the need for improvement of the capability of licensees of nuclear power
plants to determine plant conditions in a more timely manner was identi-
fied. Subsequently, the NRC issued.1-5 for implementatien by the

~

-

licensees, specific requirements in several areas for im:rovement of the

capability. In addition to the developent and implementation of the

upgraded capabilities, the requirements specified that the licensees
shculd prepare and have available documentation of the cacabilities for

_

a post-implementation evaluation of compliance.

'

Exxon Nuclear Idaho Ccmpany, Inc. (ENICO) was cantracted by the
NRC's Division of Licensing to provide technical assistance for the eval-
uation of the cost-implementation documentation in a nu:=er of areas.

One area was "Postaccident Sampling Cacability", Itam II.3.3 cf Nt; REG-
0737.* It ;ertains to the acility of the licensees .: : tain reacter

coolant and containment atmosonere samples and to analy:e the samoles
,

for selected radienuclides and chemical species uncer accident
conditions.

In order to facilitate the evaluation of the post-implementation
7documentation, ENICO was requested to evaluate the applicacility of.

the chemical and radiological analysis capabilities associated with two
8postaccident sampling systems proposed , for use by several power plants

(Table 1). The two system vendors are Sentry Equipment Cor;:cration (SEC)
and General Electric Company (GE).

,

9The initial plan called for ENICO to evaluate the SEC system

|
only and to perform the evaluation in two phases. As it was believed
that current technology was suitable for radiological analysis, the two

| phases were to be a brief sumary report on the chemical analysis proce-
I dures and a more detailed report on both the chemical and radiological

analysis procedures. However, due to manpower shortage at ENICO and an
NRC request to incorporate the GE system into the evaluation, an alter-
nate approach was takan. The alternate approach is to: 1) evaluate and
prepare a detailed report of the themical procedures for both the SEC

4.
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i TABLE 1
STATIC?iS WITH PROPOSED USAGE CF SEC
AtiD GE POSTACCIDENT SAMPLING SYSTE'i

ENERAL ELECTRIC SENTRY

Brunswick 1/2 Cresden 1/2

Mine Mile Point 1 Quad Cities 1/2
Fitzpatrick Zicn 1/2
Oyster Creek Brcwns Ferry 1/2/3

Pilgrim 1 Salem 1

Quane Arnold Xewaunee

.tnticello Indian Point 2
Peach Bottem 2/3 Sdery 1/2

North Anna 1/2
Palisades

and GE system and 2) evalua:a and document the radicchemical analysis
crecedures associated with both sampling systems later. Tne detaiiad
evaluaticn of the checcial analysis ;:recedures is the tacic of :nis

report, which is limited to the analysis of reacter coolant saccles.

.
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8 3.0 REQUIREMENTS AND EVALUATION CRf7ERfA FOR THE

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF REACTOR CCCLANT SAMPLES

3.1 Recuirements
To provide information for the assessment of core integrity, shut- '

down neutron adsorber concentration, and reactor coolant corrosion poten-
tial; licensees or applicants for licenses of nuclear pcwer plants are

required to establish a capability for the timely collection and chemical
,

analysis of reactor coolant samples under accident conditions. Per

NUREG-0737 the required chemical analyses for reactor coolant samples
are baron (PWR only), chloride, and either total dissolved gases or hy-
drogen; the measurement of dissolved oxygen is reccmmended in NUREG-0737 .

1

but not required. Per Regulatory Guide 1.97*0 the measuremant of dis-
solved oxygen, pH, and baron in all plants is required. NUREG-0737 also

specified that the analysis could be performed by employing a commination
of pressurized /unpressuri:ed, diluted / undiluted gram samples or inline
monitoring methods. However, for analyses performed by inline methods,
a capability to collect backup grab samoles and to provide precedures
for their analysis is required. In all cases, the collection of grac

samples for analysis and the inline analysis must be able to be performed
with or without the operation of an auxil'iary reactor ecolant system,

e.g., letdown.

With the exception of the chloride analysis, the time allotted for

sampling and on site analysis of iihe samples is three (3) hours or less.
Time allotted for the chloride analysis, which can be .cerformed offsite,
decends on the type of reactor coolant water and the number of barriers
between the reactor coolant water and the primary containment system.
For plants with seawater or brackish reactor ctolant water or with a

single-barrier, primary coolant containment system, chloride analyses
are required within twenty-four (24) hours. For other plants the chlo-

ride analysis is required within ninety-six (96) hours.

In addition, the licensees or applicants are required to consider

the radiological hazards associated with the sample collection and analy-
11 12ses. The assumptions of a Regulatory Guide 1.3 or lA source

l3term and radiation exposure limits of five (5) rem to the whole bcdy

6
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' or seventy-five (75) rem to the extremities of any individual are to be .

used in system design and selection of chemical analysis methods.

Last, the licensees or applicants are to provide provisions for

restricting background radiation levels in the chemical analysis facility
and for insuring the validity and accuracy of the sample analyses. These

provisicns include such things as sample shielding, adequate ventilation
air and filtration, proper sacole disposal, sample line purging, reduc-
tion of plata-aut in sample lines, etc.

.

.

The requirements for post accident chemical analysis of reactor

ccolant samples are presented in Table 2.

.

3.2 Evaluation Criteria

The objective of the presan: evaluaticn of ;ctantial methods for

the enemical analysis of reacter ecolant samoles uncer ;: oscula ac acci-
dent conditions is to determine acclicable :recedures and to identify

the most appropriate procecure for eacn of the recuired analyses.

Many factors were censidered in the evaluation of the prencsed meth-
ods. Cbvicusly, ccmoliance with -he requirements of sensitivity, accura-

~

cy, range, analysis time, radiological dose limitatiens, and sample col-
lection cathods were evaluated. This included comparisions of the

advantages (lower radiological exposures) and disadvantages (reduceo
sensitivity and accuracy) of utilising dilutad or very small reacter
c:alant sa=ples versus larger undiluted reactor coolant samoles. It

also involved an estimaticn of the significance of chemical and radio-
logically-induced interferences. Other factors which were considered
are the ccmplexity of the procedures and the applicability of the tech-
nique to both accident and normal condition usage.

Due to the unavailability of information in a nutmer of instances,
factors not considered were scecific design features of the two sampling
systems. Examples are sampling locations, shielding, sample line purg-
ing, sample validity, ventilation, etc.

7
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TABLE 2.

SUMMARY OF REQUIREPENTS FCR POSTACCIDENT CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
OF REACTOR COOLANT SAMPLES

Dissolved Gases (1)
Analysis Capability Boren Chloride Total Hydrogen .,

Units (ppm) (ppn) scc /kg sec/kg

Requirement

0-1000((3)
0-20 0-2000 0-2000Range

0-60C0 4)'

Ai: curacy (6)
-

Percent +5 if >1CCO +10 if >0.5 -10 if >50 +10 if >50
Units 30if<1000 3 05 if <0.5 35ff<50 3 if <50

Sampline).%thodd
Inline Optional Optional Octional Octional
Grab Samole Regiured Required Required Recuired

Analysis
Location

Onsite Required Octional(8) Required Recuired
Offsite Optional Optional Optional Optional

,

Samole
Collection 3 24(3) 2 3
and Analysis 96
Time (hours)

Radiological (9) (9) (9) (9)
Exposure
Limits

Notes:
1) A pressurized reactor coolant sample is not required if the

dissolved gases can be determined with an unpressurized

sample.

2) The measurement of conductivity is not required in NUREG-0737
or Reg. Guide 1.97, Revision 2; however, methods to measure
conductivity are proposed by SEC and GE. Accordingly, the
measurement of conductivity has been included in this study.

.
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TABLE 2 (Continued),

.

SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS FOR POSTACCIDENT CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
CF REACTCR CCCLANT SAMPLES

Analysis Ca;: ability Oxygen cH Conductivity (2)
Units (ppn) (pri units) uS/cm

.

Requirement

Range 0-20 1-13 1-1000(3)
. . _ . . .

Accuracy (5)
'

Percent 110 if >0.5 Not applicable 1 20
Units +0.05 if <0.5 + 0.3 if 5 >pH<9 Not Applicable

~

~ 0.5 if 5 <nH>9
-

Samplin
Methodtg)

Inline Optional Octional 00:fonal
Grab Samole Required Recuired '&.

-
.

Analysis
Location '

. . . , , . ,,

Cnsite Recuired Required 2ac:Ar-se
Offsite Optional Opticnal Optional

Sample
'

Collection 3 3 3
'

and Analysis
Time (hours)

Radiological (9) (9) (9)
Exposure
Limits

Notes: (Continued)
_.

3) Boiling Water Reactors
,

4) Pressurized Water Reactors

5) Tne required range for measurement of conductivity was taken
frcm reference 14.

.
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6)The designation of percent accuracy as 15 if >1000'

indicates the required accuracy is 1 5 percent if the-

re<1uired measurement is greater than 1000 units. The

designation of units accuracy as 150 if <1000 indicates
that the required accuracy is 150 measurement units if the
required measurement is less than 1000 units. The required

accuracies were taken frcm reference 7.

7) Analysis may be performed with either gran sampling er inline
monitoring methods. Mcwever, for inline analysis metheds

,

the capability to collect and analyze backup grab samples is
required. The capability to collect and analyze at least

one sample per day for seven (7) days following the enset of
the accident and at least one sample er week until the ac-

cident no longer exists is also required.

3) For nuclear :cwer 31 ants wnich utili:e seawa:ar er brackisn
water as a source of reacter ecolant water er whicn have a
single-barrier, reactor ecolant c::ntainment system, the
chloride analysis must be performed within 24 hcurs; for
other nuclear pcwer plants, the requirec cnloride analysis
time is 96 hours. The chloride analysis .may be performed
offsite.

9) The radiation ex;osures to any individual involved in the
'collection and analysis of reactor ccolant samoles under

accident conditions may not exceed 5 rem to the whole bcdy
or 75 rem to the extremities.

.

.
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' The evaluation critieria used in the study were:

'

1. Analysis Time - As the tir:ie required for sample collection was
not specified by SEC cc GE, it was assumed sample collection

could be performed within one heur. Acc rdingly, an upcer limit
of two hours was allotted for sample analysis; chemical analysis
precedures which required two hours or less for analysis were
satisfactory. .

2. Sensitivity, Range, Accuracy - Chemical precedures which encem- -

passed the entire measurement range with the recuired accuracy
were considered adequate. To cover the full range of measure-

ment as required, sample dilu' tion methods were censidered

satisfactcry.

3. Radiological D:osure Limits, Samole Size - 9aciclegical exec-
sure to any individual is limited to 5 rem t: :ne whole mody

and 75 rem to the extremities during the ecliection and analysis
of reactor co'clant samples. Under the assumption of Regulatory

Guides.1.3 or 1.~4 re. leases of fission crocucts to the reacter .3

ccolant, calculatec ' dose ratas fecm reac: r ::alant samoies

are ncminally 140 R/h/g at 10 cm with a one hour decay. Main-
tenance of radiological ex;:osures within ac:aptable limits re-

quires the usage of safety factors such as: shielding, distance,
exposure time, samole dilution, very small undiluted samole,
and/or inline monitoring.

The chemical analysis procedures, including dissolved gases,
proposed by GE and SEC make use of inline monitoring, very small
undiluted samples, and remote dilutions of the initial reactor

coolant sample. The diluted reactor coolant samples are used

for subsequent " hands-on" analysis. With the exceptien of the

subsequent hands-on analysis, this study did not evaluate the
radiological, hazards associated with the above methods. It was
assumed that adequate shielding and/or remote operation would
minimize radiological exposures to personnel. In regard to the

subsequent analysis of diluted reactor coolant samples; only
estimates of radiological exposures could be made as they are

'

11
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n:;t only a function of the amount of reactor coolant in the
~

sample, but also depend on the techniques of the analyst and
the design of the analytical facility.

The method which was established to lessen exposure is to limit
the amount of reactor coolant in the sample taken for analysis
to 0.1 ml. The basis for this criterien is the knowledge that
doses to the extremitfes will be the limiting factor for hands.

on chemical procedures. For example, calculated exposures to

the extremities, using the above value of 140 R/h/g 'of reactor
coolant at 10 cm, will excoed the '75 rem limit by a factor of
almost two for a two hour exposure to a l'. mi sample. It would

.

require approximately five hours of continuous expo:ure to ex-

ceed the dose limits for a 0.1 mi sample. It is realized that

the limitation to a 0.1 mi reactor coolant samole size is con-
servative as exposure time will, in reality, be less than ' twc
hours and techniques to recuce :he ex;csures will procacly ::e
employed. However, to allcw a sufficient margin of safety, s
0.1 m1 reactor coolant samole was consicered an acceptable si:e-
sample in this study. In a final evaluaticn of acceptable sam-
pie sizes, larger samples may be permissible, but all factors
must be considered.

4. Complexity, Routine / Accident ' Usage - Two other criteria wnich
were used are the complexity of performance of the procedures
and the acplicability of the precedures to both routine and

accident condition usage. The procedures were assigned low,
medium, or high levels of complexity based primarily on the
numoer and nature of manipulations involved in the procedure.
Procedures with applicability to both routine and accident con-
ditions were considered more satisfactory than procedures ap-
plicable to accident conditions as the use of nonroutine proce-
dures 'can create r confusion and cause errors under accident
conditions.

-

.

5. Chemical and Radiologically-Induced Interferences -- The release
of large quanities of both radioactive and nonradioactive fis-
sion products will result in high radiation fields and chemical-

~ ~12 ,.
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ly sign 1ficant levels of various ionic species in the reactor

coolant. Both the radiation and ionic species can interfere

with the accuracy of chemical procedures used to analyze reacter
coolant samples. In the selection of an appropriate chemical

analysis method, these matrix effects should be considered. In ,

this s'tucy a chemical procedure was considered unsatisfactory '

if . the interferences cause the accuracy of the precedure to.

exceed 'the reputred limits. The evaluation included a review
'

of available test data and professional judgements based on

past experiences of personnel involved in the' review.
.

.
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4.0 EVALUATION OF CHEMICAL PROCUDURES FOR ANALYSIS

,

OF POSTACCIDENT REACTOR COOLANT SAMPLES

In the evaluation of the applicability of chemical procedures for
analysis of postaccident reacter coolant samples, ENICO studied the chem-
istry of the procedures, compared their capabilities with NUREG-0737
requirements and the established evaluaticn criteria, and ranked the
procedures in order of approp,riateness. Scme of the procedures are simi-
lar to ones used at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL);
this experience added to the data base. -

-

Presented below in Section 4.1 is a summary of the samole collection -

and chemical analysis procedures proposed by SEC and GE and a general
outline of the testing program conducted by SEC and GE. Tnis is followed
by a presentation of ENICO's evaluation of the procecures. ~ cluded aren

brief descriptions of the procedure methodoiogy and the advantages anc/cr
_

disadvantages of each procedure. Last, the overall avaluation of the

individual procedures are summarized for a given tyre analysis.

4.1 SEC and GE Samole Collection. Recer.nenced Analvsis .v thodoloov ande

01emical Procedure Evaluation Procram
Methods for analysis of postaccident reactor coolant samples pro-

15 16-19posed by SEC and GE include inline monitoring and laboratory

anglysis of grab samples. For inline monitoring, sample streams are
diverted either continuously or intermittently through inline sensors.
For laboratory analysis, the reactor coolant grab samples are diluted
inline before transfer to the laboratory or directly to an analytical

instrument. Either diluted liquid or dissolved gas grab samples can be
,

obtained. To cbtain liquid samples,1:100 dilutions of 0.1 ml reactor

coolant samples are typically performed; larger initial dilutions or

secondary dilutions of the initial dilution can also be performed. To

obtain a dissolved gas grab sample; thirty (30) to seventy (70) milli-,

liters of pressurized reactor coolant are isolated, the sample is depres-
| surized, and the dissolved gases are purged into a gas holding chamber

with an inert gas. One milliliter or larger aliquets of the diluted

sample are analyzed following Olution with the inert gas to a known

pressure.

14
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The chemical procedures associated with the proposed methods are"

either conventional or modifications of conventional chemical a[1alysis
procedures. A sumary of the methodology, including chemical analysis |

procedures, rec 0 mended by SEC and suggested by GE is presented in Table |

3. Not included in Table 3 are other meth'ods detailed by SEC and GE;
this information is included in section 4.2.

TABLE 3-

SEC AND GE REACTCR COOLANT ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

~

SYSTEM SAffLE ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS VENCCR TYPE ITTHOD

.lucroborata:Baron SEC Grab

GE Electrode
Grab Spectrophotcmetric

(carminic acid)

Chloride SEC Inline, grab Ion Chrcmotogracny
GE Turbidimetric

.

! Dissolved SEC Inline, grab Gas Chromotography

Hydrogen GE Grab Gas Chremotcgrapny

01ssolved SEC Inline YSI 0xygen Analyzer
Oxygen GE Grab Gas Chremotography

pH SEC Inline -H grobe
,

GE Grab pH paper
,

Conductivity SEC Inline Conductivity Cell
GE Inline Conductivity Cell

-

.

15
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' chemical procedures recomended by SEC are the result of a develop-
ment and testing program conducted by Nuclear Utility Services (NUS) for
SEC. In the study the recomended methods and several other chemical

analysis methods were evaluated in the laboratory to identify chemical
interferences due to sample matrices, to determine operational charac-
teristics of instrumentation, and to measure the sensitivities, ranges,
and accuracies of methods. Employed in the study were simulated post-
accident reactor coolant test samples.. They contained, in addition to

,

the chemical species of interest, high-yield, stable fissien products
and appropriate concentratiens of chemical additives anticipated to be

present in the reactor coolant following an accident. Tne study did not

include actual measurements of possible effects of high radiation fields -

on the procedures; hcwever, it did include the results of a survey of

personnel with prior experience in the analysis of samples with hign
radiation fields and a literature review of effects cf hign irradiation
on different materials.

Chemical procedures suggested by GE, except those coincidental to
the ,SEC tested metheds, are not the result of detailed laboratory test-
ing. Tne only testing of the procedures is related to the effects of -

high irradiation of the samples. Tne suggested procedures were selected,

I primarily on the basis of simolicity, stability and availability of re-

agents, minimum radiation exposure, and likelihood of causing contamina-
tion problems.18

4.2 Chemical Procedure Descriotions. Advancaces/Disadvantaces and
Evaluation Sumaries
In the selection, recommendation, and/or suggestion of chemical

procedures for analysis of postaccident reactor coolant, SEC and GE con-
i

| sidered a total of twenty-seven (27) procedures. The chemical procedures -

'
considered by the two vendors are shown 1:1 Table 4; also noted in the

table are known procedures in use at the INEL. As many of the procedurcs
are similar or identical, they have been grouped together, as appropri-
ate, in ENICO's evaluation of the procedures. Presented in order below
are the evaluations of the boron, chloride, hydrogen, oxygen pH and con-
ductivity measurement procedures.

1

l
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TABLE 4'
-

CHEMICAL AtlALYSIS PROCEDURES C0tiSIDERED BY SEC AND GE -

;

CliEMICAL
ANALYSIS VENCCR PROCEDURE
acron SEC Fiuorcoorate selective ion electrode

SEC Curcumin Spectrophotemetric
SEC Plasma Spectroscopy *

SEC Baronmetry*
SEC Digi Chem Analyzer Mannitol Titration
SEC, GE Carminic acid Spectrophotemetric
SEC Ion chromotograpny*-

SEC Manual Mannitol Titration *t

GE Cenductivity of Baron Solutions

Chloride SEC Ion Chromatography * .

SEC Selective Ion Electrode.
SEC Mecuric nitrate Titration
SEC, GE Thiocyanate Spectropnotc=etric
GE Silver Chloride Colarmetric
C-E Conductivity of Chiarice Solutiens

Hycrogen GE, SEC Gas Chromatogracny

Oxygen GE Gas Chromatogracny
SEC YSI 0xygen Prebe

,

;H GE pH Paper
GE Conductivity
SEC pH Probe * ,

Conductivity SEC, GE Conductivity Cell'

i'

Indicates a procedure that is in use at the Idaho Chemical Peccessino! *
~

Plant (ICPP) or the Loss of Fluid Test Facility (LCFT) at the It:EL.

4.2.1 9eron Analysis Procedures

4.2.1.1 Fluoroborate Selective Ion Electrode (FSIE). In

the FSIE chemical analysis procedure, the baron centent of a sample is
determined by the measurement of the concentration of the tetrafluorobo-
rate ion. In addition to the sensing electrode, which contains a mem-

|
brane with a selective tetrafluoroborate ton exchanger, a singl.+ function

j reference electrode (KCe/ saturated AgCe) and a conventional m D11 volt
; meter with a relative millivolt moce are required.

.

17
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The procedure requires precise laboratory techni-
ques; care must be exercised to add the reagents to the standards or
samples in sequence and to perfarn measurement: at prescribed times. In
the analysis procedure a standard and a sample are analyzed simultaneous-
7y. Initially,1.0.m1 of saturated sodium fluoride is added to 5.0 ml

of. the standard, and then 0.5 ml 10 N sulfuric acid is added (the sedium
fluoride and sulfuric acid converts boric acid to the tetrafluoroborate
ion). With the addition of the acid to the standard, a timer is started;
five minutes later the same reagents are added to 5.0 ml of a previously>

diluted sample. At eight minutes the electrodes are inserted into the

standard solution which is being stirred; at ten minutes the millivolt
response is adjusted to correspond to a specific value on a pre-

established calibration curve.

The millivolt respense for the sample is rec 5rded
at fifteen minutes and related to the p;m baron frem the calibration

curve. .

To minimize radiological hazards 1.0 mi samoles and
standards can be analyzed by the above procedure with the use of cor-
respondingly less sodium fluoride and sulfuric acid. In adoitien, the

analysis can be performed by using only 0.3 ml of the original 5.0 ml
ur 1.0 ml of sample taken for analysis. Tne analysis using. 0.3 ml is
performed statically in micredishes.

There are two types of calibration curves. One for
the 5.0 ml and/or 1.0 ml samples analyzed by intersion of the electrodes
into a stirring solution, and one for the 0.3 mi samples analyzed by im-

| mersion of the electrodes in the microdishes. The calibration curves
are established using the same techniques employed for the samples; the
calibration curves are valid only for the' pair of electrodes used to
establish them. Calibration curves are estimated to be valid for six

; months; however, frequent use of the electrodes shortens their life.

Accordingly, routine ~ checks of.the calibration curves are recommended to
maintain their currentness. Approximately a total of one hour is re-,

quired, to generate new calibration curves for both large and small
samples.

18
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Numerous laboratory tests were carried out with

simulated postaccident matrix samples to identify chemical interferences
.

to the FSIE procedure. flo sample matrix effects were observed when the
procedure described above was followed.

The advantages of the procedure are its wide mea-
surement range and accuracy, the small sample sizes required,the lack of
chemical interferences, its adaptability to routine and accident condi-
tion usage, and the short analysis time required.

The main disadvantage of the procedure is its rela-
tive ccmplexity, which will necessitate well-trained analysts and fre-

,

quant usage of the procedure by the analysts in crder to retain their

familiarity with it. Another limitaticn of the procedure, under the

assumption of a minimum initial sample dilutien of 1:100, is the inabili-

ty of the procedure to measure bcron levels in nignly racicactive reac :r
coolant below fif ty ppm. Mcaever, in E.'i!C3's c; inion, this is ac: a

serious limitation .as under accident conditions the concentration cf
baron in the reactor coolant snould be much higner than fifty pcm; and,
if it isn't, confirmation that boron levels are fifty pan or abcve is -

sufficient information to determine tne need for subsequent corrective

actions.

i
The FSIE analysis procedure has not been tasted.

with high radiation field samples; hcwever, E.'1ICO does not believe ir-
.

radiation associated with highly radioactive samples will significantly
alter the applicability of the method.

4.2.1.2 Curcumin Scectrochotemetric. Tne curcumin spectro-
photmetric boron analysis method is based on the measurement of a red-
colored product, rosocyanine, formed by the reaction of baron and

curcumin. To perform the measurement the 1.0 ml diluted sample and

standards, which are analyzed concurrently with the samples, are mixed
with 4.0 ml of curcumin; evaporated to dryness; dissolved in 95 percent
isopropyl alcohol to a total volume of 25 ml; and transferred to a 1.0

cm spectrophotometer cell. In the spectrophotometer, a Bausch and Lont
Spectronic 20 or equivalent, the percent transmittance of the sample and

.

4
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standard are measured at 540 nm. A calibration chart is prepared from

the standards, and the concentration of the boren in the sample is deter-
mined from the calibration chart.

The curcumin spectrophotemetric procedure was labo-
ratory tested by SEC/NUS. In addition to sample matrix effect studies

using samples containing selected nonradioactive fission products and
chemicals anticipated to be present after an accident, experiments were
performed to optimize the precision, accuracy, and required analysis

'

time.

The advantages of the procedure are its wide mea-
surement range, its accuracy, the small sample size repuired, the lack

of chemical interferences, its utility under accident and routine condi-
tions, and its relative simplicity. The disadvantages of the procedure
are the icng analysis times equired and the necessity to generate cali-
bration curves at the same time samole analyses are perfer ed. The later
is considered a disadvantage as a significant amcunt of time could be
wasted if a satisfactory calibration c;tn not be obtained the first time.
Another limitation of the procedure is the inability to measure leveis

,

| of baron levels in reactor water below twenty ocm. Mcwever, as noted /~

above, ENIC0 does not consider this a major limitation as required cor- ;..fy,_,

rective action can be made based on the knowledge of baron concentrations f,,,

of twenty ppn or more.

Tne effects of high radiation fields on the' prece-

| dure have not been determined. In ENICO's judgement, the accuracy or
sensitivity of the procedure wculd not be compromised; but this needs to
be confirmed before the procedure is used.

,

4.2.1.3 Plasma Spectroscooy. The analysis of baron by

| plasma spectroscopy is achieved by vaporization of the sample in a plasma
jet and analysis of the atomic emission spectra which is generated. The

boren resonance wavelength of either 249.7 or 249.8 nm is used. Readout
:

. of the unknown is compared to standards. Five milliters of a diluted

reactor coolant sample is required. 0,ne milliliter of the sample and ;

iassociated radioactivity is completely vaporized and released; the other '

!
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four milliliters are collected in a waste container as condensed spray
.

droplets. The required analysis time is fifteen to thirty minutes.

No specific laboratory testing details were pro-

vided; however, it was indicated that limited tests were performed on
simulated reactor matrix solutions with satisfactory reproducibility and
accuracy. The measurement range associated with the procedure also was y

not provided; however, a lower detection limit of less than 1 ppn boron ; _._ _._ z_

is reported. With this sensitivity and appropriate sample dilution, it p

appears the measurement range would be sufficient to cover the measure- .

'

ment range ?equired.

.

Thi advantages of the procedure are its apparent
simolicity, time required for analysis, and small samole si:es.

The disadvantages of the ::rocacure are the lack of
sufficient laboratory, testing and the radioactivity releases associated
with it. It is assumed that appropriate design modifications could be
incor:: orated to circumvent this latter deficiency;. but the design mus:
include features to collect all the radioactive releases, not erely to

contain them in a fumehood, as is done with the existing design. High

radiaticn fields will not affect the applicability of the procedure.

4.2.1.4 Baronemetry. The analysis of baron by bcronemetry
is based on the attenuation of a collimated neutron beam by a solution
of baron between the source of neutrons and the cetector. The neutron
count rate.from the detector tube is converted directly to boron concen-
tration on the readout electrometer or pulse counter. Californium-252
or plutonium-beryllium are typically used as sources of neutrons. Soren

trifluoride (BF ) tubes or fission chambers are two types of detectors.3
Although BF tubes have been reported to operate satisfactorily in

3
-

gamma-ray fields up to 100 R/hr, later baronmeters use fission chambers
as they are virtually insensitive to gama-ray fields.

-

.
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Boroncmeters typically employ relatively large
volume samples,1-2 liters or more. Accordingly, massive shielding of
the sample station and separation of the sample station and readout in-
strumenation is required for accident condition usage. As the detectors
are sensitive to other sources of neutrons, location of the detectors

within the plant should be considered, and the detectors should be lo-
cated away from these sources.

The sensitivity of baronometers is on the order of

1 ppn baron with a useful range of 5000 ppn or mere.

.

Calibration of borencmeters can be performed stati-

cally or by flowing standards with a variety of baron concentrations

past the detector.
.

Although no laboratory testing was ;erfor ec on the
effects of sample matrices, no chemical interferences are anticipated.

The advantages of baron analysis by baronometry are
the continuous readout of the boren concentra+ ton, the wide measurement
range with or withcut sample dilucions, the apolicability of the method
to routine and accident use, and existence of proven baronometers.

,

The disadvantage of the method is the use of large
volume samples, which could create maintenance problems shculd 2 failure
occur during an accident. However, the impact of such an :::urrence

could be minimized as a backup boron analysis capability us' g grad
samples is required for inline monitoring methods.

As noted above, high radiation fields will' not

affect the performance of boron analysis performed by boronometry.

4.2.1.5 Digichem Analyzer of Manual Mannitol Titrations.

The procedure for baron analysis using either the Digichem Analyzer or
manual titrimetry methods is, in principle, the same. Mannitol is added
to the sample to form a bcron mannitol complex; hydrochloric acid is
added to initially ' adjust the pH of the solution to 4.4; and the sai:ple

- 22
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is titrated to the end point (pH 8.5) with sodium hydroxide. The boren
content of 'the sample is derived from the volume of sodium hydroxide
titrant used and comparision to standards data.

The difference in the two procedures is obvious;

one employs hands-on techniques and the other employs remote analysis.
The remote analysis is perfarned autcmatically with the Digichem Ana-
lyzer. It makes use of a microprecessor for sample and reagent dispens-
ing, selution mixing, and concentration measurements. The analyzer auto-
matica11y calculates the boren centent and outputs it on a ecmputer- .

compatible tape. Analysis by the analyzer can be performed centinuously,
semicontinuously, or in the batch mode. Separation of the sensing ele-
cent and the readcut device is required to eliminate radiation effects

on the system els.ctronics; the sensor and electrcnics can be separated
by at least twenty-five feet without degradation of the signal.The analy-
sis times are seven minutas with the autcmatic analyzer and t.<enty

ainutes for the hands-on methods.
.

A total of two hundred micrograms of boren is re- .

quired for analysis with either the automatic or manual precedure. Ac- -

'ccrdingly, the required sample sizes depend on the concentration in the
sample. For example, under the assumption that 0.1 ml of reactor ecolant
is an upper limit for the reactor coolant sample size, the initial con-
centration of boron in the reactor coolant would have to be two thousand
p;m or greater to provide sufficient boren for analysis. The two thou-
sand ppm represents the icwer limit of detection for 0.1 mi samples and,
as a result, precludes the usage of the hands-on mannitol titration pro-
cedure usage on accident condition samples. Mcwever, it does not pre-

clude the use of the DigiChem Analyzer for accident conditions as larger
samples can be collected and analyzed remotely.

In fact, the Digichem Analyzer has been laboratory*

tested on standards, with and without the presence of potential inter-

ferences; accurate, precise, . interference free results were obtained.

The measurement range of the procedure for a 4.0 m1 sample is 50-6000*

ppn baron, which could be extended downward by the use of larger samples.
f

.
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The advantage of the automatic mannitol titration
procedure is its relative simplicity, remote operational characteristics,
utility under routine and accident conditions, and wide measurement

range.

The only apparent disadvantage of the procedure is
the potential maintenance difficulty which might cccur during replacement
of sensing elements under accident conditions or rapid repair of the

microprocessor. However, as backup capabilities to analyze boren samples
are required for inline sample methods, the Digichem analyzer should
meet all measurement requirements.

The effects of high radiation fields have not been
tested. EllICO feels that the effects probaoly will not be signific' ant;

,

hcwever, this should be confirmed.

4.2.1.5 Ian Chrematocrachv (IC). An icn enrematogru:h W-

ates on the principle of selective retention and elution of icnic s;:ecies

on and from ion exchange media. It basically consists of a separator

column and eluent, a suppressor column, a conductimetric detector, and a
readcut device. To perform an analysis fcr anions, such as borates or

|
chlorides, the sample is first passad through the separator column - an |

anion exchange medium which retains the anions and replaces them with
another anien frcm the exchange medium. The retained aniens are then
selectively removed from the separator column with the eluent, normally
a dilute salt solution, and passed through the suppressor column. In the
suppressor column - a cation exchange medium - the aniens are converted
to their acid forms which pass unretarded to the conductimetric detector.
The conductivity of these dilute acid solutions is a function of the

anion concentrations in the sample.
|
|

The time between sample injection and the appearance

of conductivity peak for a particular anion depends on the sample size,
the physical size of the columns, the types of exchange media, and the
types, concentrations, and flow rate of the eluent. As a result differ-
ent anions in a single sample can be separated and analyzed by proper
selection of parameters.

.
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. In the developnent of an icn chrcmatograpnic proce-

I dure for the analysis of baron and/or chloride; SEC/NUS studied varicus
combinations of eluents, separator columns, suppressor columns, and sam-
ple injection loop sizes. Initial testing resulted in a method which

used a sodium tetraborate eluent and was applicable for chloride analysis
of postaccident reactor coolant samples (cf Secticn 4.2.2.1). Mcwever,

the analysis of boric acid solutions with the procedure shewed inconsis-
tent results.

Additional developr.ent and testing by Dicnex, the
'

manufacturer of the ion chromotograph used, resulted in a procedure fer
the simultaneous analysis of baron and chloride using a single samole.

In the test program a modified Dionex Mcdel 'O Icn
Chremategrapn was used. The modificatiens included two A x 250 mm secara-

tor columns, a 3 x 250 =n sucpressor column, a twenty em (0.Ca3 mi) sam-
pie injecticn 1 cop, and a sodium caroonate/scoium hyoroxice/mann :al
eluent. An additonal requirement identified was the need of a :ation

pre-column to remove excess base and c:nvert berates to beric acic prior
'

to loading hignty basic saacles into the injeetion icop. With a twenty- ~

five percent pump stroke, the necess'ary times for the baron and chieride
peaks to appear following injection to the sampling icop are rescective-
ly 5-6 and 9-10 minutes.

To consistently obtain satisfactory results, peri-

odic washing and/cr regeneraticn of the suppressor and pre-columns is;

necessary. The pre-column requires regeneration after the analysis of
every two to three samples containing 0.4 M sodium hydroxide. The re-
quired frequency for washing and regeneration of the supressor eclumns
was not stated. However, based on the frequency noted in the inital
chloride analysis development work, estimated frequency for regeneration
is every four hours of continuous operation. The need for this is indi-

cated by an erratic baseline on the readout device. The required fre-*

quency for washing the suppressor is once daily .or prior to each
_

regeneration.
.
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* * If column washing and regeneration are not required,
the analysis time is forty minutes. If column washing and regeneration
are required prior to analysis, the sample analysis time is approximately
two hours. Neither case includes system calibration time, which is

fifteen minutes.

The IC procedure for simultaneous chloride and baron
analysis has been laboratory tested using simulated postaccident reactor
coolant samples, stable fission products, caustic, cooling water impuri-
ties, and normal reactor coolant chemical additives. No sample matrix .

cffects were observed within the specified measurement range.
.

.

The advantages of the procedure are its adaptability
to remote operation, the large chloride measurement range, the simolicity
of operation, small sample si::es, potentially shcr: sample analysis time,
and the lack of chemical interferences.

.

The disadvantages of the procedure are the lack of
a sufficient measurement range for boren, the need of a pre-column for
basic samples, and the need for column washes and regeneration which -

might lead to long analysis times.

The effects of large irradiations assceiated with

highly radioactive samples have not been evaluated. However, based on a

1.iterature study of radiation effects on the components of the IC ano on
limited laboratory tests used to determine the effects of 0-200 ppn hy-

drogen peroxide in samples, no radiological effects are anticipated.
The literature showed that cation resins begin to degrade at approxi-

8mately 10 rads and that the electronic components are resistant to
5exposure well above 10 rads. Both levels are well above those

anticipated to be encountered by the IC during analysis of samples.

4.2.1 * Carminic Acid Soectrochotometry. Two procedures

were presented for boron analysis with carminic acid, one by SEC and one

by GE. The one presented by GE was detailed; it was developed by HACH
Chemical Company and closely follows an ASTM procedure.21 The20

.

6
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procedure presented by SEC was only an outline. Since both methods were
similar and the HACH procedure had a slightly larger measurement range,

'only the HACH procedure is discussed.

The HACH procedure is very simple. First the

carminic acid in preweighed tablet form is added to 75 ml of sulfuric
acid and mixed; then, 35 ml of the prepared solution is adoed to 2.0 ml
of the sample, blank, and/or standard. After the development of the

color, 20-30 minutes, 25 ml of the soluticn(s) is transferred to scectro-
photometric calls and the percent transmittance is measured at 605 nm -

with a Sausch and Lc:rb Spectronic 20 spectrognotmeter, er equivalent.
The measurement range is 0-15 ppn baron without sample dilution and 0 -
several thousand p;:m boron with sample dilution. Tne total analysis

time is approximately 40 minutes.

The procedure has not been tested for pcstaccicant

! reactor coolant sample chemical matrix effects; it has been tas ac for

effects of high sample radiation fields. At the maximum anticipated
3source tarm, 8 x 10 rad /h for a 0.1. mi reactor coolant samole dilutad3

to 25.0 *si the effects of irradiation should be equivaient to no more

than 5 pps baron. This would result in negligible error when c::coared
to levels of baron in postaccident samples.

The advantages of the procedure are the small samole
sites required, the wide measurement range, the adaptability to routine
and accident conditions, and the simplicity.

The disadvantage is lack of laboratory testing with
postaccident chemical matrix samples.

| - 4.2.1.8 Conductivity of Baron Solutions. A GE specification

requires the Standby Liquid Control Systen (SLCS) at BWR's to be filled
with a solution of borax and boric acid at a ratio of 1.028. GE proposed

that, in the event the SLCS were actuated, the boron concentration in

the reactor coolant could be estimated from conductivity. GE tested the

.
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* hypothesis with a 1.028 borax to boric acid solution by varying the baron
concentration between 5.4 and 201 ppu boren. The calibratien curve was
linear between 10.8 and 201 ppn baron.

This suggests that, with sample dilution, the boren
concentration of reactor coolant can be determined by conductimetric

measurements. However, ENICO believes that under accident condition
there are too many other variables which could affect the conductivity
of the reactor coolant and cause erroneous measurement. Accordingly,

the approach is not censidered to be applicable for measurement of baron
concentration in reacter coolant.

.

4.2.1.9 Sumary and Cenclusions for Baron Analysis
,

Procecures. Tne results of ENICO's evaluation of
potential chemical analysis procedures and methods for postaccident reac-
tar coolant sample baron analysis are sun:narized in Table E. Included

are the measurement ranges, sensitivities, accuracies, analysis ;i=es,
sample sizes, and analysis methods. Also noted are the ecmplexity of

the procedures and the existence, based on actual testing and/or prof.es-
sional judgements, of known or anticipated chemical,or radiological in- .

terferences. Finally, the applicability of the procedure to routine and

accident condition use is indicated.

As all but one of the procedures met or exceeded

the criteria for required sample size, radiological exposures, measure-
ment range and accuracy, and analysis times; the selection and ranking
of the procedures in order of applicability were based to a degree en

the complexity of the procedure and the laboratory testing which had
been performed. If two procedures had similar ccmplexities or amounts

of laboratory testing; other factors, like time of analysis, were con-

sidered. Inline analysis procedures were ranked lower than grab sampling
procedures with similar qualifications as the capability to analyze
backup grab samples is required for inline methods. Last, anticipated
maintenance problems or potential contamination were considered.
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TABLE 5
*

FEATURES OF PROPOSED AtlALYTICAL PROCEDURES FOR 30RON

Method Fluoroborate Curcumin Plasma
Feature Electrode Spectophotometric Spectroscopy

rat'GE (ppa)
Direct Analysis 0.5 - 6.0 0.2 - 2.0 0-<1.0
With 1.:100 Oilution 50-600 20-200 0-<100
With 1:1000 Oilution 500-6C00 200-2000 0-<1000
With Other Oilutions 50-6000 20-6000 0-6000
>1:100 (2) .

Accuracy (".) 130 if 8 = 50 113 +20(3)
_

(8 in ppn) 110 if 8 >300

Sample and/cr
Analysis Methcc7
Inline No no No
Grab Yes Yes ves

_

Analytical Backup
Required? No No No
Sample Collection Method -- -- --

Sample Analysis Method -- -- --
.

Sm ole Si:e (at)
Oiluted Anal 1.0-5.0 1.0 0.25
Actual RCH)ysis Sample 0.01-0.05 0.01 .co.005

Analysis Time (min), 20 120 30

Procedure Complexity Medium Fedium Low

Gemical *nterferences? No No L'nknown
Tested Yes Yes Limited
Anticipated No-- --

Radiological Effects? Unkncwn Unkncwn Unhown
Tested No No Me

Anticipated llo No he

Application
Routine Yes Yes Yes
Accident Yes Yes Yes

.
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TABLE 5 (Continued)-

FEATURES OF PROPOSED ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES FOR BORON

Mannitol
Titrimetry

Method Carminic Acid (Manual or Digi- Ion
Feature Spectrophotometric Chem. Analyzer) Baranometer Chrematograpny

.

RANGE (ppn)
Direct Analysis 0-10.0 50-6000 0-5000(1) 500-6000
With 1:100 Oilution 10-100 Not appropriate 0-500,C00 Not appropriata
With 1:10C0 Oilution 100-1000 due to lack 0-5,000,000 due to lack of
With Other Dilutions 0-6000 of sensitivity 0-6000 sensitivity
>1:100 (2) .

Ac::uracy (".) 115(3) g 33 338 in ppn)
(Sample and/or
Analysis Me:had?

Znline No Yes Yes Yes
Grab Yes No No No

Analytical Backup Yes, For
Requi: cd7 No Yes, For Inline Inline No

Sam::le Collection Method Available . Available-- --

Sample Analysis Method Not Specified Not Specified ----

~

Sample Si:e (al) 2.0 * 4.3(5) 1C00-20C0 0.04
Oiluted Ana},vgis Sample 0.02 1-2 10-20 0.04(3)

Actual RCM/

Analysis Time (min) 40(6) 5-30 continuous 40-120(7)

Procedure Complexity Low Low Medium--

Chemical Interferences? Unknown No Unknown No
Tested No Yes No Yes
Anticipated No No- --

,

Radiological Effects? No Unknown No Unknowni

Tested Yes No yes No
Anticipated No No-- --

Application -

Yes Yes(8) Yes No(9)
Routine Yes Yes Yes No
Accident

- . . . -

Notes:

| 1) The range of measurements using neutron adsorption is based
i on boron densitcmeters used at the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory.
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2) With dilutions greater than 1:100 the upper limit of the
measurement range can be extended to ten-of-thousands of
ppm. However an upper limit of 60C0 ppn is noted as measure-
ments above 6000 ppn are not required.

3) In the procedure presented the uncertainty of the methcd was.

not included; based on professional judgement the uncertainty
has been estimated at +20 percent.

4) The actual volume of reactor coolant used in the analysis
was determined frem a 100-fold dilution of 0.1 ml of reac:cr
ecolant and the volume of diluted sample required for the
analysis.

5) Due to a lack of sensitivity for baron, typical sample diiu-
tion of 1:100 of 0.1 m1 reacter coolant samples is not appro-
priate. Consequently, baron analysis of grab samples can not
be made with the procedure. Mcwever, the procecure has suf-
ficient sensitivity to analy:e chloride, in diluted grab sam-
pies (see sections 4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.5).

6) Two precedures were cresented for boron analysis with
carminic acid, one by SEC and one oy GE. Tne analysis time
scecified by GE and SEC were 40 and g0 minutes, rescec:ively.
Tne difference in times is the nun::er of minutes retuired
for cooling fo11cwing carminic acid adcition and for 0: 1cr
develo;=ent. As GE had' tested the procedure and SEC had
not, 40 minutes is assumed to be correct.

.

a

7) Tne actual boren analysis time is forty (40) minutes. Mcw-
ever, during c:ntinucus operation a eclu=n wasn/ regeneration /
equilibration cycle is required every four hcurs. According-
ly, an analysis ceuid require aaproximately two hours.

8) The manual mannitol titrimetrftivity to analyze small reactoris appropiate for routine use
only as the method lacks sens
coolant samoles; the manual method is commonly useo at PWR's
under normal conditions. The Digichem Analyzer metnce is -

applicaole to routine or accident condition usage as tne
method uses remote analysis of larger reactor c:clantsamples.

9) The ion chromatographic procedure is not accropriate fer
| routine or accident conditicn usage due to insufficient sen-

sitivity. If te lower detection of SCO ppn boren were
deemed to be sufficiently sensitive, the procedure would be
appropriate for accident condition use only.

|

|
,
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Listed in order of appropriateness is the result of-

ENICQ's evaluation of the baron analysis procedures:

1. Fluoreborate Electrode
| 2. Digichem Analyzer Mannitol Titrimetry

3. Curcumin Spectrophotometric
4. Baronometer.

5. Carminic Acid Spectrophotometric
6. Plasma Spectroscopy

7. Ian Chromatography -

1

It should be emphasized that the order of ranking
is based on presently available information only. With additional test-
ing the order could change. For example, with confirmation that there

are no chemical interferences to the carminic acid spectropnotemetric
j method, it would be ranked at or near the top due to ease of use. Like-

wise, modifications to the plasma spectroscopy instrument, wnien would

| insure containment of volatilized radioactivity, would improve its rat-

ing. Last, confirmation of the existence or nonexistence of radiological
interferences could alter the order of ranking. .

.

4.2.2 Chloride Analysis Methods

4.2.2.1 Ion Chromatograchy (IC). Described in Section
4.2.1.6 was an ion chromatographic procedure for the simultaneous analy-

,

s.is of boren and chloride. Included in the descriptfcn were the columns,
sample sizes, eluent, and operational characteristics required for satis-
factory analysis of bcron and chloride in a single sample.

The measurement range, accuracy, sample size, and
analysis time for chloride . analysis with the procedure are respectively
0.1-2000 ppm, + 10 percent, 0.04 ml of undiluted reactor coolant, and

.

40-120 minutes. The procedure, which has been laboratory tested, is

I applicable for routine and accident condition use. It can also be used
as an inline monitor or for analysis of grab samples.

..
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The advantages of the procedure are the measurement
range for chloride, normal and accident usage, small sample size, the '
lack of chemical interferences, remote operability, simplicity of opera-

tion, and potentially short analysis time.

The disadvantages of the procedure are the lack of
a sufficient measurement range for boren, the required column washes /
regenerations, which increase the analysis times, and the need of a pre-
column for basic samples. Another unknown is the lack of data on the
potential effects of highly radioactive samples.

.

Sentry Equipment Corporation also developed and
,

tested another icn chrcmatographic procedure for chloride analysis. The

procedure can not be used for baron analysis; however, it is very similar
to the baron-chloride analysis described previcusly. Tne procedure uses
a 3 x 250 mm sacarator column, a 5 x 250 mm suscresser column, a socium
tetraborate aluent, and a 0.04 mi sample. Tne preceours does not use a

pre-column. To obtain satisfaccory results the columns musc be wasnec
and regenerated. Washing frepuency is once daily or prior to each ,

regeneration.
.

Regeneration frequency is one every four hcurs of
continuous operation. A high erratic baseline, a change in the time of

the appearance of the chloride peak (normally six minutes), and/or a
change in the peak height for the standard indicate a need for

regeneratien.

The tetraborate IC procedure has been tested in the
laboratory with simulated samples of fission products and chemical addi-
tives. Special laboratory tests were performed to determine the effects
of morpholine, hydrazine, amonia, and natural and synthetic oils. The

only effect observed was due to oils, which caused a progressive 10-30
percent increase in the chloride response and a memory effect. However,

as the memory effect can be eliminated with column washing and regenera-
l tion and as the increase in chloride peak height is associated with

longer elution times, the effect is not considered significant as it can

|
be detected and corrected.
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Laboratory tests were also performed with the te-

traborate IC precedure to determine its ability to measure fluoride and

iodide. The data indicated that the fluoride elution time was 1.5

-minutes and that measurement of fluoride is possible down to 25 ppn (+10
,

percent) in the presence of fewer than 100 ppn beren. Attempts to mea-

sure fluoride in the presence of higher concentrations of baron were

unsuccessful due to peak overlap. The iodide measurements indicate that
iodide could not be detected at low concentrations (0.5 ppn), and at

high cencantrations--(up to 100 ppn) small respenses were observed. The

iodide data indicates that fodide will not interfere with the tetraborate
IC chloride analysis method.

.

The advantages and disadvantages of the tetrabcrate
IC procedure are essentially the same as the ones presented above for
the boren-chloride IC procedure.

4.2.2.2 Scecific Icn Electrede (SIE). The precedure for

chloride analysis by SIE is very simple and rapid. The pH of the solu-

tion is adjusted to 2-4 and the SIE and a reference electrode are im-

mersed in the solution and the millivolt response is related to the chlo- .

ride concentration.

The investigative studies performed by SEC/NUS em-
played a Graphic Centrols Ultra-Sensitive Solid State Chloride Electrode

3

(Model PHI 91100) and a Graphic Controls double-junction reference elec-

trede (No. GC 54473). In the procedure 1.0 ml of nitric acid was added

to 100 ml of sample to adjust the pH. The =easurement range determined
I with standard chloride solutions was 0.01 to 35,000 ppn chloride.

With the above measurement range, the SIE is ap-

plicable to routine use only as approximately 10.0 ml of reactor coolant
sample, diluted'to the 100 ml sample analysis size,'would be required to
detect 0.1 ppn chloride. Furthermore, the method suffers from inter-

<

ference of other halogens. The interference problem pcssibly can be

solved by a combination of selective oxidation and solvent extracticns;
however, at present the SIE is not applicable to postaccident chloride
analysis due to the relatively large sample size required.

34
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Conceivably, the SIE could be adapted to remote

operation; but, as noted, the chemical interference problem must be

solved. Overall, the method is not a good candidate.

4.2.2.3 Turbidimetric. Colorimetric. Titrimetric and
Spectrochotmetric. C-eneral Electric and SEC/NUS

evaluated or suggested a nunter of other candidate precedures for chlo-
ride analysis. All are basically hands-on methods; however, one (titri-
metry) could be adapted to remote inline analysis. There has been
limited or no laboratory testing of the procedures by SEC/NUS or GE in -

regard to their applicability to analysis of reactor coolant samples

with potential fission prcduct or chemical interferences. However, based

on the judgement of personnel at ICPP who have prior experience with the
same prcblems on similar procedures, it is anticipatec that icdides and/

or other halogens will interfere with all the precedures presented in

this section. Futhermore, due :o the relatively large size reactor c:ol-
ant samoles required for analysis, 2-50 ml, use of the procedures f r

hands-on analysis is prchibited under accicent conditions. Ac::rdingly,
the precedures are not applicable to analysis of postaccident samples
without further testing, modification, and development, or witneut remote
use.

Fcr informational purposes, each precedure is
briefly outlined below.

.

Turbidimetric and Colorimetric
The turbidimetric and colorimetric precedures are

very similar. Six drops of concentrated nitric acid are added to the

sample,12 ml for colorimetric and 25 ml for turbidimetric; the percent

transmittance is recorded; seven drops of 1 N silver nitrate are added;

and the precent transmittance is recorded again. The difference between
the two recorded measurements is related to the concentration of chloride
by the use of calibration standards. For turbidimetry a HACH Turbidi-
meter or equivalent is recomended, and for colorimetry a Coleman Nepho-
Colorimeter, or equivalent, is recommended.

. . - _ _
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Spectrophotometric'

The spectrophotometric precedure presented is also '

simple and comonly used for chloride analysis. It involves the mixing
of 10 ml of ferric amenium sulfate solution, 5.0 ml of mercuric thio-

cyanate methanol solution, and 25 ml of sample. This is followed by the
measurement of the percent transmittance at 463 nm in a 10 cm spectro-

1 photemetric cell.

Titrimetry

The titrimetry method is based on the formation of .

a mercury ecmplex, diphenylcarbozone-bremphenol b lue, and mecurcus

! chloride. The end-point color developnent occurs whenmercurous ions are .

in excess of the chloride. In the procedure 25 ml of sample,1-2 ml of
diphenyl-carbozone, and a few drops of the bremphenol blue indicater are

'

mixed. Tnis is followed by the addition of mecuric nitrate. Tne cuanity

of mercuric nitrate added is a funceicn of the chicride concentration.
'

:

4.2.2.4 Conductivity of Chloride Solutions. For a dilute

i so.lution of an ionic species the specific conductance, K, in ,:S/cm is

given by:'

X = 10 AC (4-1)

where A is the equivalent conductivity and C is

the concentration of the ionic species in solution in electrolytic equi-

valents. When the conductivity of a solution is due to several icnic
species, the specific conductance of the solution can be expressed as

the su.: nation of the conductances of each of the separate ionic species:-

K = 103 [(A C ) (4-2)jg

where A and C are respectively the limitingj j
'

| equivalent ionic conductance and concentration of the individual species
t

| in solution. Values, which are available in handbooks, of the equivalent
conductance of different ionic species can be used to calculate the con-
ductivity or, alternately, the concentration of the ionic species pro-
vided the ionic species concentrations are known er the conductivity of

,

the solution is known.

36
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The proposed procedure utilizes the above technique
for. estimation of upper limits of chloride concentration in. postaccident
reactor coolant samples. ENICO agrees such a technique is applicable for
estimation of upper limits of chloride or other ionic species in solu-

tion, but does not believe the technique meets the intent of the NRC re-

quirement for chloride analysis. For example, chloride concentrations
calculated frem the conductivii:y of postaccident solution will, in all

probability, be in excess of the 0.1 pan limitatien due to the presence
of fission products, high cadiaticn fields, and/or other chemicals. As

a result, corrective actions will be taken or, mere likely, accurate

analysis of chloride concentrations will be made. Initial accurate de-
terminations will preclude undue concern and/or unnecessary actions.

.

4.2.2.5 Summary and Conclusion of Chloride Analysis

Procedures. At present there is only one a;olicable

method for chloride analysis of :ostaccident enforice analysis: icn
chromategrapny. The other precedures evaluated are nc: accro:riate due

' to the large sample sizes recuired and known or anticipated chemical
interferences t.o the procedures. The results and features of the croce-
dures evaluated are shown in Table 5.

.

i
The chemical procedures have not been ranked in

order of applicability. Of the methods not presently applicable, the
specific icn electrode and the titrimetry methods acpear to have :he
most potential due to adaptability to remote use, i.e., reduction of
radiological exposures. Their use, however, will de:end en elimination

-- of chemical interferencer, such as other halogens. Limited investigative
work was performed by SEC/NUS to eliminate the chemical interferences.
Their technique, which ENICO believes has gccd potential, was selective
oxidation - solvent extraction. Consequently, with additional testing
and developnent one or more of these precedures could be adapted for
postaccident use. Specific procedures proposed in the future will re-

quire evaluation as they become available.
;

4.2.3 Dissolved' Hydrogen and Oxycen

| '4.2.3.1 Gas Chromatocraohy (GC) - Hydrocen Analysis. A gas

| chrcmatograph consists of a sample injection loop, a chrcmatographic
,

,

t
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column containing a media such as charcoal or molecular sieves, a thermal
conductivity cell, and a meter-re'adout device. The thermal conductivity,

cell, or detector, has two, matched hot wire filaments. Two streams of
carrier gas, e.g., argon, are supplied to the GC from a comen source.
One stream flows . directly past one of the filaments; the other stream
flows through the GC column then to the second hot wire filament. In

the absence of a sample, the two filaments reach thermal equilibrium
(constant resistance) and no detector output is observed. Upon injecticn
of a sample into the GC column, non-equilibrium between the two filaments
is created due to the different thermal conductivities of the gases

eluted frem the GC column to the sample stream filament. The thermal
conductivity irtalance generates a detector output. .

'

'
As the different constituents of a sample are elured

from the GC column at different and specific times, the observed detector
outputs can be attributed to the individual comoonent of the gas samole.
The magnitude of the cutputs are proportional to the concentrations of

the different gases in the sample. Quantification of the concentrations
is achieved by comparisic.n of the detector output of samples and

standards.
.

The GC suggested by GE is a Baseline Model 1030, or
equivalent. The Model 1030 is a microprocessor controlled instrument
with thermal conductivity detectors. It is equipped with a gas condi-
t.ioner, an autcmatic retention time indicator, and thermal conductivity
;eak integrator. The suggested GC column is ten feet of 1/8 to 3/16

inch tubing with 5A molecular sieves. The carrier gas (helium) flowrate,

3and pressure are 30 cm / minute and 15-30 psig; the suggested column
temperature was 30-50 C.

Although a Fisher Model 1200 Gas Chromatograph was

used in the SEC/NUS development and testing program, SEC/NUS also sug-
gests Baseline GC, or equivalent, for plant applications due to its

larger measurement range. Specific GC columns and operational parameters
were not given by SEC/NUS. It is assumed the specifications will be

similar to those noted by GE. Many combinations of. columns, carrier gas
flowrates, and temperatures have been used successfully in the past.

I
l
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TABLE 6

.

FEATURES OF PROPOSED AtlALYTICAL PROCEDURES FOR CliLORIDE

Specific
Pethod Ion Ion
Feature Chromatography Electrode Turbidimetric

! RANGE (ppn)
Direct Analysis 0.1 - 100 0.010 - 35,000 0.02 - 10
With 1:100 Oilution 10 - 10,000 tiot Apolicable Not Applicable
Cverall Range 0.1 - 10,000 due to lack due to lack

of sensitivity of sensitivity
i

Accuracy (".)
| (Cl in ppm) ;15(1)' + 20 ; 30(2)

_

Samole and/or
Analysis Method

Inline Yes ves tio
Grao Yes Yes Yes

'
.

Analytical 5ackuo
Required? Yes, For Yes, For No

Sample Collection Inline Inline(4) --

Method Available Available --

Sample Analysis Method Not Specified . tot Scecified'

,

Samole Size (ml)
011uted Analysis Sample 4 .04(6)

100(7) 25(7)j Actual RC 4.C4 10 5

Analysis Time (min) 40 - 120(8) 15 20
i

Precedure Ccmolexity Medium Lcw Lew

Ciemical Interferences? No Unkncwn Unkncwn
Tested Yes Limited No
Anticipated Yes Yes--

i Radiological Effects? Unknown Unknown Yes
Tested No No Yes(9)
Anticipated No No --

Application
Routine Yes Yes Yes
Accident Yes No No
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TASLE 6 (Continued)
.

-

.

FEATURES OF PROPOSED ANALYTICAL PROCECURES FOR CHLORICE
'

Co lorimetric Titrimetric 5pectrognatcmetric
- |

. _

__

-

RANGE (ppn)
Direct Analysis 0.04 - 10 0.1 - 10 0.02 -10.0
With 1:100 Dilution Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable
Overall Range due to lack due to lack due to lack

_ of sensitivity of sensitivity of sensttivity

Acct: racy (%)
(C1 in ppn) 1 25(2) 1 20(3) 20(3)

Sam 31e and/cr No Yes No
Analysis Method .Yes Yes Yes '

In line
Grab

Analytical Backup No Yes, F e No9
Inlinel3)Required? -- --

Sample Collection Available --

.%thod Not Specified
Sample Analysis Method

Sample Size (ml) 12 100(8) 25
'

Diluted Analysis Sample 2.4(7) 50 5(7)
'

Actual RC

Analysis Time (min) 30 20 20

Frecedure Ccmplexity Low Low Low
,

Chemical Interferences? Unkn0wn Unknown Unknown
Tested Nc No No -

Anticipated Yes Yes No

~

Radiological Effects 7 Unkncwn Unknown . Unknown
Tested No No No
Anticipated Yes No Yes

Application Yes No Yes
Routine . No No No
Accident

Notes: -

1) The ac:uracy of the IC measurements is .+ 15% in the 0.1 to
1.0 ppn chloride range and is 125% f5i- higher cencentra-
tions. By calibration at higher concentrations, the' accuracy
can be maintained at 115%.''

,

y
*

/

'
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2) The uncertainties were estimated frem calibration curve data*

presented in the associated documentation.

3) The uncertainties are based on professional judgement. -

4) The SIE method could be adapted for inline use.

5) The titrimetry precedure could be used as the inline method
by e.mployrr.ent of a technique similar to the Digichem Analyzer
method for boren analysis.

6) 1he ion chrematographic procedure uses small (~ 0.4 ml)
undiluted reactor ecolant samples.

.

7) Due te insufficient sensitivity, smaller reactor c:olant
samples are inappropriate for these methods.

8) The titrimetry procedure has sufficient sensitivity to mea-
sure 0.1 ppa chlorice; hcwever, 50 ml cf reactor c:clant is
required. The method is new in use at LCFT at I :EL.

9) Limited radiological effect testing was :erformed oy GE cn
the turbidimetric :rocecure. At tr.e maxi =um antici:stec
dose rate, 8 x 103 rad /h in a Oiiutec 25 mi sam:le (0.' 21.

diluted to 25 ml), an ecuivalen. -es:ense of '. 3 :n Of
chloride was calculated frem measurement cata.

.

9
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The sample collection procedures for dissolved gases*
.

proposed by SEC7NUS and GE are similar. The GE precedure involves the iso-
lation of 70 ml of pressurized reactor water, the depressurization of the
sample into a 20 ml gas holding container, and the transferral of ali-

quots frem the gas holding container to 15 ml septum bottles. The 15 mi
septum bottles are transferred to the laboratory for GC analysis and/ or
further dilution. In the laboratory, gas tight syringes are used to

take 1.0 ml_ aliquots from the septum bottles for injection into the GC.
The procedure employs Henry's Law and a tracer gas, which is injected
into the sample prior to depressurization, to determine sample yield.

The sample collection procedure of SEC/NUS involves
,

'

the isolation of a 30 ml pressurized reactor water sample, depressuriza-
tion of the sample, the quantitative transferral of the dissolved gases
into a 300 mi gas holding cylinder via an argon gas purge, and the cres-
surization of the 300 mi cylinder to atmospheric pressure with the argen
purge gas. From the 300 ml gas holding cylinder small samples, 0.25 or.
1.0 ml are injected remotely into the GC for analysis.

Following collection of the dissolved gas samoles
the time required for GC analysis is less than ten minutes.

'

The measurement range reported by SEC/NUS is based
on extensive' laboratory studies and is applicable for 25-25,000 ppn hy-
drogen for a 1.0 ml dissolved gas sample. The dilutions associated with
the sample collection procedure and the 30 mi sample used for decres-

3
'

suri:ation create a- range of 0.5 - 2000 .c:n of dissolved hydrogen per
kilogram of reactor coolant. The accuracy of the measurements is + 10

,

percent.

General Electric did not report a measurement range;
however, an estimate of the lower limit of detection was mentioned.

Their' estimate of the lower detection limit, based on limited laboratory

studies, is 0.1 volume percent or 1000 ppm' for a 1.0 ml dissolved gas
sample. ENICO believes this detection limit is a factor of ten or more-

j high and that the actual detection limit will be similar to the one mea-
1

| sured by SEC/NUST-he.,100 ppm or lower. if such a detection limit is

verified by GE, ENICO estimates the measurement range of the GE gas
'

42
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chromatograph method for dissolved hydrogen in reactor water will be
3 '

so.1-2000 cm per kilogram of water. Tne estimate is based on the

relative size 'of reactor water samples taken for analysis and the rela-
tive volumes of the gas holding cylinders of the SEC/NUS and GE sample
collection systems.

Tae advantages of the GC methods proposed by the
two vendors are sufficient measurement ranges, the application to rou-
tine and accident usage, the simplicity of operation, and, th_e _ selective
measurement of hydrogen, not total gases. Tne advantages of the SEC/NUS
method over the GE method are the extensiveness of laboratory testing

performed by SEC/NUS and the remote analysis capability of the SEC/NUS
1

calculatec~4system. The latter advantage is quite significant as

dose rates due to ncbie gases asscciated with the dissolved gases in
4unit volumes of reactor water are in excess of 10 R/h at one centi-

|

meter. As a result the dose rates associateo with the GC samples, even

[ with dilution, are potentially a few R/h and will require more cautien

for hands-on analysis than remote analysis.

.

The disadvantage of the GC method in general is
relatec to maintanance of the instr *: ment; hcwever, this is not c:nsicered'

significant as GC's are generally very dependable. Another limitation
of the methcd is the lack of laboratory tests on the effects of hign

radiation field on the procedure; however, there are no anticipated

effects.

4.2.3.2 Gas Chrematocrrny. Yellow Scrines Anaivrer -

Dissolved Oxycen Analysis. As described in the

| previous section, different constituents in a gas sample are separated

| in a GC column due to their characteristic diffusion rates through a

|
medium such as charcoal, molecular sieve, etc. As a result GC lends

; itself to the simultaneous determination of oxygen and hydrogen frem the
' analysis of a single sample. .

s

- - _ .

General electric proposed to use this technique for

dissolved oxygen analysis, i.e., simultaneous measurement of hydrogen

| and oxygen in a single sample. The sample collection procedure, instru-
mentation, and associated equipnent proposed are identical to the ones

described above. Specific measurement ranges were not provided by GE.
43
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EMICO's estimate of the measurement range is el
to 400 ppa in the reactor ecolant. The basis of the estimate are the ,

22relative thermal conductivities (detector responses) of oxygen and
hydrogen and the hydrogen measurement range estimated for the GE system ,

'

in the above section. This estimated oxygen is inadequate for postacci-
dent analysis of reactor coolant samples as the sensitivity of the pro-
cedure is insufficient to measure below 1 ppn dissolved oxygen. However,

before the GC procedure is precluded frem postaccident application, it
should be experimentally verified that the sensitivity of the GC method

.
is inadequate.

Sentry Equipt:ent Corporation proposed an inline

monitor for postaccident determinations of dissolvec oxygen in reactor
'

coolant. The instrument selected and laboratory tested was a Yellow

Springs Instrument (YSI) Model 54 0xygen Analyzer. Tne sensing proce,
which contains a semipermeable ' c rane, is remotely locatec frem the

meter and out::ut device. Tne probe holder was redesigned to minimi:e
fluid volume and asscciated radiation exposure. Calibration of the

system is achieved with an oxygen saturated dem.ineralized water scurce.
The actual oxygen content of the standard sclution is determined frem
the temperatures of the water and a solubility chart relating dissolved
oxygen to water temperature.

Laboratory tests verified that there were no inter-

ferences due to hydrogen in solution or varictions in samole flowrate.

One prcblem ebserved during the tests was a pin hole in ene of the prebe
mer:tranes. This resulted in erratic results. Replacement of the mem-
brane corrected the problem.

Laboratory testing also verified that the accuracy

(+ 5%) was sufficient to measure 0.1 ppn dissolved oxygen. The measure-

ment range was linear netween 0.1-7.85 ppn oxygen. Concentrations above
7.85 ppn oxygen were not laboratory tested. It is anticipated the mea-

surement range will be valid up to 20 ppn oxygen; however, this needs
verification.

Provided the measurement range can be demonstrated
to be 0.1-20 ppn, the YSI Analyzer is applicable to postaccident
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applications. The Mcdel 54 Analyzer lacks ' sufficient sensitivity for i

routine u s e'. SEC/NUS proposed a Rexnord Analyzer for routine use
(sensitivity-ppb) or alternately a Model 56 YSI Analyzer with reported
higher- sensitivity. The routine condition monitor will be installed in
parallel with the accident condition monitor.

The advantages of the YSI oxygen monitcrs are the
remote operability, simplicity, and potentially adequate measurement
range.. ,

The disadvantage of the systems is the time, 1-4

hours, required fer the system to reach equilibrium after the internal .

portiens of the sensing prebe are exposed to air. Baseo on a review of
the literature on the effects of irradiation en the ecmpenents of the

sensing crcbe, no radiological effects are anticipated. The maximum

dose anticicateo to the different materials of ccnstruction in the ;rebe
is 10 rads; the mini =um doses causing camage to the materiais was
reported at 10 rads.

.

4.2.3.3 Evaluation Sumary of Dissolved Oxycen and Hvdrocen
An alvsi s. De gas chrcmatograpnic methods prcposed by SEC/MUS for dis-

^

solved hydrogen analysis is applicable to postaccident samole analysis.
It has sufficient sensitivity, accuracy, and range of measurement

3(0.5-2000 cm hydrogen per kilogram of reacter coolant, + 10 %) . The
,

measurement range associated with the GE method needs to be verified.

After comoleting collection of the dissolved gas sample, the analysis
time is ten minutes or less. The SEC/HUS samole handling has an advan-
tage over the GE procedure due to its remote mode of samole handling.
Precautions should be taken when manually handling the dissolved gas
samples due to the potentially high radiological fields. The GC method
is applicable to routine conditions also. Radiological interferences to
the GC method are not anticipated.

The GC method proposed by GE for dissolved oxygen
analysis appears to lack sufficient sensitivity for required measurement
of low (<0.1 ppm) concentrations of oxygen. Without further testing

to demonstrate the capability of the method to measure the low concen-
tration, the GC method for oxygen analysis is not applicable to post
accident sample analysis.
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The inline oxygen monitor proposed by SEC is appli-
cable to postaccident analysis provided information is available to

verify its ability to measure dissolved oxygen over the entire range of
! 0.1-20 ppn. At present the measurement. range has been demonstrated to

| be valid between 0.1 and 7.85 p;zi only.
.

In ENICO's opinion, the proven measurement range is
sufficient as the intent is to measure the absence of oxygen, not neces-
sarily the presence. If NRC does not agree, additional laboratory-

studies need to be performed to extend the measurement range.

To meet all NUREG-0737 requirements, licensees which .

use inline method for analysis must have a backup capability to obtain
grab samples and to perform analysis perfor=ed by the inline :enitor.
Dissoived oxygen analysis by hands-on techiques will require diluted,
pressurized samoles or techniques to collect the gases (exygen) from a
liquid sample. Ccnventional methods, eg., Winkler, of hands-on analysis
can not be used due to the large sample sizes required and/or a lack of
sensitivity. Alternative methods must,be identified.

4*.2. 4 Ccnductivity and cH
'

4.2.4.1 Conductivity. Both SEC/NUS and GE propose the use
of i_nline monitors for measurement of conductivity. Tneir propcsed con-

ductivity meters have measurement ranges of 0-500 pS/cm and 0-100
pS/c:n, respectively. The proposed probes have conductivity cells with
0.1 c:s cell constants; they are located remote to the meters. Tne inline
probe tasted by GE was a standard, ccmmercially available one, and the
probe tested by NUS used a modified probe holder designed to minimize
fluid volume. The actual cell volumes were not specified. Tne accuracy
associated with the measurements was not specified either; however, high
accuracy for 0-2 pS/cm and decreasing accuracy for higher conductivi-
ties was noted.

.

_
Laboratory tests were performed by both GE and SEC/

NUS. The GE tests involved measurements of the conductivity of water
flowing first through a conductivity cell under irradiation and then

through a second in-series conductivicy cell not under irradiation. The
4 5'

irradiation fields were varied between .1.3 x 10 rads /h to 9.8 x 10
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rads /h. - GE also made static (no flow) measurements with the above ar-
*

rangement. Finally, GE .cerformed conductivity measurements on a 10 ppn
5chloride solution with (9.8 x 10 rads /h) and without! irradiation and

with and without flow through the cells. The SEC/NUS laboratory testing

was limited to establishing the acerability with a flowing sample stream,
the v.ffects air bubbles in the air stream, and the effects of hydrogen

peroxide en conductivity measurements. SEC/NUS also conducted a litera-
ture review for potential radiation effects to the comoonents of the

sensing probe.
*

_

The results of GE tests on the two in-series cells
indicated that the cell under irradiation and the cne not under irradia-
tion gave the same results and that the conductivity of the sol'ution
increased from 0.1 uS/c:n to 0.55 uS/c:s as the irradiaticn intensity

was increased. The cause for the increase in concuccivity is unknown;

hcwever, it obviously is due to the generation of an unknown concuctive
scecies. The hypotnesis that the unknown species is hydrogen ;eroxice

is not supported by the chloride solution tests ;erformed by GE and the

hydrogen peroxide tests performed by SEC/NUS; i.e., the conductivity did

not change with the addition of chloride - added to decrease the gene-.

ratad species - or with the adcition of hydrogen peroxide directly to
the ficwing stream.

Further results of the SEC/NUS tests show that the
moniter is applicable to a flowing sample stream and that the presence
of air bubbles at five percent of the water volume does not alter the

accuracy of the measurements.

The literature review indicates that the resistance
of the probe comoonents to radiation exposure exceeds the anticipated

radiation does by a factor of one hundred or more.

The advantages of the method are its utility under
accident and normal condition, its resistance to radiation damage, the
remote ' operational mode, and its simplicity.

There are no apparent disadvantages even though the
conductivity of water solutions increased with increasing radiation

doses. This observation only implies that the monitor was operating
47
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* *
properly as its response increased with an increase in the conductivity
of the solution.

A backup method for measurement of conductivity of
'

grab samples was not noted. Hcwever, there are ccmercially available'
portable conductivity meters which are appropriate for this purpose.

4.2.4.2 g. To investigate methods of determining pH under
postaccident conditions, SEC/NUS evaluated an industrial grade inline pH
probe and a sealed, permanently-filled reference electrede. The vertical
probe holder, modified to minimize fluid volume, prevents entrapment of
air bubbles. A double 0-ring seal is used to prevent leakage. The probe -

can be calibrated in place by injection of buffer solutions (pH 7 and
10) into the sample loop. The prebe output is recorded on an industrial

grade meter mcunted in a remotely located instru=ent panel.

Testing of the pH monitor was cerformed to deter-
'

mine its applicability to a flowing samole stream and to evaluate the
effects of air bubbles in the liquid. Data indicated the pH moniter is
not affected by variations in flow or by the presence of air bubbles.

.

The optimum operating temperature range of the pH
probe is 75-90 F; the maximum temperature and pressure are 125 F and
100 psig. With constant control of the pH probe at a given temperature
within the optimum ocerational range, the accuracy and measurement range
will ccmply with NRC requirements, 1-13 1 0.3 pH units.

|
As inline pH monitors have been used reliably for a

nuder of years in the chemical and nuclear industries, there are no

apparent disadvantages. The advantages are the application to accident
and routine use, the remote operability, the simplicity, and the suffi-

cient measurement range and accuracy.

To fulfill all NUREG-0737 requirements, hcwever, a
backup capability to measure the pH of grab sample must be provided.

| With the proposed grab sample collection systems, this will require pH
measurements of diluted reactor coolant samples. ENICO anticipates that
pH's measured in diluted samples cannot be used to accurately determine

48
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the actual pH of the reactor water. For example, based on a 1:100 dilu-
tion of a 0.1 ml reactor coolant sample with deionized water (pH 7.0),
the estimatad pH of the reactor coolant water determined frem the analy-
sis of the diluted sample could be in error by 2-7 pH units. This takes
into ace:unt the results of dilution only and not the presence of other
constituents which can affect the pH. Accordingly, ENICO does not re-
cemend the use of diluted grab samples for measurement of reactor

coolant pH.

General Electric Company suggested the use of pH
pacer for measurement of pH -in reactor water. In c:njunction with this

idea, a saries of laboratory tests were performed to determine the ef-

fects of high irradiations on the accuracy of the method. Tne pH paper
was inmersed in solutions with pH 3.3 and 10.0 and irradiated for ten

5 10*minutes (1.5 x 10 rads) in one study and one minuta (1.5 x

rads) in another study. The colors of the solutions were c:=pletely

destroyed in the ten minute test and significantly altered in ne one
minute tast (0.5 pH unit shift).

.

To compensate for this effect, GE suggested th at
~

the procedure be modified to decrease the exposures to .h e pH pacer.
The suggestion was to moisten the paper with a drop er two of samole
instead of total imersion of the pH paper in the sample solution. Tne

proposed modified procedure was not demonstrated to be successful.

ENICO does not believe the pH pacer method is sat-

isfactory at present due to the irradiation effects observed. Its future

applicability will depend on the additional testing and the developnent
of a technique to collect a small, undiluted reactor coolant sample and
to perform the measurement in a radiologically safe manner.

General Electric' also suggested that the conducti-
vity of a solution is a potential method to ensurt that the pH of the

reactor coolant is within certain acceptable ranges, i.e. 5.5 to 8.6.

ENICO does not believe this technique' meets the NRC intent as the con-
ductivity of the reactor coolant can possibly vary over a large range
under accident conditions and cannot be used as an indication of pH with

the required accuracy.
.
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4.2.4.3 Sumary of Conductivity and cH Analysis Methods.

The method. proposed by SEC/NUS and GE is applicable for measurement of
the conductivity of reactor ecolant water. It includes an inline con-

ductivity cell .with a remote readout meter. A backup capability to mea-
sure the conductivity of grab samples was not noted by SEC or GE. This

backup capability can be provided with comercially available, portable
conductivity meters for analysis of grab samples. Alternately, a backup
capability, with NRC's concurrence, would be a second, independent inline
monitor which could be put into service upon the failure of the first'

mcnitor. The monitors are applicable to accident and normal conditions.

:

Although there was an increase in conductivity of
test solutions with an increase in radiation exposures, the effect was

not due to monitor component failure. It was a result of an increase of
the conductivity of the test solution. It is unknown if the increase in
conductivity of the test solutions was inherent to the excerimental con-
ditions or whether one should anticipate the generation of a concuctive

species in postaccident re' actor ccolant water.

.

At present the only proven methods which has satis-
factory accuracy and is applicable to measurement of pH under accident
conditions are inline monitors. The use of pH paper is not applicable

due to inaccuracies caused by high radiation fields. The pH paper method

may be applicable with further testing; however, the method will require
the develognent of techniques for the remote addition of small reactor

coolant samples to the pH paper and for the remote ccmcarison of the pH
paper colors with standards.

The pH analysis of diluted reactor coolant samoles
is not recomended due to the potential inaccuracies of the measurements.
The only alternative for a backup analysis capability is the use of two
indeoendent inline monitors; one in service and one in standby.

The pH inline monitors are applicable to both acci-
dent and routine use. There are no anticipated radiological effects.

.
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, E#ON NUCLEAR IDAHO COMPANY, Inc.
P.O. Das 2bCo

scano nits icano a.2aos 16 February 1982.

!

GE/SEC Chemical Procedures ,

~
lMoe-3-62

Mr. C. E. McCraken
U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Comission -

Phillips Sldg. Recm P-302
Betnesda, MD 2C014

Reference: 8. G. Motes, " Evaluation of GE and SEC Chemical Procedures for Post-
accicent Analysis of Reactor Coolant Samoles", Novemcer 1981

Dear Conrad:

In ENICO's evaluation of croposed chemical procedures for costaccident analysis
of reactor coolant samples, referenced above, the presence or aosence of racio-
logically induced interferences (effects) were noted for chemical procedures .vitn

i available test data. For chemical precedures witnout availaole test data, it was
! noted whether radiologically induced interferences were anticipated or not. .n

the report a general statement was included wnich indicated that the basis for
determining whether radiological effects were anticipated or not was past exce-
riences of personnel involved in the evaluation.

In response to your recent request fcr a brief amelification cf the basis used to
detemine whether or not radiological effects on the individual procedures are
anticipated or not. I nave included in the enclosed table a l'.st of tne procecures
and the respective basis used. Again it should be emphasized that the evaluation
for these procedures are professional judgements; they have not been confimed
with laboratory testing. As recomended in the report the procedures should be
laboratory tested to confirm the existance or nonexistance of radiologically in-
duced effects.

If you require additional infomation please call (FTS 533-3577).
|

| Sincerely,

v. -g ge$*
6 ;

| B. G. Motes-

i Radicchemistry
|

| BGM:aer

Enclosure

cc: B. Sarnhart, NRC
G.L. Vivian, DOE-ID
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TABLE I Moe-3 82
1 Page 1,$ BASIS FOR RADIOLOGICAL EITECTS ON SEffGE CliEHICAL PROCEDURES

-

l Method / Analysis Radiological Effects Anticipated Basis

1
'

Fluoroborate SIE/ Boron Unknown flo Chemistry of the procedure and SEC literature review of
,

radiological effects on similar materials used in con-
struction of the SIE.

n
'' Curcumin Spectrophotometric / Unknown tio Chemistry of the procedure.

Boron

plasma Spectroscopy / Boron Unknown flo Independence of procedure chemistry. :
'

,

Canninic Acid Spectro-
photometric / Boron fio -- Chemistry of the procedure. ;

,

f

|
'

Mannitol Titrimetry / Boron Unknown No Chemistry of the procedure. SEC literature review of-

radiological effects on pil probes, and prior use of the
,

, procedure to analyze relatively high activity samples.
,

Independence of irocedure chemistry and prior usage of fDoronometry/ Boron Ho --

boronometers in ilgh radiation fleids. [
I I

I Itn Chromatography / Boron Unknown No Chemistry of the method and prior use of a similar method
to analyze relatively high activity (*1R) samples, includ-
Ing a diluted postaccident THI-2 sample (s0.5R)

,

Ion Chromatography / Chloride Unknown tio Chemistry of the method and prior use of a similar nethod .I
to analyze relatively high activity samples, including

,

a diluted. postaccident 1MI-2 sample (s0.5R). -

|
,' Specific Ion Electrode / Unknown tio SEC literature review of radiological effects on similar'

4

Chloride materials used to construct the electrode. .

. Laboratory tests by SEC/NUS.Turbidimetric / Chloride Yes --

,

Colorimetric/ Chloride Onknown Yes Laboratory test by SEC/NUS on the turbidimetric method, ,

which is essentially the same as the colorinetric n.ethod.
1

.
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''-TABLE I Page 2 ..

|
BASIS FOR RADIOLOGICAL EFFECTS Oil SEC/CE CllElllCAL PROCEDURES , _ ' '

,

Method / Analysis . Radiological Effects Anticipated Basis

Titrimetric / Chloride Unknown flo Chemistry of tiie procedure and SEC leterature review of
radiological effects on pil probes. |

Spectrophotometric / Unknown Yes Chemistry of the procedure.
Chloride

't
Gas Chromatography / Unknown Ho flature of measurement method and prior use of GC to*

,

to analyze relatively high activity samples (s0.5R)flydrogen

Gas Chromatograph /0xygen Unknown 11 0 flature of measurement method and prior use of GC to.,

analyze relatively high activity samples (s0.5R)

Yellow Spings Analyzer / Unknown ilo SEC literature review of the radiological effects on
the materials of construction of the sample probe.

Oxygen

Laboratory tests by GE, the SEC literature review of
! Conductivity Meter / No --

Conductivity the radiological effects on materials of probe con-'

'
struction and the SEC personnel interviews of in-

Idividuals with prior experience witti similar measurements.
|.-

|! pil Paper /pli Yes -- Laboratory tests perfonned by GE.

! II pil Probe /pil tio -- Literature review by SEC of the radiological effects on
the materials of probe construction, 500 personnel in-ji terviews with individuals with prior experience with

: similar measurements, and coninon use of pli probes in'

bluh radiation fields.

'
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